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A B S T R A C T
Dynamic Software Product Line (DSPL) engineering represents a promising ap-
proach for planning and applying runtime reconfiguration scenarios to self-adap-
tive software systems. Reconfigurations at runtime allow those systems to con-
tinuously adapt themselves to ever changing contextual requirements. With a
systematic engineering approach such as DSPLs, a self-adaptive software system
becomes more reliable and predictable. However, applying DSPLs in the vital do-
main of highly context-aware systems, e.g., mobile devices such as smartphones
or tablets, is obstructed by the inherently limited resources. Therefore, mobile
devices are not capable to handle large, constrained (re-)configuration spaces of
complex self-adaptive software systems.
The reconfiguration behavior of a DSPL is specified via so called feature mod-
els. However, the derivation of a reconfiguration based on a feature model (i) in-
duces computational costs and (ii) utilizes the available memory. To tackle these
drawbacks, I propose a model-based approach for designing DSPLs in a way that
allows for a trade-off between pre-computation of reconfiguration scenarios at de-
velopment time and on-demand evolution at runtime. In this regard, I intend to
shift computational complexity from runtime to development time. Therefore, I
propose the following three techniques for
(1) enriching feature models with context information to reason about potential
contextual changes,
(2) reducing a DSPL specification w.r.t. the individual characteristics of a mo-
bile device, and
(3) specifying a context-aware reconfiguration process on the basis of a scalable
transition system incorporating state space abstractions and incremental re-
finements at runtime.
In addition to these optimization steps executed prior to runtime, I introduce a
concept for
(4) reducing the operational costs utilized by a reconfiguration at runtime on a
long-term basis w.r.t. the DSPL transition system deployed on the device.
To realize this concept, the DSPL transition system is enriched with non-functional
properties, e.g., costs of a reconfiguration, and behavioral properties, e.g., the
probability of a change within the contextual situation of a device. This provides
the possibility to determine reconfigurations with minimum costs w.r.t. estimated
long-term changes in the context of a device.
The concepts and techniques contributed in this thesis are illustrated by means
of a mobile device case study. Further, implementation strategies are presented
and evaluated considering different trade-off metrics to provide detailed insights
into benefits and drawbacks.

Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G
Dynamische Software Produktlinien (DSPLs) stellen einen vielversprechenden
Ansatz für die Planung und Ausführung von Rekonfigurationen selbst-adaptiver
Softwaresystemen dar. Laufzeitrekonfigurationen erlauben es einem System sich
kontinuierlich den sich ständig ändernden kontextuellen Anforderungen anzu-
passen. Jedoch wird die Anwendbarkeit von DSPLs auf eine kontextsensible
Domäne, wie die der mobilen Endgeräte (Smartphones, Tablets, etc.), durch eine
inhärente Limitierung von Ressourcen eingeschränkt. Daher sind solche mo-
bilen Endgeräte nicht in der Lage, mit den (Re-)Konfigurationsräumen komplexer
adaptiver Systeme umzugehen.
Das Rekonfigurationsverhalten einer DSPL wird mittels so genannter Feature-
Modelle spezifiziert. Die Ableitung einer Rekonfiguration auf der Basis eines Fea-
ture-Modells verbraucht jedoch (i) Berechnungsressourcen und (ii) Speicher. Um
diese Nachteile in den Griff zu bekommen stelle ich einen modellbasierten Ansatz
für die Spezifikation einer DSPL vor, der darauf ausgelegt ist, einen Ausgleich
zwischen zur Entwicklungszeit vorberechneten Rekonfigurationsszenarien und
bedarfsgetriebenen Rekonfigurationen zur Laufzeit zu bieten. Daher verschiebe
ich den Berechnungsaufwand während der Laufzeit eines Endgerätes und zur
Entwicklungszeit einer DSPL. Hierfür schlage ich die folgenden Techniken vor:
(1) Anreichern von Feature-Modellen mit kontextuellen Informationen, um mö-
gliche Änderungen im Gerätekontext zu erkennen,
(2) Reduktion der DSPL-Spezifikation in Bezug auf die individuellen Charak-
teristiken eines mobilen Endgerätes sowie
(3) Erstellung eines kontextsensiblen Rekonfigurationsprozesses auf Basis ei-
nes Zustandsraumes, der zur Laufzeit inkrementell verfeinert wird.
Zusätzlich, zu diesen Optimierungsschritten, die zur Entwicklungszeit ausgeführt
werden, stelle ich ein Konzept vor, welches angedacht ist, um zur Laufzeit ausge-
führt zu werden:
(4) Lang-Zeit Reduktion der Ausführungskosten einer Rekonfiguration zur Lauf-
zeit auf Basis eines DSPL-Transitionssystems.
Um dies umzusetzen, wird ein DSPL-Transitionssystem mit nicht-funktionalen
Eigenschaften angereichert, wie z.B. Kosten einer Rekonfiguration. Darüber hin-
aus wird das Kontextverhalten mittels Wahrscheinlichkeiten erfasst, um zu be-
schreiben, wann ein Kontext betreten bzw. verlassen wird. Hiermit können
Rekonfigurationen ausgewählt werden, die, in Bezug auf die zu erwartenden
Kontextänderungen, auf eine lange Sicht hin minimale Kosten verursachen.
Die in dieser Arbeit erarbeiteten Techniken und Konzepte werden anhand eines
Fallbeispiels über mobile Endgeräte vorgestellt. Zusätzlich werden Implemen-
tierungsstrategien diskutiert und evaluiert in Bezug auf mögliche Vor- und Nach-
teile der Ansätze.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
Software systems have to deal with a constant growth of information they have
to process. Such software systems are present in the daily life of a person, be it
a smartphone a person carries or a data-center that delivers the results for a web-
search query. Every smartphone is equipped with a software system providing
numerous functionalities to the user. The growth in the smartphone market also
increases the demand to satisfy the requirements of each potential user for such
software systems. For example, the plot in Figure 1.1 illustrates the importance
and the growth of the mobile device market. In 2007 a total amount of 122.32
million smartphones were sold worldwide. Until 2013 the smartphone market
increased by 800% to 967.78 million sold devices [Gar14].
The simultaneous increase of information and the integration of technology in
our surroundings require new approaches for designing, implementing, execut-
ing, and managing upcoming software systems for mobile devices. Such software
systems have to be
• adaptable in order to react on changes in their context at runtime,
• configurable in order to satisfy the needs of a stakeholder at design time,
• responsive in order to access certain functionality in real-time, and
• energy-efficient in order to provide their functionality as long as possible.
Highly dynamic systems increasingly exceed a level of complexity that is man-
ageable by a person. This implies that the human effort to handle such systems,
i.e., tasks such as setup, running, maintaining the system, increases with the com-
plexity of the software system. For example, the market for android applications
consists of 1.2 million applications1 that constitute a multitude of external ser-
vices, e.g., an integration of Facebook, Skype, or several email accounts, for an
optimal user experience. However, the more applications and services are be-
ing integrated into a mobile device the higher is the demand for a simple us-
age [BE01, CE10, FSSA06].
Self-adaptation is emerging as a necessary technique to manage the complex-
ity in software systems [CLG+09]. Self-adaptive software systems are software
systems that are able to adjust their behavior in response to their ever chang-
ing requirements imposed by their contextual situation, e.g., their physical envi-
ronment or by the software system itself. This is especially the case for highly
dynamic systems such as context-aware or ubiquitous systems [Bro10].
1 http://www.appbrain.com/stats/number-of-android-apps
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Figure 1.1: Amount of smartphones sold to customers worldwide from 2007 to 2013 ac-
cording to Gartner [Gar14].
To tackle the issue of complexity in self-adaptive software systems, techniques
from the domain of autonomous computing may be applied. Autonomous comput-
ing [Hor01] describes systems that adapt without the need of human interaction.
Thus, an autonomous system configures, adapts, and maintains itself at runtime.
Autonomous Systems . Biological systems, such as the human nervous sys-
tem, provided the guidelines for the concept of an autonomous system. The
human nervous system acts autonomously to external or internal stimuli. For ex-
ample, the size of our pupil adapts itself according to the current light intensity. If
the human nervous system would not react autonomously a human would have
to continuously concentrate on adapting the body to the environment.
Autonomous software systems require appropriate abstractions and models for
understanding, controlling, and designing the autonomous behavior, which is ex-
ecuted at runtime. According to [CE10, CLG+09, Hor01], the issue of designing
autonomous behavior constitutes an important research challenge. Understand-
ing the problem and selecting a suitable solution requires precise models for rep-
resenting important aspects of the self-adaptive system, its users, and its context.
Furthermore, suitable software engineering methods are required to model im-
portant aspects of a self-adaptive software system, such as controlling the adap-
tivity of an autonomous system, the user behavior, and the requirements imposed
by a contextual situation. Current software engineering approaches specify a sys-
tem at design time in a static manner according to identified requirements as
agreed with some stakeholders. Thus, the design of the system is derived prior to
runtime and does not reflect the dynamic aspects, which occur at runtime. Since
an adaptive system has to adjust its operational state at runtime, techniques to
model autonomous behavior occurring at runtime are also considered to be an
important research challenge [CE10, CLG+09].
Consequently, to develop autonomous self-adaptive software systems a soft-
ware engineering approach is required that
• abstracts from the complexity of an adaptive system and
• is applicable to represent the dynamic aspects of an ever-changing context.
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Among numerous techniques to tackle the challenges imposed by autonomous
systems, Model Driven Development is an extensively investigated domain and
has proven itself as a viable concept to abstract from the complex aspects of an
(autonomous) self-adaptive software system.
Model Driven Development. Model driven development [AK03, BG01,
Voe11] is a software development methodology that intends to capture important
aspects of a system through appropriate models. In this regard, model driven
development focuses on modeling concepts rather than on computing or algo-
rithmic concepts. The specified models are usable to automatically analyze the
system. Therefore, model driven development techniques support key aspects for
an autonomous adaptation. To execute an adaptation autonomously, the system
requires knowledge as a semantic base, e.g., when an adaptation is to be exe-
cuted and which system properties have to be adapted [IBM06]. The knowledge,
which is required to derive an adaptation decision autonomously at runtime, is
specifiable via model driven development concepts [BBF09].
Software Product Lines . Software Product Line Engineering is a domain
that uses models to abstract from complexity imposed by large-scale software
systems. Software Product Lines (SPLs) are a popular approach for the systematic
reuse of software artifacts in development of a family of similar software systems
instead of a single software system. Prominent SPLs are the Microsoft Office Suite
or the Android operating system for mobile devices from Google. For example,
the plot depicted in Figure 1.2 illustrates the vendor specific customization of the
different operating systems for mobile devices, i.e., Android from Google and iOS
from Apple. Android, as an SPL, is customized by different vendors. For example,
34% of the Android operating system deployed on mobile devices are customized
by Samsung, 27% are customized by HTC, 21% are customized by Motorola, and
18% are customized by other remaining vendors [Nie14]. In contrast to that, iOS
is not customized by any other vendor than the owning company Apple.
SPLs offer a systematic reuse of software artifacts within a range of prod-
ucts sharing a common set of features, i.e., units of functionality. For example,
connectivity features, e.g., Long Term Evolution Communication Protocol (LTE),
Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM), Wireless Local Area Net-
work (WLAN), in the Android operating system are re-usable by vendors that
develop a customized Android variant.
Particular features may be considered for the entire SPL as not necessarily being
part of each software product. In this regard, a feature constitutes
• a product characteristic, i.e., a system property relevant for some stake-
holder as identified during domain engineering, and
• a product configuration parameter for deriving stakeholder-specific product
variants [CW07].
In order to derive a specific software product of an SPL, features are selected to be
either part of the product or they are deselected from the product [PBv05]. Such
variability is specified via so called feature models.
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Figure 1.2: Percentage of smartphone operating systems and vendor specific customiza-
tion in the U.S. in the second quarter of 2012 according to Nielsen [Nie14].
Feature models provide a comprehensive formalism for specifying common-
ality and variability among the different members of a family of similar soft-
ware products organized in an SPL [KCH+90]. A feature model corresponds to a
specification of feature constraints, i.e., dependency and incompatibility relations
between features. For example, a routing protocol feature requires an Internet
connection and a GSM-based connection may not be active in combination with a
WLAN-based connection.
For instance, vendors such as Samsung and HTC configure the Android oper-
ating system as a customized product variant for their devices, e.g., the user inter-
face on Samsung devices differs from the user interface of HTC devices. Hence,
SPL techniques are used to abstract from complex aspects of a system, i.e., the
variability of a product line, in a systematic manner. Therefore, these techniques
seem to be a suitable approach to manage the runtime behavior of self-adaptive
software systems. However, an SPL is used for systems that remain static in its
composition of features at runtime. Prior to runtime, a software product is de-
rived and once the product is derived it may not be further adjusted. In contrast to
that, a self-adaptive software system needs to be continuously adjusted at runtime.
Dynamic Software Product Lines . The engineering of Dynamic Soft-
ware Product Lines (DSPLs) enhances SPL engineering by allowing a product
to be not only configured once at design time. Instead, a DSPL supports flex-
ible reconfigurations at runtime [BSBG08]. This enables a product implementa-
tion to dynamically evolve and meet continuously changing requirements of the
context [BHS12]. A promising field of application for DSPLs constitutes the vi-
tal domain of adaptable mobile devices [HPS12] such as (Android) smartphones.
For instance, if a flash-crowd of people emerges as a context at runtime, e.g.,
on a concert, a transition from a configuration relying on an infrastructure-based
communication to a new configuration, which uses an ad hoc-based communica-
tion might become necessary [ICP+99]. However, depending on the variability
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1.1 problem statement 7
constraints imposed on the system, such an adaptation may involve more than
a single adjustment from infrastructure-based communication to an ad hoc-based
communication. For example, both communication paradigms rely on different
routing protocols, e.g., an infrastructure-based communication requires the Bor-
der Gateway Protocol (BGP) [RLH06] and ad hoc-based communication requires
a Location Aided Routing (LAR) protocol [KV00]. Such interdependencies be-
tween features may become very complex and include a multitude of features,
e.g., location aided routing requires the Global Positioning System (GPS) to be
active. These constraints are specified in a feature model and are used as adapta-
tion knowledge to derive a system reconfiguration that satisfies the ever changing
requirements imposed by a contextual situation at runtime.
In this regard, DSPL techniques are applicable to specify the runtime variability
of a self-adaptive software system. However, to achieve an autonomous adapta-
tion, a transition system may be used to specify when a reconfiguration is to be
executed.
Transition Systems . Another kind of model, which may be used to specify
the adaptation behavior of an autonomous system, are transition systems. Recent
research on DSPLs proposes model-based approaches for pre-planning reconfig-
uration scenarios at design time. Those reconfiguration scenarios are specified
as a transition system [Hel12, DPS12, WDSB09], which is deployed as adaptation
knowledge on the device. Thereby, a state represents a device configuration and
transitions specify reconfiguration options. Thus, a transition system models the
reconfiguration behavior of a DSPL at runtime and further provides the means
to analyze such reconfiguration behavior, e.g., identify deadlocks or configura-
tions that may never be active at runtime. However, a complete transition system
of a DSPL may become very complex since for every possible configuration the
transition system contains the corresponding configuration state. For example,
under the assumption that there are no constraints between features, a DSPL that
consists of 20 features has 220 = 1, 048, 576 different possibilities to configure the
DSPL.
1.1 Problem Statement
I chose the domain of mobile devices as a candidate to validate my research. This
domain is suited for variability modelling techniques due to the high degree of
similarities among different systems. For example, a different product configu-
ration of the Android operating system is required for each of the devices of the
Goggle Nexus product line, e.g., the Nexus 4 smartphone, the Nexus 7 tablet etc.
Further, mobile devices benefit from autonomous self-adaptive software systems
since autonomy eases the usage of a device and improves the user experience.
Note that, although I chose a particular application domain for my research, my
research is not limited to the domain of mobile devices.
To derive an autonomous self-adaptive software system on the basis of DSPLs,
I identified the following four problem statements as important research issues.
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(1) Context-Awareness of a DSPL. Existing DSPLs approaches do not
yet support awareness of the contextual situation of the system. Without aware-
ness the DSPL is not capable to autonomously reconfigure itself according to the
ever changing contextual situations. To establish an autonomous self-adaptive
software system based on a DSPL, such an awareness has to be established and
seamlessly integrated into the modelling techniques of a DSPL [OGC12].
(2) Resource Consumption of a Reconfiguration at Runtime . Mo-
bile devices have to cope with resource constraints that drastically restrict compu-
tational runtime capabilities for complex reconfiguration planning and execution
tasks [BHS12]. Existing approaches fail to handle context-aware adaptations of
resource-constrained devices due to two reasons. First, it is not possible to deploy
the complete configuration space [Hel12] of a complex system onto the device
due to limited memory. Second, it is not possible to dynamically explore the
configuration space on-demand [FFF+13] at runtime due to limited processing
capabilities. Thus, neither a complete state space nor an on-demand reconfigu-
ration is feasible for mobile devices, and it remains open how both approaches
may be combined to leverage the benefits and mitigate the drawbacks of both
approaches.
(3) Flexibility at Runtime . Following DSPL techniques, every change in
the configuration state of the system requires the derivation of a new product
configuration w.r.t. the constraints specified in a feature model. Minor changes
that occur at runtime change the operational state of the system. However, such
minor changes do not necessarily require the derivation of a new product config-
uration [HPS12]. For example, the reconfiguration from a GSM-based connection
to a WLAN-based connection does not affect the configuration of completely in-
dependent features such as the selection of a keyboard layout. Up to now, this
issue has not been addressed.
(4) Reduction of Operational Cost. Recent generations of mobile de-
vices are very feature rich and, therefore, permit a multitude of possible con-
figurations. Thereupon, reconfigurations at runtime allow those devices to con-
tinuously adapt themselves to ever changing environmental context. For each
change in the contextual situation of a device, there may be multiple configura-
tions, which satisfy the requirements of a context. The operational cost of a self-
-adaptive software system may be reduced by choosing the cheapest configuration.
Since self-adaptive software systems are permanently executed, those configura-
tions have to be chosen on a long-term basis to achieve a significant reduction of
operational cost. However, to this end, it is unknown how such a configuration
has to be chosen to reduce the operational cost at runtime on a long-term basis.
Summarizing these research issues, this thesis aims to satisfy the goals of
• establishing an autonomous, model-based adaptation process (G1) and
• reducing the resource consumption of an adaptation at runtime (G2).
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The next Section introduces the contributions provided in this thesis to achieve
the two goals G1 and G2.
1.2 Contributions
My research shows that runtime adaptations are specifiable by leveraging variabil-
ity models and transition systems at runtime as adaptation knowledge. According
to my categorization of problem statements (1) to (4), I provide four fundamental
contributions in this thesis.
Formal Framework for Context-Aware DSPLs . In order to provide a
model-based methodology to specify an autonomous self-adaptive software sys-
tem I develop a formal framework and define (re-)configuration semantics of a
DSPL. Therefore, I specify feature model constraints as propositional logic for-
mula, as suggested in [Bat05, CW07], and extend it to be applicable to the domain
of three-valued logics. However, in contrast to existing approaches, e.g., on con-
text modelling [ACG09, LY04, BBH+10], contextual requirements are seamlessly
integrated into the specification of a DSPL. In this regard, a context-feature model
is introduced to autonomously reason about reconfiguration choices at runtime.
This has the crucial benefit that traditional (D)SPL techniques are still applicable
with my concept of a context-aware DSPL.
Further, a context-feature model provides the means to automatically derive a
transition system. Such a transition system allows to (i) specify the reconfigura-
tion behavior in detail and (ii) analyze the reconfiguration behavior at runtime.
Reduction of a Feature Model . As previously stated in the problem
statements, applying DSPL-based methodologies to devices that are limited in
their resources is a difficult task. Specifying constraints using a feature model
requires a constraint solver to calculate a configuration that matches both the
specified constraints and the requirements. The more features and constraints
a feature model contains, the harder the computation of a configuration. Thus,
every contextual change utilizes available resources, such as draining the battery.
Therefore, I establish an approach to reduce a feature model specification w.r.t.
the capabilities of a device. This improves the resource consumption of a DSPL
oriented configuration process at runtime. To achieve such a reduction, I remove
features that have to be permanently active at runtime, e.g., the display driver on
a smartphone, or are incompatible to the capabilities of a device, e.g., features
that rely on a cellular communication on a tablet that only supports WLAN. In
contrast to existing approaches [ACLF11, RSA11], my approach focuses on maxi-
mizing the amount of features that are reconfigurable at runtime.
Context-Specific Reduction of the Configuration Space . A self-
-adaptive software system for mobile devices has to be responsive and should
consume as less resources as possible. Due to the memory consumption and uti-
lization of computational resources, it is neither possible to deploy the complete
configuration space onto the device nor to dynamically explore the configuration
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space on-demand at runtime. To overcome the deficiencies of existing approaches,
I apply my formal DSPL framework to establish techniques to reduce the config-
uration space in addition to the reduction of a feature model specification.
The reduction of a configuration state space is based on the observation that
users of mobile devices move in certain well-known contextual patterns [JL10,
MSRJ12, Ver09]. The design of the transition system for controlling reconfigu-
rations allows for tailoring incomplete configuration state spaces on the basis of
context-aware reduction criteria. This constitutes a trade-off between comprehen-
sively pre-planned configurations and on-demand evolutions of the configuration
space at runtime. In addition, relying on a partial Kripke Structure [BG99] as
interpretation of a transition system allows the usage of partial states. A partial
state is applicable to (i) further reduce the memory consumption by subsuming
comparable configuration states as well as (ii) gain flexibility in the configuration
states, thereby, avoiding unnecessary reconfigurations.
Prediction of Contextual Changes . The well-established Planning as
Model Checking paradigm provides a flexible, cost-sensitive approach for choosing
among multiple reconfiguration options in a transition system. However, existing
approaches [CRT98, GT00, PT01] lack (i) to combine fine-grained planning infor-
mation comprising explicitly quantified cost models, e.g., for energy consumption
and predicted contextual changes, and (ii) to cope with the limited resources of
mobile devices. To tackle these drawbacks, a novel planning framework based on
model checking techniques is proposed. Therefore, the transition system describ-
ing reconfigurations is enriched with the probability for a reconfiguration to occur
and cost of a reconfiguration. With such a model it is possible to determine re-
configurations with minimum cost w.r.t. estimated long-term contextual changes
emerging at runtime.
1.3 Outline
Figure 1.3 shows the road-map of this thesis. The complete thesis consists of nine
chapters. A brief variant highlighting the key concepts and contributions given in
this thesis consists of three core chapters. The complete nine chapters provide a
story-line as follows.
Chapter 2. This chapter presents the fundamental concepts and state-of-the-art
approaches on self-adaptive software systems, SPLs, and DSPLs. It provides the
reader with a basis to understand the overall thesis. In addition to that, a running
example is introduced, based on a Google Nexus product line.
Chapter 3. The third chapter introduces how a DSPL and self-adaptive software
systems are combinable. Further, the chapter provides a detailed overview on the
contributions of this thesis.
Chapter 4. This chapter introduces the fundamentals for my formal framework
to specify an autonomous, context-aware DSPL. In this regard, the configuration
semantics of a traditional SPL is stepwise extended to establish the configuration
semantics of a context-aware DSPL.
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Figure 1.3: Road-Map of this Thesis
Chapter 5. My first approach to reduce the computational efforts of a recon-
figuration at runtime is introduced in the fifth chapter. To achieve such an im-
provement, the variability specification of a DSPL is reduced according to the
individual characteristics of a device.
Chapter 6. In the sixth chapter my concept of a DSPL reconfiguration based
on a transition system is introduced. Further, techniques to reduce the resource
utilization of such a transition system are investigated. This chapter also inves-
tigates possibilities to achieve a certain flexibility in the configuration states of a
DSPL by using abstraction techniques.
Chapter 7. My concept to reduce the operational cost of a DSPL-based self-
-adaptive software system is discussed in the seventh chapter. This chapter briefly
introduces Model Checking as a tool to predict the reconfiguration cost w.r.t. pos-
sible upcoming contextual changes.
Chapter 8. This chapter provides an overview on relevant approaches that
have been proposed to support runtime reconfigurations. These approaches are
classified according to the concepts and techniques introduced in Chapters 4 to 7.
Chapter 9. The ninth Chapter concludes the thesis by critically discussing the
results of the provided contributions. Further, future research topics are proposed
to tackle the identified limitations of this thesis.
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S E L F - A D A P TAT I O N O F M O D E L - B A S E D S O F T WA R E S Y S T E M S
This chapter introduces the background of this thesis.
The focus of the first part is on the introduction of the
application domain Self-Adaptive Software Systems (SAS).
Starting with an overview of self-adaptation at runtime
and how an adaptation is processed, related notions are
explained and introduced based on a running example.
SAS are used in numerous domains such as peer-to-peer
or robotics. However, the focus of this thesis is an au-
tonomous adaptation of mobile devices.
The second part introduces a model-based approach to handle runtime adap-
tivity, called Dynamic Software Product Lines (DSPLs). The concepts of a DSPL are
based on the specification of variability constraints, which may be used to manage
runtime-adaptations in a systematic manner. Therefore, an overview of DSPLs is
given about their origin, which modeling concepts are commonly used to specify
a DSPL, and how a DSPL processes a reconfiguration at runtime. Finally, open
research issues in the domain DSPLs are pointed out.
2.1 Self Adaptive Software Systems
The current explosion of information, technological progress, and distribution
of software-intensive systems, leads to large-scale systems with an inherent de-
gree of complexity. Especially the continuous growth [TYH+13] and development
within the domain of mobile devices demand for innovative approaches for build-
ing, running, and managing such software systems. A consequence is the need of
a continuous evolution of the respective software. These systems have to become
more versatile, flexible, resilient, dependable, robust, energy-efficient, recoverable,
customizable, configurable, and self-optimizing. These aspects are achievable by
an adaptation to the dynamically changing context, i.e., the environment or sys-
tem characteristics [CLG+09]. Therefore, the domain of Self-Adaptive Software
Systems (SAS) deals with the development of systems, which are able to adjust
their behavior in response to an ever changing context.
“Whenever the system’s context changes the system has to decide
whether it needs to adapt. [. . . ] we consider context as any informa-
tion, which is computationally accessible and upon which behavioral
variations depend.” [CLG+09]
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This quotation includes the key aspect of SAS and also provides a definition of a
context. SAS have to cope with the inherent dynamics of their context. To satisfy
certain specifications and goals, SAS adapt themselves accordingly, whenever the
context changes and requirements are violated. In this thesis, a context describes
information, which are computationally accessible, such as derived information
about the environment, e.g., office-location or rainy-day, about the users, e.g., listing
to music or reading mail, and about the system itself, e.g., low-battery or silent-mode.
To satisfy stated goals the SAS has to be flexible and derive a suitable adaptation
from this contextual information.
Self-adaptation is an important research topic in several application domains,
such as autonomic computing, dependable computing, embedded systems, mo-
bile ad-hoc networks, mobile and autonomous robots, multi-agent systems, peer-
to-peer applications, sensor networks, and service-oriented architecture [Bro10].
In all these domains flexibility at runtime is essential. However, little endeavor has
been made to establish a systematic software engineering approach to handle the
inherent dynamics at runtime [CLG+09].
In the following an overview and classification for self-adaptive software sys-
tems is given. Additionally, the paradigm Monitor-Analyze-Plan-Execute-Know-
ledge (MAPE-K) is introduced as a control loop to regulate SAS. Thereupon, re-
search challenges that are addressed in this thesis and limitations of this thesis
are discussed.
2.1.1 Adaptivity in Mobile Devices
As mobile devices, e.g., smartphones, tablets, or notebooks, become more and
more integrated into the everyday living of a person, mobile devices are exposed
to continuous changes in their environmental context. This is especially the case
for smartphones, because most people have their smartphone with them when
they are mobile and change their location. Naturally, every device is differently
constrained in its capabilities due to its mobility, production costs, and user-spe-
cific requirements, e.g., lightweightness. Thus, it depends on the capabilities of
a smartphone how the contextual environment may be exploited, e.g., a WLAN
chip has to be integrated in the device to connect to a WLAN access point in the
contextual environment. However, the capabilities of a smartphone may change
over time, e.g., the battery is continuously drained at runtime or the device may
be upgraded. An additional category, which influences the adaptation of a smart-
phone, are the activities the user imposes on the device itself, i.e., the usage of the
device. Every contextual category states certain requirements and together they
restrict the possibilities in which a device is able to adapt itself.
As depicted in Figure 2.1, if the user sits at home, is reading an eBook, and
the smartphone reaches a low battery threshold, the device has to find a suitable
configuration within the highlighted plane that satisfies all contexts. Note that
the contextual categorization location, device, activities is a matter of granularity.
Therefore, additional contextual categories are imaginable, e.g., network, service,
quality, or social context [PNS+00, RDN06].
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Figure 2.1: Adaptation Dimensions of Mobile Devices
Location. Depending on the contextual location, smartphones provide the
means to access a large variety of available ubiquitous services. In recent years,
the availability of these ubiquitous and mobile services have significantly in-
creased due to the different form of connectivity provided by mobile devices, e.g.,
WLAN access points, cellular networks, or GPS navigation [Yan12]. To provide an
optimum of service functionality smartphones have to exploit their surrounding
environment, e.g., using a WLAN connection if an access point is available. Thus,
a smartphone has to cope with the mobility of its user. Figure 2.2 depicts this
problem. A user expects different functionality or services, i.e., goals, depending
on the contextual situation of the smartphone.
Figure 2.2: Contextual Situations of a Mobile Devices
Example 2.1 (Impact of Mobility on a Smartphone).
Figure 2.2 depicts several contextual situations and in each situation the user
expects different functionality or a different behavior. If the smartphone is con-
nected to a desktop Personal Computer (PC) the smartphones becomes an external
hard drive. An example for a very location sensitive situation is driving in a
car, where the smartphone becomes a navigation device. Thus, the goal of a
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smartphone may change in different contextual situations. An example for a
cost-optimization is the change of situation where the user is within the area
of a WLAN access point, e.g., at home, or all communication is processed via a
cellular network. Another requirement emerges if the user is in his office, where
he has to be able to receive and send emails.
A mobility pattern of the user may be as follows on a working day: “home
→ car → office → car → home → couch → desktop PC”. However, such a mo-
bility pattern on a weekend day will most likely be very different and include
different contextual situations, e.g. going to a concert.
This example shows that mobile devices, and especially smartphones, are exposed
to continuous changes of contextual situations. These situations occur based on
certain mobility patterns of the individual user.
Device Capabilities . A smartphone is only able to access numerous ubiq-
uitous services, which are provided by a certain environment according to its
own capabilities. These capabilities are either static or change over the lifetime
of the device. The Central Processing Unit (CPU) of a smartphone is an example
for a static capability, whereas the battery load and available storage space are
continuously changing at runtime.
Figure 2.3: Required Capabilities of a Smartphone at a Concert
Example 2.2 (Capabilities of a Smartphone).
According to Figure 2.2 a user wants to take pictures and probably publish
them via a social network if he is on a concert. However, this is only possible
if the smartphone is able to satisfy the requirements (i) the smartphone has
a camera integrated to take a picture, (ii) the smartphone supports the avail-
able communication standard, e.g., WLAN, GSM, or LTE, to share the pictures,
(iii) there is enough storage space available to store the pictures, and (iv) the
smartphone has sufficient energy resources available to execute the tasks.
User Activity. Independent of the external contextual environment of a smart-
phone the user may request certain functionality or services on-demand. In this
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case, the smartphone has to respond accordingly and provide the functionality or
service according to its capabilities and external ubiquitous services.
Example 2.3 (Usage Impact on a Smartphone).
If the user wants to do some on-line shopping, a connection to the Internet
has to be established. However, depending on the contextual environment
and local capabilities, a connection is establishable in different ways, e.g., via
LTE or WLAN. Depending on the user preferences, the smartphone has to
choose between the available connection types, e.g., if the user prefers a cheaper
connection, the smartphone would choose WLAN instead of LTE.
Summarizing, independent from the mobility patterns of a user, the device is
only able to adapt according to its capabilities. The expectations of a user, i.e. the
requirements, depend on the environment and ubiquitous services or interfaces,
which are provided. If there is a change in the context of the smartphone, the
intentional goal of the smartphone may also change, e.g., the smartphone becomes
an external hard drive if it is connected to a PC and it becomes a camera if the
user is at a concert. Thus, to optimize the convenience of a user, smartphones
have to change, i.e. adapt, themselves automatically to satisfy user-specific and
context-specific requirements.
This overview shows that mobile devices, such as smartphones, are self-adap-
tive software systems. The next section provides detailed insights into the overall
adaptation process of SAS by describing key technical aspects and characteristics
of these systems.
2.1.2 Classification of Self-Adaptive Software Systems
The application of a self-adaptation depends on various aspects, e.g. the chang-
ing needs of a user, environmental characteristics, and system properties. Under-
standing the problem and selecting suitable solutions require precise models to
represent environment, users, and the system [CLG+09]. This section introduces
a classification scheme taken from [CLG+09, ALMW09] to describe the most im-
portant facets of SAS. The classification is divided into the four groups (i) goal of
an adaptation, (ii) cause of a change, (iii) adaptation mechanism, and (iv) effects of
an adaptation.
Goals . Goals are objectives the system has to achieve or constraints that have
to hold at runtime [LLYM06]. Such goals may be functional, e.g., “activate GPS
during a navigation process”, or non-functional, e.g., “response time for a GPS signal
has to be below 2 seconds”. Existing approaches, e.g., goal models [LY04], propose to
use quantifiers and hierarchical decomposition into sub-goals to model complex
goal structures for SAS. An example goal for mobile devices may be “always
provide a connection to the Internet” and a sub-goal may be “prefer WLAN-connection
to a cellular-connection”. Important aspects for goals of an SAS are
• Evolution. Depending on the context of a device the goal specification of a
system may change dynamically at runtime. However, the specification of a
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goal may also change in a static manner at design time if the SAS is changed,
e.g., goals are exchanged during a system update.
• Flexibility. Goals do not necessarily specify a rigid system but may be
also flexible. The more rigged a goal is the less system configurations are
available, which satisfy the requirements of that goal. In that manner, a goal
may be rigid, constrained, or unconstrained. A flexible goal is able to handle
contextual situations, which are not specified explicitly at runtime.
• Dependency. If a system has to meet multiple goals, these potential goals
may be related to each other. Thus, goals may be complementary or conflict-
ing to each other. Alternatively, they may also be independent from other
goals, i.e., they do not affect each other.
Example 2.4 (Goals of SAS).
The goal “activate flash at night when camera is active” is the static initial specifi-
cation of a goal at design time. At runtime, this goal becomes active whenever
the user activates the camera during a concert and, therefore, photos are taken
with flash. With an update a new filter is deployed on the SAS and with the
filter also the goal changes to “activate dark-filter at night when camera is active”.
A dynamic evolution of a goal occurs at runtime. For example, a goal states
“use GPS during navigation”. Whenever the smartphone realizes that a GPS sig-
nal is not accurate and localization is more precise with an additional cellular
triangulation, the goal is updated dynamically at runtime to “use GPS and cel-
lular triangulation during navigation”.
The goal “activate dark-filter at night when camera is active” is flexible because
it still supports dynamic adaptations. For example, there are no restrictions
regarding using flash or GPS while taking a photo. The less requirements a goal
specifies the more flexibility is provided to handle additional or even unknown
contexts, emerging at runtime.
The goals “use GPS during navigation” and “activate flash at night when cam-
era is active” are independent of each other. However, the goal “deactivate all
communication signals at night” contradicts the goal “use GPS during navigation”,
which implies that a smartphone may not be used to navigate at night.
Change . An adaptation is triggered by changes in the context of a device.
If the context changes the requirements for the device also change. Thus, the
system has to adapt itself accordingly to re-satisfy the new requirements. To plan
a suitable adaptation, information on location, type, and frequency of a change,
is important to anticipate the occurrence of a change.
• Source. A change may occur external to the device, i.e., within the environ-
ment, or internal within the device, i.e., within the system. Internal changes
are investigateable in more detail, whereas the detection of external changes
relies on the information of sensors.
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• Type. The type of the requirement change is either functional, i.e., a func-
tionality is required or prohibited, or non-functional, i.e., a the system has
to satisfy a certain level of quality.
• Frequency. The frequency of a change determines the number of changes
over a certain period. The scale may range from once a week over several
times per minute to numerous times per second.
• Anticipation. Adaptations are predictable. Such predictions may be used to
pro-actively prepare an adaptation. However, different adaptation strategies
are necessary, depending on the degree of anticipation. If an adaptation is
foreseeable, the adaptation is still uncertain, though likely to occur. There-
fore, the system has to plan and reason about such an adaptation. In contrast
to that, an adaptation may also be unforeseeable, i.e., unknown or sponta-
neously occurring, in which case the system is not able to plan an according
adaption [JL10].
Example 2.5 (Change in SAS).
An example for an external trigger to adapt the system is the movement of the
user. If the user leaves the context of his home and enters the context of his car,
the smartphone adapts itself by deactivating WLAN and activating GPS and
the navigation system. An example for an internal trigger to adapt the system
is the remaining amount of energy left in the battery. If the remaining energy is
low, all media related applications are closed and are prevented to be opened.
A functional goal refers to provided services or functionality of the system.
An example for a functional goal is “deactivate WLAN connection in a car”. In
contrast to that refers a non-functional goal to the qualitative aspects of a system.
For example, the goal “the responsiveness has to be below 1 second” is a qualitative
aspect of a connection.
On a standard working day the user enters and leaves his office once, thus
the frequency of these changes is once a day.
If the user has a repeating mobility-pattern, an adaptation may be anticipated.
For example, if the user always follows the pattern “home → car → office → car
→ home” the smartphone is able to predict the according adaptations with a
certain probability. In that example, the smartphone prepares the adaptation
to the context car if the user is still in the context home. However, if there is an
unforeseeable event and the car of the user breaks down, the mobility pattern
changes, e.g., “home→ car→ street”, and the smartphone has to adapt whenever
the unforeseen contextual change occurs.
Mechanism . The implemented mechanisms capture the reaction of a system
towards a change. Therefore, the adaptation mechanism represents the core of an
adaptation process. Adaptation mechanisms cover different levels of autonomy
and there are several different possibilities to control an adaptation. Additionally,
the impact of an adaptation mechanism has to be considered.
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• Type. An adaptation is related to either changing the parameter configu-
ration of the system or to changing the structure of the active system im-
plementation, i.e., exchanging or rewiring its components. Therefore, an
adaptation is either structural, parametric, or a combination of both.
• Autonomy. Existing terminology states that an adaptation is either executed
autonomous, assisted, or autonomic. An autonomous adaptation process is
executed without external influences, besides the contextual information.
An assisted adaptation is executed with the support of an external user, e.g.,
if an adaptation is not executable automatically. Autonomic adaptations are
also executable without any external influence. In addition to autonomous
adaptations, an autonomic adaptation process is able to learn and to derive
new adaptation strategies dynamically at runtime [SSH06].
• Organization. Adaptations are either executed centralized on a single sys-
tem, or are distributed over several interacting systems, e.g. peer-to-peer
systems, in a decentralized manner. A decentralized adaptation is not con-
trolled by a single component or system. Instead, decisions have to be made
collaboratively in a network of systems. Similarly, an adaptation is either re-
stricted to local adaptations, i.e., one single system, or to global adaptations,
i.e., within a network of systems.
• Duration. Depending on the domain, the duration of an adaptation may be
a critical aspect to deal with. An adaptation may last from milliseconds up
to several hours. However, this characteristic has to be considered relative
to the application domain.
Example 2.6 (Adaptation Mechanisms of SAS).
If a smartphone is connected to a desktop PC, the smartphone becomes an ex-
ternal harddisk. This is an example for a structural adaptation because a specific
driver is activated on the smartphone to turn it into an external harddisk. If the
smartphone has to adapt to a silent mode, the ringtone and other notification
signals become silent. This is an example for a parametric adaptation because
the volume parameter is adjusted to zero.
An example for an assisted adaptation is the manual selection of the user to
communicate via WLAN instead of LTE. In this case, the adaptation is man-
ually triggered and requirements are specified by the input of the user. The
automatic activation of GPS and starting of the navigation system whenever
the user enters a car is an example for an autonomous adaptation. In this case,
the smartphone adapts itself automatically based on the contextual information.
If the smartphone recognizes that a connection via LTE is better, e.g., more re-
sponsive, than a connection via GSM and triggers an adaptation for this reason,
the smartphone is capable for autonomic adaptations. In this case, the smart-
phone is able to learn and optimize the overall adaptation process by changing
adaptation goals or creating new adaptation goals on its own.
Until this point of this thesis, the given examples for an adaptation are in-
tended for a single systems, i.e., centralized on a single smartphone. However, if
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data has to be exchanged between two smartphones, the smartphones have to
reason about the protocol, e.g., Secure Copy Protocol (SCP) or File Transfer Pro-
tocol (FTP), and type of communication, e.g. Bluetooth or WLAN. They have
to agree on one single solution within the capabilities of both devices. This is
an example for a decentralized adaptation because the adaptation has to be or-
ganized between the participating smartphones without a central smartphone
that makes a decision.
Starting the navigation system of a smartphone after arriving in a new coun-
try may trigger the download of the required street maps to perform a valid
adaptation. In this case the adaptation may last for several minutes or hours,
depending on the available connection and the amount of data. Although this
is not safety critical, e.g., it does not lead to a traffic accident, it may lead to
inconvenience if the user is impatient.
Effects . Every adaptation has an impact on the system it adapts. While the
mechanism category deals with the adaptation itself, the listed effects are associ-
ated to the overall SAS, for which the adaptation is performed.
• Criticality. The criticality of adaptations describes the impact of erroneous
adaptations. This ranges from harmless to goal-critical or safety-critical.
• Predictability. Another important aspect are effects of an adaptation on the
system and whether they are foreseeable. An adaptation may perform as
expected, in which case guarantees may be specified. However, an adap-
tation may further perform differently each time it is executed, e.g, if the
adaptation is flexible regarding the result. In that case, only limited or none
guarantees are specifiable.
• Overhead. The overhead deals with the additional negative impacts on the
overall system performance during an adaptation. An adaptation constantly
has to be non-intrusive to the system and, therefore, should always consume
a minimal amount of memory and computational power [MRD08]. In the
worst case, an intrusive adaptation leads to thrashing and, thereby, a system
ceases to provide its services [BMSG+09].
Example 2.7 (Adaptation Effects on SAS).
The adaptation “activate the navigation system” fails if the smartphone has not
enough battery available to support GPS and the navigation. In that case the
adaptation fails to complete. The failing of this adaptation is non-critical if the
user is not yet driving. However, if such an adaptation fails while the user is
driving his car and depends on the navigation system, a failure becomes more
critical because it distracts the user.
The adaptation for the contextual requirement “deactivate all communication
signals at night” results always in the same system configuration where all com-
munication related aspects of the smartphone are deactivated. The more flexi-
ble requirement for the contextual requirement “activate dark-filter at night when
camera is active” may not always lead to the same system configuration. The
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requirement specifies no restrictions regarding the activation of additional fil-
ters, such as a black-white filter. Therefore, one adaptation may activate the
black-white filter and the next adaptation for that context may not activate that
filter. In that case, the effects of the adaptation are not foreseeable.
Every adaptation consumes resources. For example, every context has to be
identified, e.g., by using the sensors of the smartphone to identify if the user
enters a car. Thereupon, the adaptation mechanism has to compute, which
changes are to be made and how the requirements are to be satisfied, e.g., GPS
has to be activated and the navigation system has to be loaded. Finally, the
adaptation has to be executed, e.g., GPS is being activated and the navigation
system is being loaded. The more resources such an adaptation consumes, the
more overhead it generates. If the adaptation consumes most of the available
resources, other services, e.g., receiving emails, may be suspended.
The adaptation aspects of goals, change, mechanism, and effects are used to describe
and to evaluate the capabilities of an SAS. Although this classification provides a
holistic overview of the concept behind SAS the matter of a technical implemen-
tation is still unaddressed. Therefore, the Monitor-Analyze-Plan-Execute-Knowl-
edge (MAPE-K) paradigm is introduced in the next section, as a common ap-
proach to handle the inherent dynamics of mobile devices at runtime.
2.1.3 The MAPE-K Feedback Loop
The decisions when, what, and how to adapt a mobile device have to be made by
the SAS at runtime to cope with dynamic behavior of a user. To facilitate system-
atic control of the adaptation process, the system continuously reasons about its
contextual situation. For example, a mobile device collects contextual information,
e.g., its geographical location and available connection types, to reason about how
to establish a connection to the Internet in this contextual situation.
Feedback loops are a common paradigm to facilitate an adaptation process at
runtime in a coordinated, reliable manner [BMSG+09, CLG+09]. The feedback
enables a static or dynamic evolution of the system and is used to optimize the
adaptation behavior. Positive feedback occurs when an initial change in a system
is reinforced. In contrast, negative feedback triggers a response that counteracts
an executed decision.
Example 2.8 (Positive and Negative Feedback).
According to some non-functional requirement, the connection with the best
throughput is to be preferred. Initially starting with a HSDPA connection, the
smartphone continuously checks for other connection types. If GSM becomes
available, the smartphone tests this connection type as an alternative. Since
GSM has a lower throughput than HSDPA, the adaptation process emits a neg-
ative feedback for that decision. The same happens if LTE becomes available. In
contrast to GSM, the adaptation process emits a positive feedback because the
throughput via LTE is higher than via HSDPA. Therefore, the system is going
to prefer LTE over HSDPA automatically in upcoming adaptation decisions.
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The basic principle of such feedback loops is a refinement of the sense-plan-act
approach used in the AI community [Nil80]. With a feedback loop the adaptation
process may become completely autonomous.
The first concrete architecture of a feedback loop for autonomous SAS was
introduced in a blueprint of IBM [IBM06]. This feedback loop is depicted in
Figure 2.4. The loop facilitates a controlled autonomous adaptation by executing
the four tasks (i) monitor, (ii) analyze, (iii) plan, and (iv) execute. These tasks share a
common knowledge basis. This approach is commonly known as the MAPE-K loop.
Infor-
mation
Change 
RequestFeedback
Know-
ledge
Change 
Plan
Figure 2.4: MAPE-K Feedback Loop [IBM06]
Monitoring . The monitoring task is responsible for capturing basic informa-
tion of the contextual situation, e.g., via sensor data. This information is corre-
lated to specific aspects, e.g., the current location and available connection types.
Such information includes network topology information, property settings, sta-
tus of resources, offered capacities, and throughput. The information is either
static or the information is highly dynamic and continuously changes over run-
time. A monitor aggregates this information, e.g., for a better information scal-
ability [SGS13] in a large decentralized network of smartphones. Thereafter the
information is filtered to the most relevant aspects for an adaptation before pass-
ing them to the analyze task. For example, assume that in a contextual situation
only the location and throughput are of relevance. In that case, the information
about responsiveness and lighting conditions are discarded.
Analyze . The analysis of the monitoring information provides the means to
recognize contextual situations and to derive higher order information. Based on
the analysis of that data a decision is met whether an adaptation is necessary or
not. The gathered monitoring information about the current contextual situation
is correlated to the requirements a context imposes on the system. For example, if
the context office becomes active, the analysis task checks if the requirement “able
to send and receive email” is already satisfied with the current system configura-
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tion or if an adaptation is necessary. Additionally, the adaptation behavior may
be analyzed to employ prediction techniques to plan and prepare for upcoming
adaptations. Therefore, the device has to be able to learn about contextual situ-
ations and the adaptation behavior executed on the device. If the requirements
change due to a change in the contextual situation, the analyze task passes an
according change request to the plan task.
Plan. The plan task derives a procedure to execute a desired adaptation of the
system to satisfy the imposed requirements. An adaptation procedure may range
from a single command, e.g., “activate WLAN”, to a complex adaptation sequence,
e.g., “activate WLAN”, “deactivate GPS”, and “set ringtone volume to 0”. Further-
more, the planning is driven by specific goals, i.e., functional or non-functional
requirements, when an adaptation plan is derived. This ranges from a problem
solution, i.e., satisfying all requirements and goals, to a complex optimization pro-
cess to derive the best system configuration for a contextual situation. The derived
change plan is passed to the execute task to apply all changes and reconfigure the
system at runtime transparently.
Execute . In the execution task, suitable methods and mechanisms are sched-
uled to perform the changes in the current system configuration. These changes
may range from parameter changes, e.g., ringtone volume, to the exchange of
components or code fragments, e.g., discarding email notification component or
changing the keyboard component from English to the German. The execute
task is responsible for carrying out these changes within a running system in an
ordered sequence of non-conflicting tasks.
Knowledge Basis . The four tasks monitor, analyze, plan, and execute share a
common knowledge model. This knowledge includes specifications or profiled in-
formation required by the adaptation process. For example, the knowledge model
includes contextual information, adaptation behavior profiles, monitoring metrics,
adaptation policies, as well as system capabilities. The specified knowledge is ei-
ther explicitly specified, i.e., everything that may happen is covered within the
model, or implicitly specified, i.e., uncertain or unknown behavior may occur at
runtime, which is not covered within the model. The knowledge model is imple-
mented as a registry, dictionary, database, or any other repository that provides
access to knowledge according to the interfaces prescribed by the architecture.
The knowledge is obtainable in three ways [IBM06].
1. Knowledge is a-priori specified at design time and deployed on the system
locally before runtime,
2. the knowledge is continuously retrieved from an external knowledge source,
e.g., an external database in the Internet, or
3. the adaptation process itself generates knowledge, e.g., leveraging moni-
toring information, planning decisions, and profiles of contextual changes.
This information is either used to continuously update or extend existing
knowledge at runtime.
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The knowledge is representable via three different types [IBM06].
• Solution Topology Knowledge. Captured knowledge about components
and their architecture, e.g., dependencies between components such as nav-
igation system requires GPS.
• Policy Knowledge. A policy is knowledge that is used to decide whether
an adaptation is necessary and which changes have to be applied. Thus, a
policy corresponds to a set of constraints or preferences that influence the
analyze task and planning task.
• Problem Determination Knowledge. Problem determination knowledge
includes monitored data, symptoms and decision trees. This knowledge is
used to further derive or update existing knowledge at runtime, i.e., via
learning algorithms or profiling.
The main part of this thesis is focused on the plan task based on a knowledge model.
Relation to the other tasks of monitoring, analyze, and execute are pointed out, but
it is assumed that these tasks are provided as a black-box. The next section points
out research challenges that are addressed in this thesis.
2.1.4 Research Challenges in SAS
The domain of SAS provides numerous challenges still to be faced in research.
Therefore, this section lists specific challenges for SAS in the domain of mobile de-
vices, which are addressed in the remainder of this thesis. The scope of this thesis
is restricted by the introduction of certain limitations and assumptions. Therefore,
the Research Challenges (RCs) of (i) a systematic engineering, (ii) flexibility at runtime,
(iii) autonomy, and (iv) intrusiveness are introduced in the following.
RC1: Systematic Engineering .
“A major challenge [. . . in the development of adaptation mecha-
nisms . . . ] is to accommodate a systematic engineering approach that
integrates control-loop approaches with decentralized agent inspired
approaches.” [CLG+09]
This quotation highlights the importance of a systematic engineering approach
for SAS. This implies a consistent development methodology from requirement
engineering, e.g., goal modelling, over an a-priori specification of the common
knowledge basis, e.g., policies to describe the adaptation behavior, to the con-
tinuous update and extension of this knowledge at runtime. Since the usage of
a feedback loop, i.e., MAPE-K, is state of the art to control SAS, a systematic
engineering approach has to be integratable into such a loop. Although this quo-
tation highlights the importance of a decentralized applicability, this issue is not
addressed further in the remainder of this thesis.
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RC2: Flexibility at Runtime . To cope with the dynamically changing
contexts, an adaptation is specified explicitly or implicitly. In an explicit speci-
fication all adaptation possibilities are assumed to be known and integrated into
the knowledge model. For example, an explicit specification covers all contextual
situations depicted in Figure 2.2. Therefore, a mobile device is capable to adapt
to all these contextual situations. However, if a new contextual situation emerges
at runtime, e.g., entering an airplane or combining two existing contexts such as
home and couch, the mobile device is not able to adapt to this context on its own.
In contrast, an implicit specification is an incomplete specification and intends to
cover a basic set of contextual situations with the ability to extend and update the
knowledge at runtime. For example, the contextual situations home and couch are
specified individually. If the specification is implicit, the mobile device is able to
adapt to a combination of both situations either completely autonomous or with
the assistance of the user. Hence, such a specification is more flexible and open
to new contextual situations, emerging at runtime. However, the result of such
an adaptation that is derived on-demand at runtime is not always predictable.
An important research issue is to provide certain flexibility within the adaptation
process to cope with unknown contextual situations [BMSG+09]. At the same
time an adaptation has to be reliable and foreseeable [ALMW09], i.e., such that
an adaptation exposes always the same behavior.
RC3: Autonomous Adaptation. An autonomous adaptation implies a
process without any interaction with external actors, e.g., a user or developer.
Therefore, the adaptation process has to evaluate the context and derive neces-
sary adaptation strategies on its own [SSH06]. Especially for mobile devices the
user experience is of importance. Hence, an adaptation of a mobile device should
not bother the user. The adaptation has to be executed automatically and should
be transparent to the user [Har06].
RC4: Non-intrusive Adaptation.
“In highly dynamic systems, e.g., mobile systems, where the envi-
ronmental parameters change frequently, the overhead of adaptation
due to frequent changes in the system could be so high that the sys-
tem ends up in thrashing. [However, . . . ] responsiveness is a crucial
property in real-time software systems [. . . ]" [CLG+09]
This quotation refers to the effects an adaptation process imposes on the system.
The more resources are utilized within any of the MAPE-K tasks, the more likely
the system starts thrashing up to the point of a complete system failure. Although
these effects are mitigated by scaling the hardware resources of the system, e.g.,
more memory, bigger CPU, etc., such a solution is either costly or infeasible. Es-
pecially mobile devices are constrained in their resources, i.e., the battery will be
drained eventually. Thus, SAS for mobile devices have to operate resource-effi-
cient to cope with the high frequency of dynamic contextual changes.
RC5: Predictability of Adaptations . A prediction of contextual changes
may be used to optimize the adaptation process, e.g, by pre-computing an adap-
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tation or by harmonizing a sequence of adaptations. However, a prediction of an
adaptation or a sequence of adaptations for a mobile device is complicated due to
the broad spectrum of contextual situations and the spontaneous, unforeseeable
behavior of a user [MSRJ12].
Limitations and Assumptions . In the remainder of this thesis I address
the research challenges RC1 to RC5 with a specific focus on the plan task based
on a common knowledge model. Note that the approach is designed to operate on
resource constrained devices, i.e., mobile devices. In this regard, I neglect details
about the monitoring, analyze, and execute tasks of MAPE-K but assume them as a
provided black-box, which is accessible to retrieve certain information or execute
certain tasks. Hence, I also do not explicitly address intersecting topics, e.g., con-
text reasoning, dynamic class loading, feedback evaluation, and information correlation.
Mobile devices are heterogeneous in their characteristics, e.g., one device sup-
ports LTE whereas another device does not. To handle such heterogeneity in a
systematic manner, software product lines are used. The next section introduces
the domain of software product line engineering. Furthermore, an extension of
software product line engineering is introduced that focuses on the systematic
management of runtime adaptations.
2.2 Software Product Line Engineering
In traditional software engineering a software system was typically not regarded
as being variable. Either each software system was developed for the needs of the
customer individually or the customer bought a software system with all possible
features. Since the implemented code of a software system is easy and cheap to
copy, transport, and replace, a structured development process for similar soft-
ware systems seemed not to be necessary. However, in recent years the situation
in software engineering has changed. The complexity of software systems are
more and more exceeding the limits of what is feasible to handle with traditional
software engineering approaches [PBv05].
In a highly competitive and segmented market, such as the mobile device in-
dustry, mass production is not enough anymore and mass customization of the
respective software systems is due to become a must for market success [BSRC10,
Par76]. An example for this is the vendor specific Android operating system.
Mass customization aims to meet as many individual needs of a customer as pos-
sible. In addition to that, the mass production has to be as efficient as possible. To
maintain efficiency during the production, practitioners propose to build prod-
ucts from existing assets that share more commonalities than singularities. These
assets, i.e., features of a product, have to be flexible in the common sense of vari-
able to be reused in other software products in the same product line. This means
that, for a structured engineering process of software product lines, features have
to be identified and to which extent they differ, fulfill the same requirements, or
share a similar underlying architecture.
Clement elevated Software Product Line (SPL) engineering to a dominant devel-
opment paradigm [Cle99]. The goal of an SPL engineering process is to maximize
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the reuse of software artifacts within the range of products sharing a common set
of software characteristics [Bos01, CN01, PBv05]. SPLs are intended for the devel-
opment of domain specific software products, which are individually tailored for
the individual needs or problem statement of a customer based on the variability
of a software system. The SPL concept is based on the idea to combine the advan-
tages of custom tailored software and commercial off-the-shelf software. Custom
developed software are intended to solve a specific problem. Usually, developing
such software is expensive since the software is intended for a broad market. In
contrast to customized software, off-the-shelf software is intended for a wide area
of domains used by a broad spectrum of users.
Example 2.9 (Software Product Lines).
Commercial examples for software product lines are the Android Operating
System for mobile devices or the Office suite from Microsoft Windows.
SPLs intend to develop software products for a certain domain. Thereby, SPLs
address the needs and requirements of various users as well as provide the means
for products that address specific problems or requirements from a user. Clements
and Northrop define SPLs as follows
“A software product line is a set of software-intensive systems, shar-
ing a common, managed set of features that satisfy the specific needs
of a particular market segment or mission and that are developed from
a common set of core assets in a prescribed way.” [CN01].
This quotation provides the most basic information about SPLs:
• SPL shifts the focus from the development of single software products to a
family of similar software products.
• Features are software related entities that in their individual combination
define the final software product.
• SPLs are created for a specific domain, based on expert knowledge or related
functionality.
Thus, SPLs are able to support developers to efficiently derive customized soft-
ware products from a common repository instead of developing every product
from the scratch.
This section introduces the fundamental concepts of SPL engineering. There-
after, feature models are introduced and how they are used to specify the variable
characteristics of an SPL. Finally, dynamic software product lines are introduced
as an conceptual extension of SPLs, to shift the process of a product configuration
from design time to runtime.
2.2.1 Fundamentals of SPL Engineering
The SPL engineering process consists of two main activities: (i) domain engineer-
ing and (ii) application engineering [CN01, vSR07, PBv05, WL99].
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• Domain Engineering. This process is responsible for creating a repository
of reusable software assets, i.e., software features, and identifying common-
alities and variability of an SPL. The domain engineering process, depicted
in the upper part of Figure 2.5, consists of five activities: product manage-
ment, domain requirement engineering, domain design, domain realization,
and domain testing. This engineering process results in a software reposi-
tory that contains parts of the system in the form of reusable assets, such as
requirements, design artifacts, implemented components, tests, etc.
• Application Engineering. The application engineering process, depicted in
the lower part of Figure 2.5, deals with the configuration of each individual
software product. The process consists of four activities: application re-
quirement engineering, application design, application realization, and ap-
plication testing. The application engineering results in a software product
that is built by reusing assets developed during the domain engineering.
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Figure 2.5: Software Product Line Engineering Approach [PBv05]
The expected positive effects of such an approach are an optimization of the main-
tenance of software, the overall software quality, development costs and time-to-
market of individual products of the SPL [Bos01, vSR07]. For a detailed introduc-
tion into the engineering process of SPLs, I refer to [PBv05].
Example 2.10 (Smartphone Products).
Figure 2.6 shows two different products of the android operating system
as a software product line. The products share common elements, which are
aggregated in the building block Stock Android. However, the products differ
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Figure 2.6: Two Product Variations of a Smartphone
in their user interface. The software product on the left-hand side uses Touchwiz
from Samsung, whereas the product on the right-hand side uses the HTC Sense
as a graphical user interface.
This example illustrates the main concept of a product line: the identification of
commonality and variability between different products of a software product
line. These common and variable characteristics of an SPL are represented as
features.
“[. . . a feature is] a prominent or distinctive user-visible aspect, qual-
ity, or characteristic of a software system or systems.” [KCH+90].
Thus, features provide the means to customize, i.e. configure, a specific software
product at design time to the needs and requirements of a stakeholder.
Example 2.11 (Software Features of a Mobile Device).
Considering mobile devices, software features are the driver for the integrated
WLAN chip, a protocol, such as the border gateway protocol, or an application,
such as the navigation system Google Maps.
To derive a final software product, the SPL has to be configured. The process
of configuration results in a product configuration that is tailored to the custom
needs of a stakeholder.
“A product configuration is a collection of parameterized feature
assignments specifying a customized product of an SPL.” [Loc12]
Thus, a configured product is a customized instance of an SPL. The configuration
of a resulting software product consists of features that are selected according to
certain constraints imposed by the SPL [CE00]. Therefore, every feature is either
bound to be included into the resulting product, i.e., selected, or it is bound to
be excluded from the resulting product, i.e., deselected. Once the configuration
process of a software product is finished and the product is deployed, the resulting
product is static and fixed regarding the selection of features.
Figure 2.7 shows an abstract illustration of a configuration of a smartphone SPL.
The model on the left side represents the variability specification. During the con-
figuration process, features of the SPL are explicitly selected (features with a check
mark) and deselected (feature with a cross mark) to derive the final smartphone
product configuration.
A key artifact to configure a product of an SPL is the domain variability model.
It defines the variability of the SPL and introduces dependency relations between
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Figure 2.7: Configuration of a Product Line
different features. Thus, variability denotes the ability of a software system to be
adapted, customized, or configured for a specific application scenario or to the
custom needs of a stakeholder.
Example 2.12 (Product Configuration of a Mobile Device SPL).
The Android operating system from Google supports various heterogeneous
devices. The mobile devices Google Nexus 41 and Google Nexus 72 require two
different product configurations because of their individual hardware charac-
teristics. The Nexus 4 is a smartphone with
• a 4.7” display,
• a front-facing camera,
• a rear camera,
• GPS,
• a light-sensor,
• and wireless loading.
In contrast to that, the Nexus 7 tablet has the following characteristics
• a 7” display,
• a front-facing camera,
• and GPS.
Although both devices use Android 4.2 as operating system, they use different
product variants of the operating system. Both devices require the features for
a front-facing camera and GPS, i.e., the necessary drivers have to be integrated
into the system kernel. Therefore, every constraint that is related to these fea-
tures, e.g., navigation system requires GPS, is satisfiable and applications such
as Google Maps are supported by both devices.
Both devices differ in their capabilities. The Nexus 7 is missing a rear camera,
light-sensors, and wireless loading. Therefore, the according software features
are not included into the product variation that is specific for the Nexus 7. This
restricts the Nexus 7 in its support for applications. Light-sensitive applications,
1 http://www.google.de/intl/ALL/nexus/4/specs/
2 http://www.google.de/intl/ALL/nexus/7/specs/
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e.g., a night-stand clock, or applications that are executed when the device in
a charging tray, e.g., overview of the loading process, are not compatible with
the Nexus 7 but it are compatible with the Nexus 4.
The variability constraints imposed by an SPL are specified by using features
models. In a feature model, features and their relations are modeled during the
domain engineering phase. The next section introduces feature models.
2.2.2 Feature Models
A set of features describes an increment in product functionality constituting a
distinctive characteristic of a software product and, therefore, provide a notion for
specifying and distinguishing the members of a product line [AK09]. In general,
not all combinations of features lead to a meaningful or usable product. Therefore,
the commonalities and variability associations between features are specified via
explicit constraints. Every product configuration of an SPL consists of a distinct
combination of features, which has to be valid w.r.t. the constraint specification.
Feature models are used to describe the problem space, i.e. the variability within
an SPL. The configuration space, i.e., every valid product configuration, is directly
defined by the problem space. The size of the problem space depends on the
amount of features and constraints defined in a feature model. For instance, if
the feature model does not contain any constraints to restrict the configuration
space, the size of the configuration space corresponds to 2|number of features|
configurations. In a configuration, a feature is bound to one of the two different
states
• selected – the feature is bound to be included into the resulting product, or
• deselected – the feature is bound to be excluded from the resulting product.
Example 2.13 (Software Features of a Mobile Device).
For instance, considering a smartphone, a software feature may be the driver
for the integrated WLAN chip, a protocol, e.g., the border gateway protocol, or
an application, e.g., Skype for Voice over IP (VoIP) calls. To make a VoIP call,
an Internet connection has to be active via the border gateway protocol via a
WLAN access point. These feature constraints are specified in a feature model.
Thus, if a VoIP call is taken, the features VoIP, border gateway protocol and
WLAN driver have to be selected to be part of the product configuration.
Feature model diagrams are a common graphical notation to specify such charac-
teristics of a feature and variability constraints amongst different features.
Feature Model Diagrams . Feature model diagrams are used to describe
the variable and common parts within an SPL. This graphical representation of
variability depicts a structured, hierarchical overview of dependencies, restriction,
and constraints between features [HST+08]. For that purpose graphical notations
have been defined such that a broader audience of stakeholders, e.g., developers,
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managers, and customers, are able to interpret and understand the variability
within an SPL.
Feature model diagrams are introduced by Kang et al. in [KCH+90] as a part
of the feature-oriented domain analysis. They are usually represented as a hier-
archical tree to specify dependencies and constraints between features. In feature
model diagrams features not only represent user-visible distinctive functional as-
pects of an SPL, but may furthermore be annotated with non-functional properties,
e.g., cost or reliability. The features are organized as tree-nodes and tree-edges
to specify the dependencies and constraints between the features. The hierar-
chical ordering of a tree structure allows for a grouping of sibling features as a
parent-child-group to constitute the different kinds of variability constraints.
A multitude of competitive graphical representations of feature model dia-
grams exists within the SPL community. In the remainder of this thesis, a graph-
ical notation according to [CE00] is adopted. Figure 2.8 provides an overview of
the graphical representation for the different kinds of tree edges and node groups
used in this thesis. Edges connect parent nodes and child nodes, thus repre-
Parent Feature
Child Feature
(a) Mandatory Feature
Parent Feature
Child Feature
(b) Optional Feature
Parent Feature
Child Featuren...Child Feature1
(c) Alternative Group
Parent Feature
Child Featuren...Child Feature1
(d) Or-Group
Figure 2.8: Syntactical Constructs of Feature Model Diagrams
senting hierarchical decomposition relations between the corresponding parent
feature and its child feature(s). This hierarchical decomposition of features into
sub features is used to impose constraints between the involved features on the
validity of product configurations. Hence, the selection of a child feature into a
product configuration implies the presence of the parent feature within the same
configuration [Bat05].
A structurally well-formed feature model has to follow several modalities for de-
composing features into groups of sub features to impose further constraints on
a valid configuration. The four kinds of feature decompositions as depicted in
Figure 2.8 are to be interpreted as follows.
• A mandatory feature is always part of the product configuration if its parent
feature is selected. The presence of the parent feature implies the selection
of all of its mandatory child features. Figure 2.8(a) depicts the graphical
notation of a mandatory feature.
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Featurex Featurey
(a) Binary Require Constraint
Featurex Featurey
(b) Binary Exclude Constraint
Figure 2.9: Binary Cross-Tree Constraints between Features
• An optional feature may or may not be selected into product configurations
if its parent feature is selected. The presence of the parent feature offers
the possibility to select or not select any of its optional child features. Fig-
ure 2.8(b) depicts the graphical notation of an optional feature.
• From the features contained in an alternative-group exactly one feature must
be selected into a product configuration if the parent of the group is selected.
The presence of the parent feature, therefore, implies the selection of exactly
one of its child features. Figure 2.8(c) depicts the graphical notation of an
alternative-group.
• From the features contained in an or-group at least one feature must be
selected into a product configuration if the parent of the group is selected.
The presence of the parent feature implies the selection of at least one of its
or-related child features. Figure 2.8(d) depicts the graphical notation of an
or-group.
The feature model diagram constructs introduced above are not yet expressive
enough to specify the inherent variability of SPLs. Thus, further constructs to ex-
press additional constraints among features have to be provided [SHT06]. Those
constraints are often represented as additional propositional formulas over fea-
tures arbitrarily crosscutting the feature tree [BSRC10]. Schobbens et al. [SHT06]
discussed that a directed acyclic graph structure for implication dependencies
among feature nodes is at least to be supported by a feature model language in or-
der to be conceptually complete for an SPL. Therefore, the introduced tree-struc-
ture has to be extended with binary require and exclude cross-tree constraints as
shown in Figure 2.9. The meaning of those edges is given as follows.
• If a feature requires another feature then the required feature must also be
selected into the configuration if the requiring feature is selected.
• If a feature excludes another feature then both features may never be part of
the same configuration.
The constraint relations introduced above are sufficient to model the variability
usually apparent in mobile devices. A feature model is structurally well-formed if
it is a composition of the introduced group-constraints mandatory, optional, or, and
alternative as well as the cross-tree constraints require and exclude.
Example 2.14 (Mobile device SPL - Specification and Configuration).
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Figure 2.10 depicts an excerpt of the Google Nexus SPL3 for mobile devices.
The feature model organizes the supported features in a tree-like hierarchy. For
mandatory
alternative
or
optional
require
exclude
EDGE
Nexus
Connectivity
Display Driver
Android OS
Sensors
GSM
4,7"
7"
V4.4
V4.3
v4.2
GPS
Front Camera
UMTS
HSPA+
LTE
Cellular
WLAN
Accelerometer
Light
Gyroscope
Barometer
Environmental
Bluetooth
HW Extension Rear Camera
10"
NFC
Wireless 
Loading
Figure 2.10: Google Nexus SPL
instance, the Connectivity feature of the SPL comprises WLAN, Cellular and
Bluetooth as direct child features. Depending on its modality, a single child
feature is either mandatory for its parent feature, or it is optional. For example,
the Connectivity feature constitute mandatory core functionality to be part of
every variant of a mobile device, whereas the HW Extension feature with its
child features is optional, e.g., not all products of the Nexus SPL necessarily
include the features NFC, Rear Camera, and Wireless Loading. However, if a
child-feature is selected for a product then the parent feature must also be a
part of the feature selection, e.g., if NFC is selected then HW Extension has to be
selected additionally.
A Nexus product is able to support a multitude of different connection types.
Every product supports the mandatory features WLAN and Bluetooth, whereas
the child features of the optional feature Cellular constitute an or-group. There-
fore, whenever a Cellular connection is a required feature for the product
configuration at least one and up to every of the features within an or-group have
to be selected.
The software of every mobile device has to support a display, thus Display
is a mandatory feature. In addition to that, features are collectable in an alter-
native-group. For a display, it is sufficient to support one category of displays
3 http://www.google.de/intl/ALL/nexus
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(b) Invalid Configuration
Figure 2.11: Product Configuration Google Nexus 4
exclusively, e.g., either a 4.7”, a 7”, or a 10” display. Therefore, the display
features are collected within an alternative-group, which implies the selection of
exactly one of those group features.
Finally, cross-tree edges denote feature dependencies that crosscut hierarchies,
e.g., Rear Camera requires a Light sensor for an automatic filter correction and
Barometer requires the most recent Android operating system v4.4. In addition
to require edges, features may be incompatible, e.g., due to space restrictions.
For example, Wireless Loading is never used in a device with large displays
such as 7” and 10”.
Figure 2.11 depicts two variants of a product configuration for the stake-
holder selection of the features 4.7”, EDGE, GSM, UMTS, HSPA+, v4.2, NFC, and
Rear Camera. Features that are selected for the final product are highlighted in
light-grey and have a check-mark, whereas deselected features are highlighted
in a dark-grey and have a cross-mark. A valid product configuration is de-
picted in Figure 2.11(a), in which the selection of the features is completed w.r.t.
the constraints imposed by the feature model. For example, since Rear Camera
is required by the stakeholder selection, the Light sensor has to be selected to
satisfy the variability constraints of the Nexus SPL. In contrast to that depicts
Figure 2.11(b) an invalid configuration of the Nexus SPL. In this example the
stakeholder additionally requires the Light sensor to be excluded from the final
product configuration, e.g., to reduce production costs. However, this require-
ment contradicts the selection Rear Camera of the stakeholder, which requires
the Light sensor. Therefore, it is not possible to derive a valid product config-
uration according to the requirements of the stakeholder.
Feature models may not only be used to specify the static variability of an SPL
but are also capable to specify variability of an adaptive system. The concept of
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dynamic software product lines is introduced in the next section as an approach
to manage variability dynamically at runtime.
2.2.3 Dynamic Software Product Lines
Self-Adaptive Software Systems (SAS) are required to operate under the influence
of a continuous changing context without interruption. This is especially true for
highly mobile resource constraint systems, e.g., smartphones, tablets or notebooks.
Contextual changes usually imply changes on the requirements imposed on the
running system. Such scenarios motivate the adaptation of systems that react to
external variations by adapting themselves dynamically at runtime in order to
uphold certain functionality and service qualities.
Dynamic Software Product Lines (DSPLs) represent one possibility to handle
the inherent changes emerging at runtime of a system [HSSF06]. DSPLs exploit
the concepts of static SPL engineering. A traditional SPL product implements
a static behavior and is not reconfigurable at runtime. However, DSPLs rely on
the same concepts as SPLs but are intended to handle variability at runtime dy-
namically. The DSPL development mainly intends to produce configurable prod-
ucts [LK06] whose autonomy allows to reconfigure themselves and benefit from
constant updating.
“Dynamic software product lines extend existing product line engi-
neering approaches by moving their capabilities to runtime, helping to
ensure that system adaptations lead to desirable properties.” [HPS12]
Thus, a DSPL supports feature (de-)selection dynamically at runtime, depending
on the requirements imposed by a contextual situation.
Static and Dynamic Aspects . The dynamic character of DSPLs as well as
the alignment to classic SPLs make a DSPL based adaptation a suitable candidate
to manage dynamic systems such as mobile devices. On the one hand, mobile
devices are representative examples for SPLs as shown in the case of the previ-
ously introduced Nexus SPL for mobile devices. On the other hand, a user-visible
aspect, quality or characteristic of a software system, i.e., the definition of a feature
according to [KCH+90], represents exactly those properties of a mobile device,
which are important to a user. However, the scope of a feature differs slightly in
an SPL and a DSPL.
Features in an SPL refer to static characteristics of the software or system, i.e.,
the feature selection for a software product does not change once the configura-
tion process is finished. Static features are selected during a configuration process
at design time. The selection of static features depends on the requirements stated
by a stakeholder, e.g., the user requires a navigation system, or on the restrictions
imposed by the target domain, e.g., the hardware capabilities of a mobile device.
Therefore, the general definition of a feature has to be refined to refer to the static
features of an SPL.
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Definition 2.1 (Static Feature). A feature is a prominent or distinctive user-visible
aspect, quality, or characteristic of a software system or system [KCH+90]. A static
feature is selected or deselected from a software product at design time.
In contrast to the static features of an SPL, at least features have to be dynamic
in a DSPL, due to the continuous reconfigurations at runtime. Dynamic features
have to be selected and deselected from a runtime configuration of the DSPL
continuously, depending on the requirements stated by the context of a mobile
device. Thus, dynamic features are selected during a reconfiguration process at
runtime and not at design time. Therefore, the general definition of a feature has
to be refined to refer to the dynamic features of a DSPL.
Definition 2.2 (Dynamic Feature). Dynamic features satisfy requirements stated by
a contextual situation and are continuously reconfigurable at runtime.
Mobile devices are composed of static features as well as dynamic features. In
a first step, the mobile device has to be configured statically at design time like
a traditional SPL, due to the stakeholder requirements and capabilities of the
target device. After the software product configuration is deployed on a device it
becomes a DSPL, due to the requirements of a constantly changing context. This
implies two aspects
• the configured SPL product still has to contain open variability, and
• the variability specification of SPLs and DSPLs are different.
If the configured software product does not contain any variability, e.g., features
that may not be selected or deselected at runtime, the product is static. However,
this contradicts the key aspect of DSPLs of a dynamically reconfigurable system
at runtime.
The different scope of an SPL and DSPL results in different views on the vari-
ability aspects [SvGB05]. An SPL is specified according to the static constraints
imposed by software or hardware aspects, whereas a DSPL is specified accord-
ing to dynamic aspects of the software. An SPL has to deal with issues such as
the compatibility of features with the hardware capabilities of the target platform,
e.g., a WLAN driver must not be deployed on a device without a WLAN hard-
ware chip. In contrast to that, a DSPL has to deal with the dynamic changes in
a software configuration, i.e., selection and deselection of features at runtime of
the software. Thus, every feature in a DSPL has to be supported by the device, on
which the DSPL is deployed. Additionally, the variability constraints are differ-
ent for a static and a dynamic specification. For example, WLAN is a mandatory
feature in the Nexus SPL, whereas WLAN may be activated or deactivated at
runtime. Thus, WLAN is an optional feature in the respective DSPL.
Based on the previously introduced Nexus SPL the following example intro-
duces an excerpt of a respective DSPL.
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Example 2.15 (Nexus DSPL - Runtime Variability Specification).
Figure 2.12 depicts a case study of a DSPL for a Google Nexus SPL [SOS+12,
SLR13]. The DSPL is used as a running example throughout the remainder of
this thesis. In contrast to the Nexus SPL example depicted in Figure 2.10 the
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Figure 2.12: Feature Model Nexus DSPL
DSPL focuses on the variability at runtime. Although there are some features in
both specifications, these features have different constraint relations due to their
static and dynamic scope. For example, GPS as a static feature in Figure 2.10 is
a mandatory feature and therefore deployed on every device of the Nexus SPL.
In contrast to that the dynamic GPS feature in Figure 2.12 is reconfigurable since
it is in an or-group with the sibling feature Gyroscope. Another example for a
static and dynamic feature is WLAN. Within the Nexus SPL, WLAN is a mandatory
feature. However, there are two dynamic features in the DSPL specification,
which depend on the WLAN driver, e.g., WLAN Ad Hoc uses the WLAN driver in
an ad hoc mode and WLAN AP uses the WLAN driver to connect to an Access
Point (AP).
The remaining variability at runtime is specified as follows. The Application
feature of the Nexus DSPL comprises Navigation, Game Hub and Phone Call as
direct sub features. A phone call is executable in two possible ways
• via VoIP. A Voice over IP (VoIP) call is always executable. Since Co-
nnectivity is a mandatory feature, the device provides a connection that
is usable by VoIP.
• via Cellular network. A standard phone call is taken via a cellular net-
work provider. Therefore, this feature depends on an Infrastructure
based connection to a Cellular tower.
Thus, technically it is possible that several phone calls may be executed via both
features in parallel, e.g., putting a call on hold.
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The basic Connectivity feature constitutes a mandatory core functionality
and has to be part of every smartphone variant, whereas the Sensors feature is
optional and may be deactivated at runtime. Depending on the environment,
different Routing protocols have to be used to provide an efficient connection.
In the mobile device case study, there is an alternative-group of two different
routing protocols
• BGP (Border Gateway Protocol) [RLH06] is an Internet Protocol (IP) based
routing protocol, which is commonly used in infrastructure based net-
works like the Internet. Hence, it is not compatible with ad hoc connec-
tions.
• LAR (Location Aided Routing) [KV00] is a routing protocol for wireless ad
hoc networks that uses the geographic location of the devices, provided
by a GPS sensor. Instead of flooding the message to all devices in the
neighborhood, the message is directed in a geographic direction. LAR
cannot operate without an active GPS sensor.
Thus, both routing protocols depend on a different connectivity configuration
and may never be active at the same time.
Reconfiguration at Runtime . A reconfiguration adapts a running soft-
ware system dynamically from one product configuration to another product con-
figuration. As a result, a different product configuration becomes active and the
behavior of the software system changes according to the new specifications. The
new product configuration may be adapted into yet another product configura-
tion and so forth [MCP13]. In the remainder of this thesis, I refer to the active
product configuration that is about to be adapted as the current configuration and
the product obtained after the reconfiguration as the target configuration.
Example 2.16 (Continuous Reconfiguration).
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Figure 2.13: DSPL Reconfiguration Sequence
Figure 2.13 depicts an excerpt of a reconfiguration sequence for a mobile de-
vice. The two depicted configurations differ slightly in their set of selected and
deselected features. The left-hand side configuration provides the functionality
to execute a phone call via a Cellular network connection. After the reconfigu-
ration, the device executes phone calls via VoIP by using an Ad Hoc connection.
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The left-hand side configuration in Figure 2.13 depicts the current configu-
ration of the device. Due to a change in the context of the device, e.g., the
cellular network broke down, the device has to be reconfigured to the target
configuration on the right-hand side configuration in Figure 2.13.
For every performed reconfiguration the variability specification, i.e., the fea-
ture model, has to be analyzed. The contextual requirements and the specified
feature constraints have to be solved to derive a new target configuration [BHS12,
MBJ09]. Although this process is automatable by so called solvers, the process of
deriving a target configuration is a difficult computational problem [Coo71].
The degree of difficulty for deriving a target configuration is directly related to
the number of steps required by a solver to perform a satisfiability check of all
imposed constraints and requirements. Therefore, the complexity of a variability
specification grows with the number of features and constraints [MWC09]. The
more complex the specification, the greater the number of required steps. For all
known solving algorithms, the amount of executed steps grows exponential in the
worst case. Especially on a mobile device, such a worst case reconfiguration be-
havior has to be reduced to a minimum w.r.t. its processing time and its resource
consumption [MWC09].
2.2.4 Research Challenges in DSPLs
As an evolving field, the DSPL community still has to face numerous research
challenges. In the following, state-of-the-art research challenges are introduced
that are addressed in the remainder of this thesis. Similar to the previously intro-
duced research challenges in SAS, DSPLs have to deal with the problem of (i) an
autonomous reconfiguration and (ii) non-intrusive resource consumption.
RC5: Autonomous Reconfiguration.
“While the core variability model focuses on modeling the recon-
figuration options, ongoing DSPL research attempts to enlarge these
approaches to capture context description and decision making. [. . . ]
an additional concern is how to best extend variability modeling so
that developers can use it as a basis for context interpretation and thus
support the fully autonomous case.” [HPS12]
This quote summarized the main issue for an autonomic reconfiguration at run-
time. The variability specification of a DSPL has to be aware of the contextual
changes and resulting changes in the requirements imposed on the system. To
derive a reconfiguration from a current configuration to a target configuration, a
mapping is necessary, which links all contextual requirements to the variability
specification of a DSPL.
RC6: Resource Consumption.
“The quest to solve such [constraint satisfiability] problems pushes
computers to their limits and requires advanced methods. . . ” [HMS10]
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Although Hölldobler et al. do not address constraint solving on mobile devices
specifically, this quote is generally applicable for all computing platforms. The
resource utilization to compute a suitable target configuration grows with the
complexity of the variability specification. Thus, the energy consumption and
processing time of a reconfiguration grow with the constraint density of a DSPL
specification. However, especially for mobile devices, this effect has to be miti-
gated due to the responsiveness of a device and the limited resources.
After the introduction of SAS and DSPLs as fundamental concepts of this thesis
and discussion of research challenges in the respective domains, an overview of
related concepts and frameworks are provided in the next section.
Part II
S Y S T E M AT I C C O N T E X T- AWA R E N E S S
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C O N C E P T A N D C O N T R I B U T I O N S
A common approach for a Self-Adaptive Software Sys-
tem (SAS) to plan and execute an adaptation in a regu-
lated and controlled manner is the Monitor-Analyze-
Plan-Execute feedback loop. This feedback loop, in
short a MAPE-K feedback loop, is based on adapta-
tion Knowledge, which is stored on the device as pre-
viously introduced. Thereby, an adaptation is divided
into the four tasks of Monitoring, Analyze, Plan, and
Execute based on a Knowledge Model. The MAPE-K is
a paradigm to control an adaptation. A concrete realization of each step remains
to the developers, i.e., which techniques or methodologies are used to implement
a MAPE-K loop in an SAS remains open. In this thesis, I propose to apply SAS to
specify the knowledge basis of an SAS and to plan an adaptation.
The concept of a Dynamic Software Product Line (DSPL) based adaptation has
two fundamental advantages. Firstly, the SPL provides the means to support a
product line of heterogeneous devices. The running example of a Nexus (D)SPL
illustrates the need for such a support of heterogeneity, e.g., Nexus tablets as well
as smartphones rely on the same fundamental specification. Most vendors pro-
vide a product line of mobile devices, such as the Galaxy product line by Samsung,
the Desire product line by HTC , or the Lumia product line by Microsoft.
Secondly, the systematic characteristics of a DSPL lead to a higher reliability
and predictability of an adaptation. With a DSPL, every adaptation is executed
w.r.t. the constraints that are imposed on the system, thereby avoiding incon-
sistent or erroneous adaptations. For example, if a Nexus 4 is to be used for
navigation purposes in a car, certain constraints have to be considered, such as
the activation of GPS. Those constraints are specifiable in a feature model, which
is a fundamental part of the DSPL adaptation knowledge.
The two domains SAS and DSPL have the same purpose, i.e., to change the
behavior of a software system at runtime. However, they use a different termi-
nology to describe such a change in the system, i.e., adaptation and reconfiguration,
respectively. Note that the terms adaptation and reconfiguration have a different
meaning in their respective domain. An adaptation describes a change in the sys-
tem w.r.t. the MAPE-K loop paradigm. Thus, for an adaptation, a change in the
context of the device has to be detected, a corresponding adaptation plan has to
be derived, i.e, what features have to be how reconfigured, before this adaptation
plan is executable.
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A DSPL extends the concept of a static configuration from the SPL domain to
describe dynamic reconfigurations at runtime. A reconfiguration, as a fundamental
concept in a DSPL, refers to the change in the configuration of a single or multiple
features [Lee06, HSSF06]. In this case, the system switches from a source product
configuration to a target product configuration. Thus, a reconfiguration is a part
of the adaptation process of an SAS and is triggered by a change in the contextual
situation of the device.
However, due to the limited resources of mobile devices the development of a
DSPL based adaption is challenging. Research challenges (RC) that still remain
unsolved for SAS have been identified in the fundamentals of this thesis as follows
RC1. Systematic Engineering Approach,
RC2. Flexibility at Runtime,
RC3. Autonomous Adaptation, and
RC4. Non-Intrusive Adaptation,
whereas the following two RCs have been identified for DSPLs
RC5. Autonomous Reconfiguration and
RC6. Improvement of Resource Consumption.
Note that the RC3 and RC5 as well as RC4 and RC6 deal with similar problems
in different domains (SAS and DSPL, respectively). Although, I address all of the
listed research challenges above, I focus on these similar research challenges and
aim to satisfy the following goals
• to provide an autonomous, model-based adaptation process (G1) and
• to minimize the resource consumption of an adaptation at runtime (G2).
This chapter introduces how a model based DSPL engineering process is ap-
plied to the MAPE-K loop of an SAS. Further, an overview of the techniques and
approaches that are discussed in this thesis is given. These techniques are cat-
egorized w.r.t. the life-cycle stages of a mobile software system, i.e., design time,
deployment, and runtime.
3.1 DSPL based MAPE-K Feedback Loop
Figure 3.1 depicts a DSPL engineering approach integrated into the MAPE-K
paradigm based on a concept introduced by Bencomo et al. [BHS12]. Starting
with an initial feature model specification at design time on the left-hand side
of Figure 3.1, the SAS is derived and deployed on the device. For example, at
design time system specific constraints are specified in a feature model, such as
dependency relations or conflict relations between features. For example, a navi-
gation system requires GPS or an ad hoc connection contradicts an infrastructure
connection. Further, contextual constraints are specified in a context model, e.g.,
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the context car imposes a requirement such as “navigation system has to be active for
routing purpose”.
At runtime, the MAPE-K adaptation loop is continuously executed, as depicted
on the right-hand side of Figure 3.1. The four MAPE-K tasks monitoring, analyze,
plan, and execute are processed in order to adapt the device. These tasks rely on
the knowledge that is residing on the device, such as the feature model and the
context model. Every adaptation is profiled, e.g., what and why features have
been reconfigured. This information is collected and passed as feedback back to
the developers at design time.
Feature Model
Context Model
Design Time Runtime
Adaptation 
Knowledge
Deployment
Feedback
Figure 3.1: MAPE-K Feedback Loop for DSPLs (adopted acc. [BHS12])
3.1.1 Evolution at Design Time
The left-hand side depicts the engineering process at design time. To provide the
means for an offline-evolution of the DSPL, I added the task of pre-processing and
evolution to the traditional SPL tasks domain engineering and application engineering.
Contributions discussed in this thesis are highlighted with a grey background
or with a black solid arrow. In this regard, I focus on the pre-processing task
which is discussed in the Chapter 5.
The tasks executed at design time are summarizeable as follows.
Domain Engineering . Key artifact of the domain engineering is the vari-
ability specification of the system based on a feature model [PBv05]. In addition
to that, the contextual situations are specified, i.e., the requirements of a context
and the mapping to the feature model.
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Application Engineering . During the application engineering, a software
product is derived, based on the feature model specification [PBv05]. In contrast
to a traditional SPL product where every feature is either selected or deselected,
the DSPL software product contains yet unconfigured features prior to runtime
that are reconfigurable at runtime.
Pre-Processing . In a pre-processing task, adaptation knowledge is derived
based on the properties of the target device. In contrast to traditional SPL engi-
neering (c.f. Figure 2.5) the introduced DSPL engineering process adds a context
model to the traditional feature model. Based on these models, an extensive
reasoning is applicable to automatically pre-plan adaptation knowledge for each
individual device. For example, the adaptation behavior at runtime may differ
between a Nexus 4 smartphone and a Nexus 7 tablet.
Offline Evolution. The data that is collected at runtime of the device is
exploitable to optimize the specification of the DSPL. The monitored contextual
changes, why the device had to be adapted, if an adaptation was executed er-
roneous, and what features had to be reconfigured, are aggregated as feedback
and passed to the developers. Based on this feedback the developers are able
to optimize the specifications constantly. I refer to such an update of the DSPL
specification at design time in the following as offline evolution.
Example 3.1 (Offline Evolution of a DSPL).
Based on the feedback that is gathered at runtime of a DSPL, constraints in the
feature model and contextual situations in the context model may be added,
removed, and changed. Consider the Nexus DSPL depicted in Figure 2.12. If at
runtime requirements emerge that demand that the features Cellular and WLAN
AP are active at the same time, a corresponding adaptation is not executable.
According to the feature model specification, Cellular and WLAN AP exclude
one another. When such unsatisfiable requirements emerge, they are profiled
and sent to the developers as feedback. At design time the developers have to
evaluate if the demand for such an adaptation outweighs the cost for changing
the specification.
3.1.2 Adaptivity at Runtime
The right-hand side depicts the MAKE-K feedback loop as introduced in the pre-
vious chapter. The combination of a DSPL with the MAPE-K paradigm is mainly
tied to the knowledge and the plan part of MAPE-K. The adaptation knowledge
consists of the feature model and context model specified at design time. Further,
all valid configurations of a DSPL are collected in a configuration state space in
which every state corresponds to a configuration of the DSPL. This configuration
state space is extended with transitions to denote the reconfiguration possibili-
ties of a DSPL. The state space is used to coordinate and profile the adaptation
behavior at runtime. For example, the feature model specifies system specific con-
straints, e.g., Navigation requires GPS, the context model specifies requirements
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that are imposed by contextual situations, e.g., at Home it is required that “WLAN
is active”, and the state space describes possible adaptations of the system, e.g.,
the switch from a system configuration that uses an Infrastructure based com-
munication to a system configuration that uses an Ad Hoc-based communication.
Analyze and Plan Tasks . The analyze task identifies a change within the
active contextual situation, e.g., the context Home is left or the context Office is
being entered. The associated requirements for the currently active contextual
situation are passed to the planning task. During the planning task, the feature
model and the context model are used to derive a configuration of the device that
satisfies the contextual requirements. The feature model specification ensures that
conflicting feature configurations, e.g., different connectivity features are active at
the same time, are avoided and dependency relations among features, e.g., the
feature Navigation requires the feature GPS to be active, are satisfied in every
configuration. The context model ensures that the requirements of a contextual
situation are mapped accordingly to the features of the system and that those
requirements are satisfied if the respective contextual situation becomes active.
Online Evolution of a DSPL. In contrast to an offline evolution of a
DSPL, the information that is collected at runtime is also exploitable to extend
and update the knowledge stored on the device. At runtime new knowledge may
be gathered, such as new contextual situations and the requirements they impose
or new configurations of the device that are derived on-demand. Such know-
ledge is added to the available adaptation knowledge, i.e., to the feature model
specification, to the context model, or to the configuration state space residing on
the device. I refer to such an update of the DSPL knowledge at runtime in the
following as online evolution.
Example 3.2 (Online Evolution of a DSPL).
Consider the following example. The developers of the Nexus DSPL specified
the contextual situation of Home and Office. However, they did not explic-
itly consider the possibility of a combination of both contexts, e.g., the user
is working at home. Thus, both contexts have to be combined to satisfy the
requirements of Home as well as Office. If such a contextual situation is sat-
isfiable and is yet unknown to the device, the adaptation knowledge residing
on the device is extended with the information discovered at runtime. The
new contextual situation {Home, Office} is added to the context model and the
corresponding device configuration which satisfies this context is added to the
configuration state space.
SPL engineering approaches are applied at design time, prior to runtime. Al-
though DSPLs are an extension of SPL concepts and executed at runtime, they
are not intended to operate in a resource efficient manner. Thus, the concept of a
DSPL, i.e., derivation of a valid configuration and the reconfiguration of features
at runtime, is not intended for resource constraint systems such as mobile devices.
According to RC4, the adaptation process has to be non-intrusive for an SAS. It
has to be shown that DSPLs are an appropriate solution to execute an adaptation
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of resource constrained devices. The next section introduces new techniques and
extensions of existing concepts to establish a DSPL engineering process, specifi-
cally designed to enhance the resource utilization of adaptive mobile devices.
3.2 Optimization of a DSPL Engineering Process
At design time the developers specify and update the feature model. In addition
to that, a reconfigurable product configuration is derived w.r.t. the characteris-
tics of the target device. At this point of time the configured software product
is ready for deployment on the intended mobile device. In this thesis, I extended
the deployment process with a pre-processing step to reduce the impact of a
DSPL-based adaptation at runtime. Since this step is computationally expensive,
I assume that the pre-processing is executed on a computer with sufficient com-
putational power.
At runtime, the reconfiguration behavior of the device is profiled to improve the
reconfiguration process on a long-term basis, e.g., reducing the overall reconfig-
uration costs. Additionally, the collected information is leveraged to provide the
means to improve the SPL specification at design time.
Figure 3.2 provides a conceptual overview of the contributions given in this
thesis. The presented DSPL engineering methodology is divided into the design
time, deployment preparation, and runtime stages of a software application for mo-
bile device. In the following, an introduction of these stages and the respective
techniques which are applied in these stages is given.
3.2.1 Optimization at Design Time
At design time the developers specify a feature model for a mobile device DSPL,
e.g. the Nexus SPL. The specification comprises the traditional variability charac-
teristics of a product line as well as the DSPL runtime variability characteristics.
In addition to the feature model, a context model is specified containing contex-
tual scenarios, e.g., Office, and the requirements they impose on the system, e.g.,
“WLAN has to be active”. To minimize the computational efforts at runtime, the
feature model and context model specification of a DSPL is reduced according to
the individual characteristics of a device.
In the following the artifacts which are developed during the design time of
a DSPL are introduced as depicted in Figure 3.2, 01 the feature model, 02 the
context model, and 03 a device specific reduction of the DSPL specification.
01 Feature Model. The feature model specifies the variability of a product line,
e.g., the Nexus SPL depicted in Figure 2.10, as well as the variability occur-
ring at runtime, e.g., the Nexus DSPL feature model depicted in Figure 2.12.
02 Context Model. A traditional feature model is used to describe the prop-
erties of a software system. However, contexts represent characteristics of
the environment of a device, e.g., the device is currently residing in the
context Office. Further, every context imposes requirements on the system
which have to be mapped to the features of a DSPL, e.g., the context Office
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Figure 3.2: Overview of a resource friendly DSPL adaptation methodology. The main
intention of this thesis is to establish an autonomous adaptation process based
on a DSPL and to improve the resource consumption of a DSPL at runtime.
The 9 techniques to realize these propositions are divided into three distinct
stages in the life cycle of a DSPL, i.e., (i) Design Time, (ii) Deploy Preparation,
and (iii) Runtime.
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demands “WLAN has to be active” which is mappable to a constraint such
as that the feature WLAN AP has to be selected when Office is active. In this
regard, every context specifies requirements on the feature configuration of
a DSPL. Thus, a traditional feature model provides the means to specify
the variability of a software system. It is not intended for a specification of
contexts and how they relate to features. However, the absence of a context
specification prevents a DSPL to autonomously reconfigure itself if the con-
text changes. Therefore, the concept of a traditional feature model has to be
extended to support the requirements imposed by a context.
The combination of feature model and context model enables a DSPL to
be aware of the dynamic changes that occur in the context of the device.
Therefore, a context-aware DSPL is capable to autonomously reconfigure a
set of features according to the requirements of a context. The DSPL is aware
how features have to be reconfigured and why, e.g., the context specifies the
feature requirements and the device denotes a (de-)activation of a context.
In this regard, an extended context-aware DSPL is capable to process an
adaptation autonomously.
03 Product Specific DSPL. The feature model and the context model of a DSPL
are applicable for the whole product line, e.g., the Nexus DSPL depicted
in Figure 2.12 is applicable for runtime reconfigurations of the Nexus 4, 7,
and 10. However, not every device may support the variability of the whole
product line. For example, the Nexus 4 supports connectivity features such
as EDGE, GSM, and UMTS, whereas a basic Nexus 10 tablet does not support
any of these features. Thus, a Nexus 4 is variable w.r.t. the connectivity
features. These features are dynamically reconfigurable at runtime, whereas
the Nexus 10 is not able to active them. The device characteristics also affect
the contexts that are supported by a device, e.g., every context that depends
on connectivity features such as EDGE, GSM, and UMTS is not supported by a
Nexus 10 tablet.
To support such heterogeneity in the characteristics of a set of devices, the
original feature model and context model specification of a DSPL may be
pre-processed according to the characteristics of an individual target device.
In order to reduce the computational efforts at runtime, features and con-
texts that are either incompatible with the target device or have always to
be active at runtime, i.e., they are not reconfigurable on a device, are re-
moved from the specification during a reduction process. Less features and
less constraints implies less computational efforts whenever a configuration
is derived at runtime.
The reduction of a feature model and context model is executed at design
time and requires the usage of a constraint solver to avoid an erroneous
reduction of the specification. The feature model constraints, e.g., or-groups,
alternative-groups, require edges, and exclude edges, have to be considered
to ensure a correct reduction of the specification.
Traditional SPL pre-configuration approaches [CHE05] are not applicable for
DSPLs because they intend to fully configure a product at design time that
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is not intended for a reconfiguration at runtime. Current approaches that
also reduce the size of a feature model [RSA11, ACLF11] have a similar goal
as pursued in this thesis, i.e., to derive a reduced feature model according
to the individual characteristics of a device. However, they do not consider
the reconfigurability of a DSPL at runtime. Existing reduction approaches
do not aim to maximize the device specific reconfiguration possibilities at
runtime.
To establish a fundamental basis of this thesis, I provide a formal definition of the
configuration semantics of a DSPL in Chapter 4. Additionally, this chapter dis-
cusses the extension of a DSPL to a context-aware DSPL based on the combination
of a feature model and a context model. The process of reducing a feature model and
context model to derive a device specific DSPL is discussed in Chapter 5.
When the configuration process of the DSPL for a certain target device is fin-
ished and the specification is reduced w.r.t. the characteristics of the target device,
the DSPL is ready for deployment, which is discussed in the next section.
3.2.2 Optimization and Deployment Preparation
A feature model restricts the number of valid configuration possibilities of all fea-
tures to a set of configurations that are valid for the DSPL. For example, the 19 fea-
tures of the DSPL potentially allow 219 configurations. However, the constraints
imposed by the feature model of the Nexus DSPL reduce these configurations to
66 valid product configurations.
The valid configurations of a DSPL form the state space of a DSPL in which
every state corresponds to a valid configuration of the DSPL. Since a traditional
DSPL is extended to a context-aware DSPL, the state space further contains valid
contextual configuration states. Thus, the state space of a DSPL consists of two
set of states, i.e., the configuration states and the contextual states.
Depending on the initial variability and context specification, it is possible that
the state space is over-specified. For example, the requirement “WLAN has to be
active” is satisfiable by several configuration states of the device, e.g., one con-
figuration where GPS is active and another where GPS is deactivated. Therefore,
a computationally expensive reduction approach is applied during the deploy
preparation of the DSPL. The state space is reduced to a representative incomplete
set of configuration states and contextual states, based on a reduction criterion.
In the following, the artifacts that are derived during the deploy preparation of
a DSPL are introduced as depicted in Figure 3.2, 04 the configuration state space,
05 the contextual state space, 06 the incomplete configuration state space, and 07 the
incomplete contextual state space.
04 Configuration State Space. By using a constraint solver, every valid config-
uration of a DSPL is computed to form the configuration state space w.r.t.
the feature model specification. This state space consists of all valid product
configurations. This state space is enriched with transition relations between
the states to denote the reconfiguration possibilities of a DSPL.
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Existing approaches such as [BSBG08, Hel12, DPS12] similarly propose to
use such a transition system to describe reconfigurations of a DSPL. How-
ever, they neglect the influence of a context on the system and, therefore,
are not capable to execute a transition autonomously if the context changes.
Further, they assume that every product configuration is part of the tran-
sition system and that a reconfiguration may be executed from one config-
uration to every other configuration of the DSPL. This assumption has the
disadvantage that it consumes a lot of resources.
05 Context State Space. The contextual state space is a collection of contexts
which may emerge at runtime. Every state represents a contextual situa-
tion, e.g., Office, or Car, and the requirements a context imposes. Similar
to the configuration state space, the contextual state space is derived from
the context model by using a constraint solver. Further, the context state
space is also enriched with transition relations between the states to denote
changes between contextual situations. Both state spaces are associated, e.g.,
when the state of the context changes a corresponding reconfiguration in
the configuration state space may be triggered.
With the combination of a contextual state space and a configuration state
space, it is possible to avoid a third disadvantage of existing DSPL transi-
tions systems, i.e., the inflexibility of reconfigurations. A traditional transi-
tion system is inflexible w.r.t. minor changes in the feature configuration.
For every reconfiguration that is triggered by a contextual change, a transi-
tion has to be executed. However, it may be possible that certain features are
irrelevant for a context situation. For example, Office requires “WLAN has to
be active”. The feature Gyroscope is irrelevant for that requirement and may
be arbitrarily reconfigured. This thesis provides an abstraction concept for
such irrelevant features to avoid the additional execution of reconfiguration
transitions within a contextual situation.
06 & 07 Incomplete State Space. Instead of using a state space that contains every
valid device configuration and every context that may occur at runtime, the
state space may be reduced to avoid an unnecessary utilization of resource
at runtime, e.g., for searching suitable configuration states for a contextual
situation. Both state spaces may be reduced according to a specific goal. The
goals for such a reduction are specifiable via a certain criterion. Based on the
criterion, certain contextual states or configuration states are identified that
are either removed from the state space or remain within the state space. For
example, it may be sufficient to combine compatible contexts in a pair-wise
manner, e.g., Home and Office, to cover all contextual situations emerging
at runtime. Therefore, contextual states that reflect contextual combinations
consisting of more than two contexts are discarded.
Based on the configuration state space, the contextual state space, and a
reduction criterion, a constraint solver is used to reduce both state spaces
which results in an incomplete configuration state space and an incomplete con-
textual state space. This reduction approach minimizes a third disadvantage
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of existing transition systems for DSPLs, i.e., the amount of states and tran-
sition of a fully specified transition system. The larger the transition system,
the more complicated it is to identify an appropriate transition for a certain
contextual change.
An extensive introduction of the configuration state space of a DSPL, the extension
with transitions to denote reconfigurations, and an approach to reduce the state
space is given in Chapter 6. Furthermore, the formal DSPL framework is extended
with the reconfiguration semantics of a DSPL.
After the state space is reduced, the device specific feature model, the context
model, and the incomplete state space are deployed on the device as the adapta-
tion knowledge for the MAPE-K loop. The next section introduces further tech-
niques to improve the runtime properties of the system, based on the deployed
adaptation knowledge.
3.2.3 Optimization at Runtime
The pre-processing performed in the previous steps reduces the complexity the
device has to deal with during an adaptation, i.e., the feature model and the
context model contain less constraints and the state space contains less states. In
addition to the pre-processing, I identified strategies to reduce the overall costs of
an adaptation executed at runtime.
To improve the reconfiguration behavior on a long-term basis, the state space
is used to profile the reconfiguration behavior of the device. This reconfigura-
tion behavior is expressible with probabilistic attributes, e.g., in the context state
Office, 33% of the contextual changes are executed to the context state Car and
77% of the contextual changes are executed to the context state Home. In addition
to such behavioral information, the state space is annotatable with non-functional
properties, e.g., the costs of a reconfiguration.
Based on the behavioral information, predictions about future upcoming recon-
figurations are derivable, whereas the non-functional properties are exploitable to
minimize the costs of a reconfiguration. Again, the behavioral information and
the non-functional information of a DSPL are considered to be part of the adap-
tation knowledge residing on the device. However, since the reconfiguration be-
havior may change over the life time of a DSPL, the probability of a contextual
change has to be continuously updated. Additionally, new contexts may emerge
at runtime, which are not yet part of the incomplete state space. Therefore, the
state space is extended if a, yet unknown, contextual situation emerges.
In the following the techniques, which are executed at runtime of a DSPL, are
introduced as depicted in Figure 3.2, 08 Reconfiguration Prediction, and 09 Feedback
for an Online Evolution.
08 Reconfiguration Prediction. Existing approaches in the domain of behavior
prediction are capable to predict the next contextual situation w.r.t. certain
contextual categories such as time or geographic position [MSRJ12, Yan12,
JL10]. However, it is yet unclear how a DSPL based adaptation may benefit
from such predictions and how such a prediction approach may be inte-
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grated into a DSPL based adaptation process. Therefore, I propose a tech-
nique to predict reconfigurations which is based on the available adaptation
knowledge of a DSPL.
To achieve such a prediction, the frequency of contextual changes is pro-
filed. This behavior is captured in a probability distribution of the contex-
tual changes. The probability distribution provides the means to derive a
prediction of future upcoming contextual changes. This prediction may be
used to derive an estimation of the future upcoming requirements that are
imposed by contextual changes, which, in turn, describes the demand for
upcoming reconfigurations.
As previously explained, a context may be satisfiable by multiple configu-
rations, i.e., configuration states in the state space. Together with the pre-
diction of upcoming reconfiguration demands, this choice between config-
uration states for a contextual situation provides the possibility to reduce
the reconfiguration costs on a long-term basis. For example, assume that
the context Office has just become active. In this context there is a high
probability that the next active context will be Home. Thus, if the device has
to adapt to the context Office, a configuration should be chosen, in which
the features are configured in such a way that only a minimal set of those
features have to be reconfigured when the context changes to Home.
09 Feedback Online Evolution. The probability distribution of the contextual
state space has to be updated with every change in the contextual situation
of the device. This update is considered to be a part of the continuous online
evolution of the adaptation knowledge.
With the reduction of the state space the adaptation knowledge becomes in-
complete. Thus, if a context emerges that is not yet part of the state space,
a configuration state that satisfies the new context has to be derived on-de-
mand at runtime. Every state that is discovered at runtime is added to the
existing state space and the adaptation knowledge is updated respectively,
e.g., the probability distribution of contextual changes is adapted to account
for the new context.
The prediction of upcoming reconfigurations and how this information is utiliz-
able to enhance the reconfiguration process on a long-term basis is discussed in
Chapter 7. Along with this concept, the exploitation of the online feedback of the
reconfiguration behavior and discovered states is introduced.
The next section introduces the first contributions of this thesis, i.e., the for-
malization of (D)SPL configuration semantics and the extension of a DSPL to an
autonomous context-aware DSPL.
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A U T O N O M O U S A D A P TAT I O N B A S E D O N D S P L S
The first contribution of this thesis is a formal frame-
work to specify a DSPL-based adaptation. With this
framework, I tackle the first goal G1 of this thesis, i.e.,
providing an autonomous, model-based adaptation pro-
cess, by introducing appropriate models to describe the
structure and behavior of an adaptation. Although lit-
erature provides approaches [Hel12, WDSB09], I adopt
existing DSPL approaches and derive new concepts as
a basis for further contributions given in this thesis.
Existing approaches are not capable to support an autonomous context-aware
adaptation based on a DSPL. Traditionally, DSPL techniques are used to recon-
figure a system [Lee06, HSSF06], i.e, to change the configuration of features. For
example, a dynamic activation or deactivation of the Navigation feature at run-
time corresponds to a reconfiguration of the respective software system. Based on
the feature model specification, a DSPL is capable to identify what features have to
be transitively reconfigured in order to reconfigure the single feature Navigation.
Thus, transitive effects, such as the activation of the GPS feature if Navigation is
activated, are considered in a DSPL reconfiguration. However, such a reconfigura-
tion is only a part of an autonomous adaptation. An adaptation describes what has
to be reconfigured as well as how and when the reconfiguration is to be executed.
To achieve an autonomous adaptation, additional rule-based systems may be
used to specify when a reconfiguration is to be executed [HR85]. Such rule-based
systems extend the knowledge base of the system with a specification such as
{<Condition> : <Act>} rules, e.g., {If time > 9am && time < 6pm : deactivate
GPS}. However, to establish a model-based adaptation process, I introduce a con-
cept that supports an autonomous adaptation without the need for an additional
rule-based system. Instead, I propose to specify contexts in a similar way as the
variability of a DSPL by using a feature model. In this regard, both specifications
may be combined in a single specification, which results in a context-aware DSPL.
Thus, context-specific reconfiguration rules are integrated into a DSPL specifica-
tion. In comparison to a traditional DSPL with an additional rule-based system,
my concept has the advantage that
• the same modelling techniques are used,
• existing approaches that are applicable to a standard DSPL are also applica-
ble for a context-aware DSPL, and
• no additional mapping between rules and a feature model is needed.
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To realize such an autonomous adaptation, the feature model of a DSPL is en-
riched with contextual information. A feature model specifies what features have
to be reconfigured to derive a target configuration. The extension with contextual
information provides the means to specify the requirements that are imposed by
a context, i.e., how features have to be reconfigured to satisfy a context, and when
a reconfiguration is to be executed. For example, the context Home imposes the re-
quirement “WLAN has to be active”. Therefore, if the user enters the context Home
the device has to reconfigure the feature WLAN AP to be active.
This chapter proposes a formal framework for an autonomous context-aware
adaptation of a DSPL. At first, the configuration semantics of a traditional SPL
are introduced. Afterwards, an SPL is extended accordingly to derive the recon-
figuration semantics of a DSPL. To provide the means for an autonomous adap-
tation, the concept of a traditional DSPL is enriched with contextual information
to provide a seamless context-aware modelling approach.
4.1 Formal Characteristics of a DSPL
The intention of a DSPL is to describe the reconfiguration of a system at runtime.
Therefore, a model is required which is capable to express what is to be recon-
figured. For example, a reconfiguration of the feature Cellular from selected to
deselected results in the reconfiguration of further features, e.g., WLAN AP has to
be reconfigured from deselected to selected. Until this point of the thesis it is still
unclear why such interdependencies exist and how they are resolved.
This section introduces the configuration semantics of an SPL that is based on
existing literature. Afterwards, I explain how a product configuration for an SPL
feature model is computable with a constraint solver. Finally, I extend and adapt
the established configuration semantics of an SPL accordingly to fit my needs of
a DSPL.
4.1.1 Fundamentals of Propositional Logic
According to Batory [Bat05], every feature model diagram is alternatively specifi-
able as a propositional formula. Granting that a feature model diagram is easier
to model for a developer and easier to understand for third-party stakeholders, a
propositional formula representation is easier to process by an algorithm.
In order to formulate axioms, theorems and proofs based on a propositional
feature model, the language of a propositional logic formula is introduced. The al-
phabet consists of a set of variables v ∈ V, and the constants 1 and 0. Further, the
alphabet consists of logical connective symbols ¬, denoting a negation, ∧, denot-
ing a logic and, ∨, denoting a logic or, Y, denoting a logic exclusive or, and →,
denoting an implication. To these parenthesis are added as auxiliary symbols.
Definition 4.1 (Propositional Logic Alphabet [EFT94]). The alphabet of a language
for propositional logic consists of the following symbols
• a set of Boolean variables v ∈ V,
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• a set of Boolean constants W with W := {0, 1},
• logical connectives ¬ (negation), ∧ (and), ∨ (or), Y (xor), and → (implica-
tion),
• parenthesis “(“ and “)”.
With this definition of a propositional language, a well-formed propositional for-
mula over a set of variables V is defined as follows.
Definition 4.2 (Well-Formed Propositional Formula [EFT94]). Let v ∈ V be a set of
variables. The set ϕ ∈ ΦV of all well-formed propositional formulae over V is
inductively defined as follows
(1) V ⊆ ΦV, i.e., every atomic variable is also a well-formed formula,
(2) W ⊆ ΦV , i.e., every atomic constant is also a well-formed formula,
(3) if ϕ ∈ ΦV is a formula, then (ϕ) ∈ ΦV is also a formula,
(4) if ϕ ∈ ΦV is a formula, then ¬ϕ ∈ ΦV is also a formula,
(5) if ϕ1 ∈ ΦV and ϕ2 ∈ ΦV are formulae then (ϕ1 ? ϕ2) ∈ ΦV with ? ∈
{∧,∨,Y,→} is also a formula.
Formulae derived using (1) and (2) are called atomic formulae because they are
not formed by combining other formulae ϕ ∈ ΦV. The formula in (4) is called a
negation, and the connectives in (5) (ϕ1 ∧ϕ2), (ϕ1 ∨ϕ2), (ϕ1 Yϕ2), (ϕ1 → ϕ2),
(ϕ1 ↔ ϕ2) are called conjunction, disjunction, exclusive-or, implication, and logical
equivalence, respectively.
Two formulae connected by the abbreviating connective exclusive-or (ϕ1 Yϕ2)
are equivalent to ((ϕ1 ∨ϕ2)∧ ¬(ϕ1 ∧ϕ2)) and formulae connected by the ab-
breviating connective implication (ϕ1 → ϕ2) are equivalent to (¬ϕ1 ∨ϕ2). Thus,
an exclusive-or is also expressible by using the connectives logic-or, negation, and
logic-and. Further, an implication is also expressible by using the connectives
logic-or and negation.
Definition 4.3 (Abbreviating Connectives [EFT94]). The abbreviating connectives
exclusive-or (Y) and implication (→) between two well-formed formulae ϕ1 and ϕ2
are also expressible via an equivalent expression as follows.
• ϕ1 Yϕ2 is equivalent to (ϕ1 ∨ϕ2)∧¬(ϕ1 ∧ϕ2)
• ϕ1 → ϕ2 is equivalent to ¬ϕ1 ∨ϕ2
with {ϕ1, ϕ2} ∈ ΦV.
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In a propositional formula ϕ ∈ ΦV every occurrence of a variable v ∈ V may
be replaced by a well-formed formula ϕ ∈ ΦV as Defined in 4.2. In this regard, a
variable substitution σ is defined as follows.
Definition 4.4 (Variable Substitution). A substitution σ : V → Φ is a replacement
relation of variables v ∈ V in a propositional formula ϕ ∈ ΦV, i.e.,
ϕ[σ] = ϕ ′
where ϕ ′ corresponds to the formula ϕ in which every occurrence v ∈ V is re-
placed by σ(ϕ).
In propositional logic, the variables V of a well-formed formula ϕ ∈ ΦV are
assignable with the Boolean truth values true, denoted by t, and false, denoted
by f, which corresponds to an interpretation of that formula.
Definition 4.5 (Interpretation [EFT94]). An interpretation is a function I : V →
{f, t} ∈ B that assigns either false (f) or true (t) to every propositional variable
in V.
Whether an arbitrary interpretation I is a model of a formula ϕ ∈ ΦV or not is
defined as follows. If I is a model of ϕ one may also say that I satisfies ϕ or that
ϕ holds in I, which is denoted as I |= ϕ.
Definition 4.6 (Satisfiability [EFT94]). The value assignment of an interpretation I
either satisfies a formula ϕ ∈ ΦV, denoted as I |= ϕ, or I does not satisfy ϕ, denoted
as I 6|= ϕ.
This satisfiability relation is defined by the following inductive rules.
(1) I |= v iff I(v) = t holds
(2) I 6|= v iff I(v) = f holds
(3) I |= ϕ iff ϕ = 1,
(4) I 6|= ϕ iff ϕ = 0,
(5) I |= ¬ϕ iff not I |= ϕ holds
(6) I |= (ϕ1 ∧ϕ2) iff I |= ϕ1 and I |= ϕ2 hold
(7) I |= (ϕ1 ∨ϕ2) iff I |= ϕ1 or I |= ϕ2 (or both) hold.
An interpretation I satisfies a set of propositional formulae ΦV iff the interpre-
tation I satisfies every single formula ϕ ∈ ΦV, i.e.,
I |= ΦV iff ∀ϕ ∈ ΦV : I |= ϕ.
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With the provided definitions, formulate axioms, theorems and proofs based
on a propositional feature model may be formulated. The properties of the con-
figuration semantics, which are based on a propositional feature model formula,
are discussed in the next section.
4.1.2 Feature Models as Propositional Formula
In the following a feature model specification based on such well-defined propo-
sitional formulae is introduced. Further, a transformation of a feature model
diagram specification into a propositional formula is given.
An SPL defines a finite set F = {f1, f2, . . . , fn} of supported features. A propo-
sitional formula representation of a feature model fm consists of a set of feature
variables F. Further, the constraints are specified via well-formed propositional
formula ϕ ∈ Φ over feature variables f ∈ F, as defined in Definition 4.2.
Definition 4.7 (Feature Model). A feature model representation as a propositional for-
mula (fm) is a well-formed propositional formulaΦF over a set of feature variables
f ∈ F
fm ∈ ΦF.
The set FMF of all feature model formulae over a set of supported features F is
defined as follows
FMF = ΦF.
A feature model fm is valid iff there exists an I for which holds I |= fm.
Hence, a feature model such as the Nexus SPL depicted in Figure 2.10 is a
fm ∈ FMF with a specific set of constraints specified in well-formed formulae
ϕ ∈ ΦF over the set of feature variables F. I assume that the set of feature models
FMF to contain only valid feature models.
Batory [Bat05] introduced a transformation of feature model diagrams speci-
fied as a directed graph of feature associations into a propositional logic formula.
A direct translation of feature diagrams similar to those introduced in the fun-
damentals of this thesis into a propositional formula and vice versa is presented
in [CW07]. According to [Bat05, CW07] the constraints root feature, parent-child re-
lations, mandatory-child relations, or-groups, alternative-groups, and cross-tree edges of
a feature model diagram are translated into a propositional formula by iteratively
applying the following transformation rules.
• the root feature is mapped to the feature variable fr, e.g., Nexus DSPL depicted
in Figure 2.12 is mapped to a corresponding variable Nexus DSPL.
• parent-child relations are transformed into implications f ′ → f, where f ′ is the
child feature and f the parent feature. For example, the optional parent-child
relation among Sensors and GPS is translated into (GPS→ Sensors).
• mandatory-child relations require an additional implication f → f ′, where f ′
is a mandatory child feature of f. For example, the mandatory parent-child
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relation among Nexus DSPL and Routing is translated into ((Routing→Nexus
DSPL) ∧ (Nexus DSPL→Routing)).
• an or-group is translated into an implication to a set of disjunctive variables
f → ∨f ′∈F ′ f ′ for each or-group F ′ with parent feature f. For example, the
Sensors or-group {Gyroscope, GPS} is translated into ((Sensor → (Gyroscope
∨ GPS)) ∧ (Gyroscope → Sensor) ∧ (GPS → Sensor)).
• an alternative-group is translated into an implication to a set of exclusive
disjunctive variables f → ∨
f ′∈F ′ f
′ for each alternative-group F ′ with par-
ent feature f, where Y denotes an n-ary xor operator. For example, the
Routing or-group {BGP, LAR} is translated into ((Routing → (BGP Y LAR))
∧ (BGP → Routing) ∧ (LAR → Routing)).
• cross-tree edges are translated as an implication for require edges and an ex-
clusive disjunction for an exclude-edge. For example, Cellular requires BGP
becomes (Cellular → BGP) and WLAN Ad Hoc excludes BGP becomes (WLAN
Ad Hoc Y BGP).
If not stated explicitly, I assume a feature model to be represented as a proposi-
tional formula fm ∈ FMF over feature variables f ∈ F.
During the configuration of a product each feature variable fi ∈ F in fm corre-
sponds to a product configuration parameter, i.e., a Boolean variable with either
fi = t (true, i.e., selected), or fi = f (false, i.e., deselected) as possible value
bindings. A product configuration γ in a set of all possible configurations ΓF for a
feature model fm corresponds to an interpretation I of an Boolean feature variable
interpretation w.r.t. a feature model formula fm.
Definition 4.8 (Product Configuration). A configuration γ ∈ ΓF is an interpretation
I of a feature model formula fm. By ΓF I denote the set of all interpretations of
feature variables in F.
Thus, an SPL configuration γ ∈ ΓF interprets a feature f ∈ F to be either selected
or deselected in a product configuration.
Notation 4.1 (Selected and Deselected Features). An SPL configuration γ ∈ ΓF
interprets a feature f ∈ F as follows
• γ(f) = t denotes feature f ∈ F to be selected, and
• γ(f) = f denotes feature f ∈ F to be deselected.
A configuration γ ∈ ΓF defines an interpretation for the feature variables f ∈ F.
To evaluate a the feature model formula fm, the variables f ∈ F have to be sub-
stituted with propositional constants or variables in ΦF according to the inter-
pretation provided by a configuration γ. According to the Definition 4.4, the
substitution of a configuration interpretation is defined as follows.
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Definition 4.9 (Configuration Substitution). A configuration substitution fm[σγ] =
fm ′ with γ ∈ ΓF is a substitution of feature variables F with propositional con-
stants or variables in ΦF according to the configuration interpretation γ of a fea-
ture model formula fm.
Thereby, a configuration substitution [σγ] is executed as follows
• ∀f ∈ F : fm[σγ](f) = 1 iff γ(f) = t and
• ∀f ∈ F : fm[σγ](f) = 0 iff γ(f) = f otherwise.
A configuration γ ∈ ΓF represents an arbitrary interpretation of the feature
variables f ∈ F. However, with regard to the propositional formula fm only a
subset of these configurations represent a valid configuration, denoted by γ ∈ Γˆfm.
A configuration γ is valid w.r.t. fm iff the feature variable substitution in ϕ[γ]
becomes a true statement for every formula ϕ ∈ Φ.
Definition 4.10 (Valid Configuration). A configuration γ ∈ ΓF is a valid configura-
tion for a feature model fm iff γ |= fm.
The subset of all valid configurations is denoted as Γˆfm ⊆ ΓF.
Example 4.1 (Valid Configuration of a Feature Model Formula).
A valid configuration γ1 ∈ Γˆfm for the feature variables F of the Nexus DSPL is
the following interpretation (γ1(Nexus DSPL)=t, γ1(Connectivity)=t, γ1(Rout-
ing)=t, γ1(Ad Hoc)=f, γ1(Infrastructure)=t, γ1(WLAN Ad Hoc)=f, γ1(WLAN
AP)=f, γ1(BGP)=t, γ1(Cellular)=t, γ1(LAR=)f, γ1(GPS)=t, γ1(Game Hub)=f,
γ1(Phone Call)=t, γ1(Cellular Call)=t, γ1(Sensors)=t, γ1(Gyroscope)=f, γ1(App-
lication)=t, γ1(Navigation)=t, γ1(VoIP)=f). Therefore the configuration satisfies
the constraints of the feature model, i.e., γ1 |= fm.
However, some interpretations lead to a contradiction of the constraints spec-
ified in the Nexus DSPL. For example, with the extract of a configuration
γ2 ∈ ΓF (γ2(BGP)=t, γ2(LAR)=t, . . . ) the formula ϕ=(BGP Y LAR) corre-
sponds to a false statement. Therefore, γ2 6|= fm.
Summarizing, I introduced the following properties for an SPL
• a feature model specification of an SPL is expressible as a propositional
formula fm,
• a propositional formula fm corresponds to a set of conjunctive propositional
formulae {ϕ1 ∧ . . .∧ϕn} with {ϕ1, . . . ,ϕn} ∈ Φ over Boolean feature vari-
ables F,
• a configuration γ is a Boolean interpretation of the feature variables, i.e.,
γ : F → B, in a feature model fm,
• a feature f is selected iff γ(f) = t,
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• a feature f is deselected iff γ(f) = f,
• a configuration γ is valid, iff the feature-value interpretation satisfies every
formula ϕ ∈ Φ, i.e., γ |= fm
The formalization of feature models based on propositional formulae provides
the necessary means to define a product configuration of an SPL and whether a
configuration is valid or not. Further, it provides the basis to automatically derive
a configuration by constraint solving techniques. The next section discusses how
constraint solving is used to derive a product configuration.
4.1.3 Derivation of a Configuration with a Constraint Solver
Satisfiability of a propositional formula fm is the problem of finding all configu-
ration interpretations γ ∈ ΓF for a formula fm in which γ |= fm holds. The solving
of a formula is an NP-complete problem [GKSS08] and, therefore, multiple exe-
cutions of a solver to (continuously) derive a configuration consumes a lot of time
and computational effort.
In the following, binary decision diagrams are introduced as a category of satis-
fiability solvers. A Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) solver relies on a propositional
formula which is transformed into an ordered tree-like diagram.
Solvers which rely on a BDD as internal representation of the satisfiability prob-
lem have proven to be efficient if the problem is very complex, i.e., if the amount
of variables and disjunctive clauses is very high. In contrast to classic satisfia-
bility algorithms that rely on backtracking [ES04, SS96], BDD Solvers compute
faster and more efficiently all possible interpretations that satisfy the respective
propositional formula [PG96].
A BDD is a tree-based structure which is usable to represent a propositional
formula. The nodes within the acyclic graph represent variables and the con-
straint relations amongst variables are represented via labeled (true or false)
edges. Figure 4.1(a) depicts a BDD representation of the features Sensors, GPS,
and Gyroscope from the Nexus DSPL depicted in Figure 2.12.
A BDD has always one root node and several leave nodes that represent the
satisfiability of the propositional formula. The root node and every intermediate
node have an out-degree of two. One edge represents a true interpretation of
the node, i.e., the corresponding variable, and the second edge represents a false
interpretation of the node.
The BDD depicted in Figure 4.1(a) contains redundant information which may
lead to unnecessary overhead during the process of solving feature model formula.
To enhance the efficiency of the solving process a BDD is transformed to a reduced
order BDD (ROBDD) [Ake78]. This transformation exploits the fact that a solver is
usually used to compute a valid variable assignment which satisfies the formula.
Thus, the information contained in the left sub-tree of Figure 4.1(a) is com-
pletely encoded in the right sub-tree. Removing such redundant information re-
sults in a ROBDD without loosing any specification characteristics in the feature
model formula fm, as depicted in Figure 4.1(b).
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Figure 4.1: Extract of Nexus DSPL as a BDD
Example 4.2 (Feature Model as BDD).
Figure 4.1 depicts the BDD representation for the following variability specifi-
cation as propositional formula.
ϕ = (NexusDSPL) ∧ (Application → NexusDSPL)
∧ (Application → (Game Hub ∨ Phone Call))
The root node, Nexus DSPL, and the remaining intermediate nodes are depicted
in white. A dotted outgoing arrow indicates a feature variable interpretation
of false and a solid arrow indicates a variable of true. The grey leaf nodes
indicate whether the variable interpretation of every incoming path satisfies the
propositional formula ϕ (represented by t ) or not (represented by f ). Thus,
if Nexus DSPL is interpreted as deselected (f) the formula ϕ is never satisfiable,
whereas the interpretation of Nexus DSPL, Application, Game Hub, and Phone
Call as selected (t) satisfies the formula ϕ.
However, the concept of deriving a single configuration has to be extended. For
DSPLs, it is necessary to describe a continuous reconfiguration, i.e., invoking a solver
call for each reconfiguration. Therefore, I introduce DSPL specific concepts that
extend the traditional SPL concepts in the next section.
4.1.4 DSPL Extension
Mobile devices have to adapt to the context of their surroundings. To execute
such an adaptation a DSPL has to be reconfigurable at runtime. However, this
variability may be restricted by the characteristics of the mobile device. For ex-
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ample, the Nexus 7 does not have a built-in rear-camera. Therefore, the feature
model of the DSPL has to be restricted to the characteristics of the device.
Further, each context imposes certain requirements on the device, as previously
introduced. Thus, a DSPL hast to be capable to execute a reconfiguration based
on the requirements of the active context. For example, the context Car requires
the feature Navigation to be active. As previously explained, a DSPL may also
be customized to the characteristics of a specific device. Both, device specific
requirements and contextual requirements, correspond to a partial configuration.
To provide the necessary means to express such DSPL specific characteristics,
the configuration semantics of an SPL have to be extended. Therefore, the basics of
three-valued propositional logics are introduced at first. In a partial configuration,
features may not only be explicitly bound but left unconfigured, e.g., for a further
refinement at design time w.r.t. the requirements of a developer or at runtime w.r.t.
the requirements imposed by a context. Basis of such a partial configuration and
a configuration refinement is a three-valued logic. An description of the necessary
DSPL terminology is given in the following.
Three-Valued Propositional Logic . To describe the dynamic aspects of
a DSPL (re-)configuration, the Definition 4.8 of an SPL product configuration
needs to be extended. A DSPL product configuration interprets each feature vari-
able f ∈ F by means of a (three-valued) Boolean value, where value ⊥ represents
a (yet) undecided interpretation. With the extension of the value domain of a
configuration from B to B⊥, the Definitions 4.5 and 4.6 of an interpretation and
satisfiability have to be adapted accordingly. To establish the fundamentals on
three-valued propositional logic, an order of the values {f,⊥, t} in the three-val-
ued logic domain B⊥ and the applicability of the standard logic operator negation
are introduced as follows.
Definition 4.11 (Properties of Three-Valued Logics). The domain of three-valued
Boolean values is denoted as
B⊥ = {f,⊥, t}.
The sub domain of Boolean values is denoted as B = {f, t} ⊂ B⊥. Further, a total
order
f < ⊥ < t
is defined on B⊥. It holds ¬t = f and ¬f = t as usual as well as ¬⊥ = ⊥.
Thereupon, further logical connectives for three-valued logics such as implica-
tion are defined, accordingly. Note that the sub domain B = {f, t} ⊂ B⊥ denotes
Boolean values as in the standard propositional logic of an SPL.
In three-valued propositional logic, the variables V of a well-formed formula
ϕ ∈ ΦV are assignable with the Boolean truth values true, denoted by t, false,
denoted by f, and unknown, denoted by ⊥, which corresponds to a three-valued
interpretation of that formula.
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Definition 4.12 (Three-Valued Interpretation). An interpretation is a function
I : V → {f,⊥, t} ∈ B⊥ that assigns either false (f), unknown (⊥), or true (t)
to every propositional variable in V.
The satisfiability as defined in Definition 4.6 has to be adapted for a three-val-
ued interpretation I as follows. The properties of a standard satisfiability still
apply for a three-valued satisfiability. However, with this definition it is not pos-
sible to evaluate whether γ |= fm holds or not if the interpretation of at least
one variable v ∈ V is still unknown, i.e., ∃v ∈ V : I(v) = ⊥. Therefore, a for-
mula ϕ ∈ ΦV may be both, satisfiable and unsatisfiable, if a variable is unknown
I(v) = ⊥. Thereby, an Interpretation of a formula is satisfiable as long as an
atomic formula ϕ ∈ ΦV is not solely unsatisfiable.
Definition 4.13 (Three-Valued Satisfiability). The value assignment of a three-valued
interpretation I satisfies a formulaϕ ∈ ΦV, denoted as I |= ϕ, or I does not satisfy
ϕ, denoted as I 6|= ϕ.
The definition of a three-valued satisfiability relation is adapted w.r.t. Defini-
tion 4.6 according to the following inductive rules.
(1) I |= v iff I(v) > ⊥ holds
(2) I 6|= v iff I(v) 6 ⊥ holds
(3) I |= ϕ iff ϕ = 1,
(4) I 6|= ϕ iff ϕ = 0,
(5) I |= ¬ϕ iff I 6|= ϕ holds
(6) I 6|= ¬ϕ iff I |= ϕ holds
(7) I |= (ϕ1 ∧ϕ2) iff I |= ϕ1 and I |= ϕ2 hold
(8) I 6|= (ϕ1 ∧ϕ2) iff either I 6|= ϕ1 or I 6|= ϕ2 (or both) hold
(9) I |= (ϕ1 ∨ϕ2) iff either I |= ϕ1 or I |= ϕ2 (or both) hold
(10) I 6|= (ϕ1 ∨ϕ2) iff I 6|= ϕ1 and I 6|= ϕ2 hold.
Thus, a three-valued interpretation I satisfies a set of propositional formulae
ΦV iff the interpretation I satisfies every single formula ϕ ∈ ΦV, i.e.,
I |= ΦV iff ∀ϕ ∈ ΦV : I |= ϕ.
In comparison with Definition 4.6, I adapted the satisfiability of a variable in-
terpretation v ∈ V in such a way that the formula may be satisfiable as well as
unsatisfiable if the interpretation of a variable is unknown. Further, explicit rules
are added if a formula ϕ is not satisfiable, i.e., rules (6), (8), and (10), to the
definition of a three-valued satisfiability.
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3-Valued DSPL Configuration. For the three-valued configuration se-
mantics, each feature variable f ∈ F occurrence in the formulae ϕ ∈ ΦF is substi-
tuted by γ(f) iff γ(f) 6= ⊥. If γ(f) = ⊥ the feature is not substituted in any of the
formulae ϕ ∈ Φ and is still (re-)configurable. To describe such an interpretation
of a DSPL configuration, the three-valued configuration semantics is extended as
follows.
Definition 4.14 (Three-Valued Configuration Semantics). Let fm ∈ ΦF be a feature
model. A three-valued configuration γ corresponds to a three-valued interpreta-
tion of feature variables f ∈ F with γ : F → B⊥.
Thus, in three-valued configuration a feature f ∈ F is interpretable in three
different ways, i.e.,
• γ(f) = f,
• γ(f) = ⊥, and
• γ(f) = t.
With such a three-valued configuration interpretation γ ∈ ΓF, the variables in
a propositional feature model formula are substituted as follows. As in standard
configuration interpretation, a feature f ∈ F is substituted by 1 if γ(f) = t and by
0 if γ(f) = f. However, if a feature remains unconfigured γ(f) = ⊥, the feature
variable f is not substituted.
Definition 4.15 (Three-Valued Configuration Substitution). A configuration substitu-
tion fm[σγ] = fm ′ with γ ∈ ΓF is a substitution σ that replaces the feature variables
F with propositional constants or variables in ΦF according to the configuration
interpretation γ of a feature model formula fm, i.e.,
fm[σγ] = fm ′ : F → ΦF.
Thereby, a configuration substitution [σγ] is executed as follows
• ∀f ∈ F : fm[σγ](f) = 1 iff γ(f) = t and
• ∀f ∈ F : fm[σγ](f) = 0 iff γ(f) = f, and
• ∀f ∈ F : fm[σγ](f) = f otherwise.
Thus, if a configuration interprets a feature variable as unconfigured, the variable
is not substituted.
Reconfigurability at Runtime . A configuration that is passed to the ex-
ecution task of the MAPE-K loop has to be a valid configuration w.r.t. Defini-
tion 4.10. In such a configuration, every feature is interpreted as either selected
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(t) or deselected (f). For a DSPL, it has to be differentiated between the configu-
ration semantics of a feature.
At design time, a feature is selected or deselected for a product configuration
in a static manner in accordance with Definition 2.1. A selected feature is perma-
nently available at runtime and a deselected feature is not even deployed on the
device. Such a configuration decision is permanent and may not be altered after
the configuration process is finished.
The previously established interpretation of a configuration has to be extended
to capture the dynamic aspect of a DSPL. In a DSPL a feature configuration is not
necessarily static. Instead a feature may be dynamically reconfigurable at runtime
in accordance with Definition 2.2 of a dynamic feature. To denote reconfigurable
features at runtime, I introduce a new configuration terminology. At runtime, a
reconfigurable feature is either active, e.g., the Navigation initialized and running,
or it is inactive, e.g., the feature Navigation is idle and not in the main memory.
Further, I refer to the valid configuration, which is currently executed at runtime,
as runtime configuration.
A feature that is configured as deselected at design time is not available on the
device, whereas a selected feature is always active at runtime. Thus, if a feature
is selected or deselected it is not reconfigurable. In contrast to that, an inactive
feature is a reconfigurable feature that is idle and not part of the current runtime
configuration. An active feature is a reconfigurable feature that is part of the
current runtime configuration.
In this regard, similar to an SPL, a DSPL defines a finite set F = {f1, f2, . . . , fn}
of supported features. During product (re-)configuration each feature variable
fi ∈ F corresponds to a product configuration parameter, i.e., a Boolean variable
with either fi = t (true, i.e., active), or fi = f (false, i.e, inactive) as possible value
bindings. The interpretation of a feature as active and inactive is not permanent
but may be altered at runtime. In this regard, the Definition 4.10 of a valid con-
figuration still applies to a DSPL, but features are assumed not to be selected but
active and not to be deselected but inactive.
Notation 4.2 (Active and Inactive Features). For a DSPL a valid configuration
γ ∈ Γfm interprets a feature variable f ∈ F at runtime as follows
• γ(f) = t denotes feature f ∈ F to be active in γ, and
• γ(f) = f denotes feature f ∈ F to be inactive in γ.
During a reconfiguration of a DSPL the interpretation of a set of feature vari-
ables in γ ∈ Γfm is changeable to a subsequent configuration γ ′ ∈ Γfm. Thus, in
contrast to the Notation 4.1 of (de-)selected features, an active feature is dynami-
cally reconfigurable to be inactive and vice versa.
Example 4.3 (Reconfigurability at Runtime).
At runtime, the Display Driver are permanently active, e.g., the display driver
feature 4,7 on a Nexus 4 device. Therefore, such a feature is selected at design
time for a configuration that is specific for a Nexus 4 device.
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In contrast to that, the features WLAN AP and Cellular of the Nexus DSPL are
dynamically reconfigurable at runtime. They are constrained in an alternative
group and, therefore, WLAN AP is active if Cellular is inactive and vice versa. If
no WLAN access point is available in the surroundings of the device, a recon-
figuration is executed to establish a connection via a cellular network. In this
regard Cellular becomes active and WLAN AP becomes inactive.
Partial Configuration. A three-valued DSPL configuration semantics pro-
vides the means to include partial configurations in the (re-)configuration process
of a DSPL. In a standard SPL product configuration or a valid DSPL configu-
ration, every feature variable is interpreted with a Boolean configuration value
w.r.t. a valid configuration γ ∈ Γfm. However, DSPLs are (re-)configurable over
multiple steps. At design time a DSPL is pre-configured according to the charac-
teristics of the target device, e.g., features are bound to be deselected that are not
supported by the device. Features that have to be dynamically reconfigurable as
active and inactive at runtime are not pre-configured at design time and remain
unconfigured. Thus, a DSPL that is deployed on a device is partially configured
for a device. Further, a DSPL has to satisfy the requirements of a continuously
changing context at runtime. Each context imposes specific requirements on a
set of features, e.g., the context car imposes the requirement “Navigation has to be
active”, whereas the remaining features are irrelevant for that context. Features
that have not yet been configured are unconfigured, i.e., neither active nor inactive.
Such features remain unconfigured until in a further refinement a configuration
decision is made.
Notation 4.3 (Unconfigured Features). A yet undecided configuration interpreta-
tion for feature f ∈ F is denoted by γ(f) = ⊥, i.e., the feature f is unconfigured.
The introduction of an unconfigured features in the configuration semantics
of a DSPL results in partial, yet configurable product configurations in ΓF. The
subset of all valid partial configurations Γˇfm ⊆ ΓF consists only of those partial
configurations that satisfy the feature model specification fm and may still lead to
a valid configuration. To distinguish between such variable configurations and a
complete valid configuration, the definition of a partial configuration is introduced
as follows.
Definition 4.16 (Partial Configuration). A configuration γ ∈ ΓF is an interpretation
γ : F → B⊥ that assigns a three-valued Boolean value B⊥ = {f, ⊥, t} to every
feature variable f ∈ F of a propositional formula fm.
A configuration γ ∈ ΓF is a partial configuration iff
∃f ∈ F : γ(f) = ⊥.
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Further, a configuration γ ∈ Γˇfm is a valid partial configuration iff
∃f ∈ F : γ(f) = ⊥ and γ |= fm
holds.
The set of all valid partial configurations is denoted as
Γˇfm.
Thus, the valid set of partial configurations is denoted as Γˇfm and the set of
all valid complete configurations is denoted as Γˆfm in the remainder of this thesis.
Furthermore, I denote the set of all valid (partial and complete) configurations as
Γfm = Γˇfm ∪ Γˆfm
in the remainder of this thesis.
Example 4.4 (Partial Configuration).
A context states a set of requirements that are of relevance for the contextual
situation. For instance, the context Office imposes the requirement “To estab-
lish a connection, an Infrastructure-based communication has to be active and Game
Hub has to be inactive”. The remaining features such as Phone Call, VoIP, and
GPS remain unconfigured. Therefore, this contexts corresponds the partial con-
figuration γp ∈ Γˇfm for the feature variables F with the following interpre-
tation (γp(Nexus DSPL)=t, γp(Connectivity)=t, γp(Routing)=t, γp(Ad Hoc)=f,
γp(Infrastructure)=t, γp(WLAN Ad Hoc)=f, γp(WLAN AP)=f, γp(Cellular)=t,
γp(BGP)=t, γp(LAR)=f, γp(Sensors)=t, γp(Game Hub)=f, γp(Phone Call)=⊥,
γp(Cellular Call)=⊥, γp(GPS)=⊥, γp(Gyroscope)=f, γp(Application)=t, γp(Navi-
gation)=⊥, γp(VoIP)=⊥).
Unconfigured features, such as Cellular Call and VoIP, specify the recon-
figuration possibilities at runtime, i.e., executing a phone call either via the
cellular network or via VoIP.
A configuration γ ∈ ΓF defines an interpretation for the feature variables f ∈ F.
To evaluate a the set of conjunctive propositional formulae specifying a feature
model fm, the variables f ∈ F have to be substituted with propositional constants
or variables in ΦF according to the interpretation provided by a configuration γ.
Configuration Refinement. Every partial configuration containing yet
unconfigured features may be refined until all features are bound. Such a re-
finement process is executable over multiple steps. In each refinement step, un-
configured features are bound to be selected or deselected at design time and
bound to be active or inactive at runtime. Therefore, refinements further restrict
the amount of valid configurations until a single configuration remains, in which
every feature is bound. Thus, every partial configuration is refined until a valid
configuration is derived that is applicable for a (re-)configuration of the corre-
sponding device at runtime. This induces an implicit notion of a configuration
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refinement relation. Thus, a configuration γ ′ is a refinement of γ if every bound
feature in γ is equally interpreted in γ ′.
Definition 4.17 (Configuration Refinement). Configuration γ ′ ∈ ΓF is a refinement of
configuration γ ∈ ΓF, denoted by γ ′ v γ, iff
∀f ∈ F : γ(f) ∈ B⇒ γ ′(f) = γ(f)
holds.
Thereupon, configuration γ ′ may also define further interpretations of features
that are not yet configured in γ.
Example 4.5 (Value Substitution of a partial Configuration in a Feature Model fm).
The feature variables of the formula ϕ1 ∈ Φ, with ϕ1 = (Sensors → (GPS
∨ Gyroscope)), in the Nexus DSPL are substituted according to the partial con-
figuration γp, with γp(Sensors)=t, γp(Gyroscope)=f, and γp(GPS)=⊥, as follows.
ϕ1(γp) = (1 → (GPS∨ 0)
Thus, unconfigured features remain in the propositional formula of a feature
model fm until they are configured to be active or inactive in a further refine-
ment. For example, γr, with γr(Sensors)=t, γr(Gyroscope)=f, and γr(GPS)=t, is
a refinement of γp, i.e., γr vF γp. Note that γp 6∈ Γˆfm because it is a partial
configuration.
Summarizing, I consider the following properties to hold for three-valued DSPL
configuration semantics.
• the Boolean value domain B of a traditional SPL is extended for a DSPL to
a three-valued domain B⊥ with a total order of f < ⊥ < t,
• feature f is an active feature iff γ(f) = t, with f ∈ F and γ ∈ ΓF,
• feature f is an unconfigured iff γ(f) = ⊥, with f ∈ F and γ ∈ ΓF
• feature f is an inactive feature iff γ(f) = f, with f ∈ F and γ ∈ ΓF
• a configuration γ ∈ Γˆfm is a valid runtime configuration iff ∀f ∈ F : ∀γ(f) ∈
B ∧ γ |= fm,
• a configuration γ ∈ Γˇfm is partial and valid iff ∀f ∈ F : ∃γ(f) = ⊥ ∧ γ |= fm
holds, and
• a configuration γ ′ is a refinement of a partial configuration γ, i.e., γ ′ v γ,
iff ∀f ∈ F : γ(f) ∈ B⇒ γ ′(f) = γ(f) holds.
Although this formalization provides the necessary notation to describe a re-
configuration, i.e., what has to be adapted, it still remains unaddressed when a
reconfiguration is triggered and how the requirements of a context affect that re-
configuration. Therefore, the concept of a DSPL is extended accordingly to handle
changes in the contextual situations autonomously in the next section.
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4.2 Context-Sensitive DSPLs
Existing DSPL approaches do not support an autonomic context-aware adaptation
of mobile devices. The reconfiguration concept of a DSPL alone is not capable to
execute an autonomous adaptation. A DSPL must be aware of its context in order
to trigger a reconfiguration to decide when and how to adapt. Therefore, a DSPL
has to be aware of which requirements are imposed by a contextual situation.
In the fundamentals of this thesis, I introduce context as a concept to describe
any (external or internal) information which is computationally accessible and
triggers the adaptations of the device [CLG+09]. Thus, a mobile device is able
to detect changes in its context. For example, a Nexus 4 smartphone is able to
detect the context Home according to the GPS position of the device or the WLAN
access point. Further, I explained that a context imposes certain requirements
on a device, e.g., the context Car requires “the navigation system must be active”.
However, to trigger a corresponding reconfiguration of a DSPL, contexts have to
be associated to features.
To enable an autonomous reconfiguration, this section introduced an integra-
tion of contextual information into DSPLs. It is discussed how a reconfiguration
is executable autonomously based on a context model. Further, an integration of
the context model into the existing definition of a feature model is introduced.
4.2.1 Contexts to Execute an Autonomous Reconfiguration
Every autonomous feature reconfiguration of a DSPL is based on the change be-
tween the currently active context and the target context. However, a contextual
situation may be a combination of several contexts, e.g., the user is at Home work-
ing in his Office. Thus, it is possible that multiple contexts are active at the same
time. Multiple contexts are compatible if the requirements of every single context
are combinable to a set of non-contradicting requirements that has to be satis-
fied by the device. In contrast to that, multiple contexts are incompatible, if the
requirements impose a contradiction to the specification of the DSPL.
A context aggregates information, which is computationally accessible, to re-
quirements that are to be satisfied by the system. Multiple contexts are com-
binable iff the requirements do not contradict each other. Changes in the set of
active contexts trigger a reconfiguration of the system. Thus, a context specifies
requirements for a system, i.e., how specific features have to be configured. For
example, the context Car requires “the navigation system must be active”. Therefore,
the feature Navigation has to be active if this context is being entered. In contrast
to that, features describe distinctive user-visible aspects, quality, or characteristics
of system [KCH+90].
For a DSPL reconfiguration to be performed autonomously, an appropriate in-
terface for recognizing context (de-)activations is to be provided. In this thesis,
I abstract from the technical details and assume corresponding signaling events
to be triggered by changes in the contextual environment, e.g., emitted by the
build-in sensors of a device [BHS12]. For example, the context may be influ-
enced by the available network capacity, the connectivity, the geographic position,
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available services, and the current time [ADB+99, SLP04]. All of these aspects
are sensable by a mobile device and, therefore, accessible for a derivation of the
contextual situation.
Example 4.6 (Contexts to Trigger Reconfigurations).
Let us assume that the currently active context of a smartphone is Office. This
contexts implies the following requirements “(i) WLAN must be active, (ii) Phone
Calls must be executable, (iii) Game Hub has to be deactivated”. Hence, the smart-
phone is currently in a configuration state that satisfies these requirements.
The context Car imposes the following requirements “(i) WLAN has to be deac-
tivated, (ii) Navigation has to be activated”. If the user leaves the office and enters
a car, the device reconfigures itself accordingly, e.g., WLAN is deactivated and
the Navigation system with GPS is activated. Both contexts are incompatible,
thus they may not be active at the same time.
The smartphone recognizes if the context Office becomes inactive, if the
respective WLAN access point is not available anymore. Similarly, the device
recognizes if the context Car is active, if it is connected to the docking station of
the car. If such a context becomes active or inactive, the device emits an event
to the DSPL.
Summarizing, each particular context is associated with logical requirements, e.g.,
require-dependencies among contexts and features such as Home → WLAN AP, or
a conflicts, i.e., excludes, such as Office → ¬Game Hub. It is further possible for
multiple contexts to be active simultaneously in arbitrary combinations imposing
interfering requirements to features. For example, the contexts Home and Office
may be active at the same time. Hence, contexts are organizable in a similar way
as features are arranged in a feature model and by adopting context modeling
techniques [ACG09, BBH+10, HT08].
4.2.2 Integration of a Context-Model into a DSPL
To autonomously reason about context-aware runtime (re-)configurations, I en-
rich a feature model fm ∈ FMF of a DSPL by integrating a further context model.
Such a context model consists a finite set C = {c1, c2, . . . , cm} of atomic contexts
potentially emerging at runtime as well as the additional sets of well-formed for-
mulae to specify constraints between contexts and features, e.g., exclude and re-
quire, and constraints between contexts, e.g., an organization of contexts in an
or-group. Therefore, the definition of a feature model according to Definition 4.7
is extended with additional context information, again represented as a feature
model over contexts, i.e., a context model.
Figure 4.2 depicts the extension of the Nexus DSPL running example by enrich-
ing its feature model fm (left hand side) with a context model (right hand side)
resulting in a context-aware feature model cfm. In this model, all contexts are
organized in an or-group which allows an arbitrary combination of contexts and
requires at least one context to be active at runtime. Additional constraints among
contexts may be specified which is not further considered at this point.
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Example 4.7 (Context-Aware DSPL).
Nexus DSPL
Connectivity
Routing
Application
Sensors
Ad Hoc
BGP
LAR
Phone Call
Game Hub
Navigation
GPS
Gyroscope
WLAN Ad Hoc
WLAN AP
Cellular
Cellular Call
VoIP
Infrastructure
Context
Office
Car
Home
Slow 
Network
Concert
Figure 4.2: Mapping of Contexts to the Nexus DSPL
Figure 4.2 depicts the Nexus DSPL enriched with a context model. The left-
hand side depicts the feature model of the Nexus DSPL (c.f. Figure 2.12). The
right-hand side depicts the contexts for that DSPL, organized in an or-group.
Therefore, at least one context has to be active and all context may be active
at the same time iff the requirements do not lead to a contradiction. For ex-
ample, the context Slow Network excludes the feature VoIP because the avail-
able bandwidth is too low to support communication via voice over IP. The
context Office requires the feature Phone Call to be active, i.e., either VoIP,
Cellular Call or both features have also to be active. Therefore, Slow Network
and Office are combinable to describe a contextual situation where the user is
in his office and has a slow Internet connection on his smartphone, i.e., {Slow
Network, Office}. However, the combination of those contexts further restricts
the configuration space of Office because a phone call via VoIP is excluded by
Slow Network.
Further contexts are Car, which requires a Navigation system and excludes
communication via WLAN AP, Home, which requires communication via WLAN AP
and excludes the GPS sensor, and Concert, which requires a decentralized com-
munication via WLAN Ad Hoc.
Contextual Constraints . For a seamless integration of contexts into a
DSPL, I propose that a context model is combinable with a DSPL feature model,
i.e., contexts variables c ∈ C, contextual constraints τ ∈ ΦC, and context to feature
constraints θ ∈ ΦC∪F, are part of a context-aware feature model formula cfm in
addition to the feature variables f ∈ F and feature constraints ϕ ∈ ΦF. In this re-
gard, constraints among contexts are specified as a formula τ ∈ ΦC by applying a
restricted alphabet of a propositional formula (c.f. Definitions 4.1 and 4.2). Addi-
tionally, the logical connectives among features and contexts in the context-feature
formula θ ∈ ΦC∪F are limited to only express the following constraints
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• θ = c→ f, i.e., context c requires feature f and
• θ = c→ ¬f, i.e., context c conflicts with feature f.
Such require and exclude constraints lead from the context model to the feature
model. Further constraints are specifiable to restrict the combination of contexts
c ∈ C. For example, in the Nexus DSPL depicted in Figure 4.2 all contexts are
organized in an or-group.
Definition 4.18 (Context-Feature Formulae). A context-feature formula is a specific
propositional formula according to Definition 4.2 and is restricted in its set of
possible constraints as follows.
Let c ∈ C be a set of contextual variables and f ∈ F be a set of feature vari-
ables. The set ϕ ∈ ΦC∪F of all well-formed propositional formulae over C ∪ F is
inductively defined as follows
(1) (C∪F) ⊆ ΦC∪F, i.e., every atomic variable is also a well-formed formula,
(2) W ⊆ ΦV , i.e., every atomic constant is also a well-formed formula,
(3) if ϕ ∈ ΦC∪F is a formula, then (ϕ) ∈ ΦC∪F is also a formula, and
(4) if ϕ ∈ ΦC∪F is a formula, then ¬ϕ ∈ ΦC∪F is also a formula.
Constraints to restrict combinations amongst feature variables ϕ ∈ ΦF are speci-
fied via the connectives ∧,∨,Y,→
(5) if ϕ1 ∈ ΦF and ϕ2 ∈ ΦF are formulae then (ϕ1 ? ϕ2) ∈ ΦF with ? ∈
{∧,∨,Y,→} is also a formula to denote feature constraints.
Constraints to restrict combinations amongst context variables τ ∈ ΦC are speci-
fied via the connectives ∨,→
(6) if τ1 = c ∈ ΦC and τ2 = c ′ ∈ ΦC are formulae then (τ1 ? τ2) ∈ ΦC with
? ∈ {∨,→} is also a formula to denote context constraints.
Constraints to specify require and exclude dependencies amongst context vari-
ables θ ∈ ΦC feature variables θ ∈ ΦF are specified via an implication→
(7) if θ1 = c ∈ ΦC and θ2 = f ∈ ΦF are formulae then (θ1 → θ2) ∈ ΦC∪F is also
a formula to denote constraints amongst contexts and features.
In the following, I denote the constraints solely between features as a single
well-formed formula ϕ ∈ ΦF, constraints between features and contexts as a
single well-formed formula θ ∈ ΦC∪F, and constraints among contexts as a single
well-formed formula τ ∈ ΦC.
Example 4.8 (Contextual Formulas).
As shown in Figure 4.2, or-group constraint is sufficient to restrict the combi-
nations among contexts for the setting of the Nexus DSPL running example.
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However, further constraints among contexts may be specifiable, e.g., a conflict
such as Office→ ¬Concert.
Additionally, multiple constraints among feature and contexts are specified
to describe the requirements a contexts imposes, e.g., Home→WLAN AP.
Based on such a DSPL specification, it is possible to autonomously reason about
reconfigurations that are triggered by contextual changes and execute a corre-
sponding adaptation. For example, if the context Home is being entered, a recon-
figuration is derivable which satisfies the new contextual situation.
The Context-Feature Model . To integrate contexts and the respective
contextual constraints into a feature model, it is required that the implication re-
lation cr → fr ∈ ΦC∪F holds, where cr ∈ C is the root context of a context-feature
model cfm and fr ∈ F is the root feature of a standard feature model fm.
A context-feature model cfm extends an existing feature model fm (c.f. Defi-
nition 4.7) with contextual variables c ∈ C. Furthermore, contextual constraints
are specified as well-formed formula θ ∈ ΦC∪F over feature and context vari-
ables and as the formula τ ∈ ΦC over context variables. The context variables are
treated similarly to feature variables F which results in a context-feature model
formula over of both sets C and F. In this regard, the resulting feature model
cfm ∈ FM(F∪C) extended by context information is defined as follows.
Definition 4.19 (Context-Feature Model). A context-feature model formula cfm ∈
FMC∪F corresponds to a standard feature model formula according to Defini-
tion 4.7 extended with context variables.
A cfm is specified via a single well-formed formula over context variables C and
feature variables F by conjugating a feature model formula (fm) ϕ ∈ ΦF, a context
formula τ ∈ ΦC, and a context-feature formula θ ∈ ΦC∪F, i.e.,
cfm = ϕ∧ τ∧ θ.
The three-valued logic, c.f., Definition 4.11, applies to a context in the same
manner as to a feature. Thus C→ B⊥, a context may be true, i.e, active, false, i.e.,
inactive, or ⊥, i.e., unconfigured. Consider the Nexus DSPL, if the user is at Home,
the context Home is active, Concert is inactive, and Slow Network is unconfigured
because it is irrelevant for the requirements of Home. Thus, Slow Network may
become active at any time or stay inactive if the contextual situation Home is given.
The enrichment of the feature model specification by contextual requirements
in a context-feature model cfm provides the means to comprehensively reason
about changes in the context of a device in a consistent way as the variability
specification and contextual requirements are solvable in a single step.
Contexts represent distinct states of the environment and context changes, there-
fore, they have an external cause. A single context is assumed to become active
instantaneously after being recognized by the system interface after being entered
(denoted by the event 〈c〉) and to become inactive (denoted by the event 〈c〉)
when being left, with c ∈ C. If the device emits such an event, the respective
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requirements are derivable as a partial configuration of context variables. Based
on the set of active contexts, a corresponding reconfiguration of features is trig-
gerable in order to satisfy the contextual situation.
Entering and Leaving a Context. Entering or leaving a single context
c ∈ C corresponds to a refinement of the currently active runtime configuration
which may trigger a reconfiguration to satisfy the requirements of c. A context
c ∈ C may only become active on a device if (i) the respective event is emitted after
the context is being entered, (ii) the requirements imposed by c do not contradict
cfm, and (iii) the activation of c corresponds to a valid refinement of the currently
active configuration γ ∈ Γˇcfm. A detailed elaboration of contextual events and how
they affect a reconfigurations is provided in Section 6.4 of this thesis.
Summarizing, a context-aware DSPL is built upon the following assumptions.
• a feature model formula fm is enriched with contextual information to com-
pose a context-feature model formula cfm,
• contexts represent distinct states of the environment and impose require and
exclude constraints on features to satisfy that environment,
• contexts are organized in an or-group to ensure a combination of contexts,
• a context-feature model cfm ∈ FMC∪F is a well-formed formula over context
variables C and feature variables F,
• a context c ∈ C may be active, inactive or unconfigured, and
• the system emits an event if a single context changes, i.e., 〈c〉 if a context c
becomes active and 〈c〉 if a context c becomes inactive.
Thus, the runtime configuration of a device depends on the set of currently active
contexts. A reconfiguration is triggered when a context becomes active or inac-
tive and the currently active configuration does not satisfy the new configuration
interpretation of active contexts.
This concept of a context-aware DSPL provides the fundamental basis for my
approaches to reduce the overall resource consumption of a DSPL-based adapta-
tion process. The next part discusses my three optimization techniques of (i) a
device-specific reduction of a feature model, (ii) an incomplete state space, and
(iii) a prediction of runtime reconfigurations.
Part III
R E S O U R C E C O N S T R A I N T R U N T I M E A D A P TAT I O N
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R E D U C T I O N O F A F E AT U R E M O D E L
The previous Part of this thesis introduced feature
models as a fundamental basis for a DSPL-based adap-
tation approach. This chapter introduces the first of
three techniques to satisfy the second goal G2 of this
thesis, i.e., to reduce the resource consumption of a
DSPL-based adaptation. To tackle this issue, I reduce
the size of a feature model to a minimal set of contexts
and features that are reconfigurable at runtime.
To improve the runtime characteristics of a DSPL re-
configuration, i.e., enhance responsiveness and reduce the computational effort
for the derivation of a configuration, I propose a reduction technique that mini-
mizes the context and feature variables in a context-feature model formula to a
set of variables that are reconfigurable at runtime. A partial configuration that
defines device specific characteristics serves as a criterion how the feature model
formula is to be reduced. In this regard, features that are always active at runtime
or features that are incompatible to a device are removed from the feature model
formula. With such a reduction of the feature model to a set of reconfigurable fea-
tures, the configuration space of the DSPL is reduced as well as the computational
effort of computing a (re-)configuration at runtime. This improves the reconfigu-
ration process at runtime in both responsiveness and resource consumption.
Figure 5.1 depicts an example how the Nexus DSPL may be reduced. In this ex-
ample, the reduction criterion is an incompatibility of the device to WLAN-based
features, i.e., WLAN Ad Hoc and WLAN AP are explicitly deselected from the DSPL by
some developer. In this regard, the features WLAN Ad Hoc and WLAN AP may never
become active at runtime. Based on the feature model specification of the Nexus
DSPL, this has further implications, e.g., Ad Hoc may never become active and,
because of the alternative-group constraint, Infrastructure has always to be ac-
tive at runtime. Thus, the set of reconfigurable features is reduced. For example,
the Sensors and Application features are still considered to be reconfigurable at
runtime. Therefore, the 10 static non-reconfigurable features are removable from
the feature model formula, which reduces the set of variables to 9 variables in the
feature model formula that are reconfigurable at runtime.
Slicing is a technique that tackles the issue of reducing the size of a model
by preserving the semantics of that model [LKR10]. Originally, slicing has been
developed for the reduction of code statements without changing the behavior
of the implementation [Wei81]. In this regard, slicing seeks to remove as many
statements as possible w.r.t. a slicing criterion. The slicing criterion consists of
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Connectivity
Routing
WLAN Ad Hoc
Infrastructure
Nexus DSPL
Application
Sensors
Ad Hoc
BGP
LAR
Phone Call
Game Hub
Navigation
GPS
Gyroscope
WLAN AP
Cellular
Cellular Call
VoIP
WLAN Ad Hoc
WLAN AP
Reduction Criterion Transitively Configured Reconfigurable Deselected Selected
Figure 5.1: Reduction Possibility of the Nexus DSPL Feature Model
a subset of code statements of interest, e.g., a set of variables of interest and a
program location. During the slicing process, every code statement is removed,
which does not affect the code statements of the slicing criterion [Wei81]. The slice
results in a subset of code statements of the original implementation.
In addition to code slicing, literature provides approaches to slice a feature
model specification w.r.t. a set of features as slicing criterion. In this regard, a
feature model is interpreted as a dependency graph. The amount of features is
reduced to a subset of relevant features by preserving the semantic properties of
the original specification [ACLF11, RSA11]. The overall idea behind the slicing
of a feature model is similar to program slicing. However, for feature models the
slicing is executed on the basis of a set of features that have to be excluded from
the sliced feature model [ACLF11]. Although the intention of those approaches is
similar to my approach, i.e., to reduce a feature model specification,
• they neglect the individual variability characteristics of a DSPL at runtime
and
• they slice a feature model diagram, whereas I reduce the propositional for-
mula representation of a feature model.
To tackle the issue of reducing a feature model formula w.r.t. features that are
reconfigurable at runtime, I apply the three-valued logic established in the pre-
vious chapter. In this regard, features may be interpreted as selected, deselected,
and reconfigurable. I use three-valued partial configurations as a reduction cri-
terion for the original context-feature model to derive a device-specific reduced
context-feature model. The resulting device-specific reduction consists of a sub-
set of features that are reconfigurable at runtime. Thus, as a reduction criterion,
selected and deselected features are removed from the reduced feature model.
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This chapter introduces my concept to reduce a DSPL context-feature model
specification according to the heterogeneous characteristics of an individual de-
vice as reduction criterion [SOS+12]. In this regard, the overall deployment of a
DSPL specification on a set of heterogeneous devices is introduced. Afterwards,
I discuss the reduction process of a context-feature model formula and a given
partial configuration as reduction criterion. To ensure a correct reduction w.r.t.
the original DSPL specification, I prove the correctness of my approach. Finally,
I provide an evaluation based on a trade-off between costs and benefits of the
reduction process.
5.1 Device Specific Reduction and Deployment
In SPL engineering, a device specific product configuration is derived and de-
ployed on a set of heterogeneous devices, e.g., Nexus 4, 7, and 10. Such a soft-
ware configuration may vary from device to device, depending on the hardware
characteristics. There is no need to deploy a feature model on the device because
every feature is configured statically and there is no variability at runtime. Thus,
there is no need to derive a customized feature model specifying the runtime
variability.
Similarly, a DSPL specification addresses the heterogeneity of a whole product
line. The heterogeneity in the set of supported devices in the product line results
in different adaptation behavior of each device. Since SPLs are intended to handle
heterogeneity, my concept of a context-aware DSPL as introduced in Section 4.2
has to be adapted accordingly to support the individual runtime characteristics
of each device in a product line. In this regard, the DSPL specification has to be
reduced according to the capabilities and requirements of each individual device.
Figure 5.2 depicts the overall deployment process. A deployment server is
equipped with the DSPL feature repository and the respective context-feature
model. This server knows the capabilities and requirements of each target device.
Based on these information the deployment server computes a reduction of the
original feature model for each individual device.
Example 5.1 (Device Specific Deployment).
The off-the-shelf composition of software artifacts that are deployed on the mo-
bile devices differs for each type of device in the product line. For example,
Research In Motion offers a specific variant of BlackBerry Storm that does not pro-
vide any WLAN capabilities. Therefore, the respective drivers and applications
that rely on aa WLAN chip are not deployed on such a device. In contrast to
that, the BlackBerry 9000 fully supports WLAN-based connections and, there-
fore, has additional features, such as applications (e.g. a WLAN scanner), menu
entries (e.g. setup of a WLAN connection), etc. Therefore, the respective WLAN
drivers, customized menus, and applications are deployed on every BlackBerry
9000. In this regard, a BlackBerry 9000 is able to dynamically reconfigure be-
tween a WLAN AP-based connection and a Cellular connection at runtime.
The next section discusses in detail the concept of a feature model reduction and
defines correctness properties for such a reduction. Further, an algorithm to de-
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Figure 5.2: Deployment of Device Specific Feature Models
rive a reduced feature model is introduced that is executed before the reduced
feature model is deployed on the respective target device.
5.2 Feature Model Reduction
The reduction of a feature model has to be correct in such a regard that only
selected and deselected features are removed and the remaining variability con-
straints are preserved accordingly. Otherwise, a reduced feature model may lead
to new runtime configurations that are not intended by the original specification
of the DSPL.
According to Definition 4.19, a context-feature model cfm is a propositional
formula over context variables C and feature variables F. A configuration of a
cfm corresponds to an interpretation of every variable by assigning a value from
the domain of three-valued logics B⊥. Note that context and feature variables are
treated equally in the following and I do not distinguish between them explicitly.
Therefore, I denote a feature or context variable as cf ∈ C ∪ F in the following for
short.
For a reduction of a feature model, a three-valued configuration interpretation
of context/feature variables cf ∈ C∪F denotes the following.
• t = cf is configured to be selected,
• ⊥R = cf is reconfigurable at runtime and
• f = cf is configured to be deselected.
Note that an explicit configuration of a context/feature as reconfigurable ⊥R corre-
sponds to the unconfigured notation ⊥ in a three-valued logic, c.f., Notation 4.3.
Features are specified as reconfigurable at design time of the DSPL to express
that a configuration decision for that feature still has to be made. A feature is
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configured as reconfigurable if the developer intends a further configuration re-
finement at a later stage in the software life-cycle, e.g., a refinement by another
developer. Additionally, if a feature is still specified as reconfigurable at the de-
ployment of the DSPL, it is considered to be dynamically (de-)activatable at run-
time. Thus, if a DSPL is deployed, a context/feature that has to be reconfigurable
at runtime has to be specified as reconfigurable at design time.
Definition 5.1 (Reconfigurable Contexts and Features). Given a partial configuration
γ ∈ Γˇcfm for a context-feature model. A context c ∈ C and feature f ∈ F may be
dynamically (de-)activated if γ(c) = ⊥R and γ(f) = ⊥R holds at design time to
denote a reconfigurability of c and f at runtime.
An explicit configuration of a feature as reconfigurable is only necessary for the
extended satisfiability check to uncover transitive or direct contradictions between
a reconfigurable feature configuration and a dependent selected or deselected
feature.
Example 5.2 (Reconfigurable Features).
A partial configuration contains features that are to be configured at a later
point, either at design time as (de-)selected or at runtime as (de-)activated. For
example, the Connectivity features are specified as reconfigurable by an devel-
oper in order to dynamically reconfigure between Ad Hoc and Infrastructure-
based communication at runtime. Therefore, such reconfigurable features are part
of the DSPL that is deployed on the device, although they are neither selected
nor deselected. A specification of Infrastructure as selected and Ad Hoc as re-
configurable contradicts the feature model constraints specified for the Nexus
DSPL (c.f. Figure 2.12). In this case, either Ad Hoc has to be deselected or
Infrastructure has also to be reconfigurable.
For a feature model reduction it is important that the reduction is executed cor-
rectly. In this regard, the set of valid configurations Γˆcfm ′ of a reduced context-fea-
ture model cfm’ has to be a subset of the original set of configurations Γˆcfm ′ ⊂ Γˆcfm
specified by the context-feature model cfm.
According to Definition 4.15 a substitution cfm[σγ] of the variables cf ∈ C ∪ F
in a context-feature model formula cfm with the interpretation of a configuration
γ ∈ ΓˆC∪F replaces every variable in cfm with the respective interpreted value
provided by γ, i.e., cfm’ = cfm[σγ]. In this case cfm’ is derived from cfm by
replacing all occurrences of context and feature variables f ∈ C∪F in cfm by
• 1 iff γ(cf) = t,
• cf iff γ(cf) = ⊥R, i.e., the variable is not replaced, and
• 0 iff γ(cf) = f.
As a reduction criterion, I use a partial configuration. With a substitution func-
tion σ, a reduced context-feature model cfm’ of the original context-feature model
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cfm is derivable, based on such a reduction criterion. With this set of all partial
configurations Γˇcfm as a possible reduction criterion, a reduced feature model is
describable as follows.
A reduced feature model has to provide the option to derive a valid config-
uration. Thus, a reduced context-feature model cfm’ is not reconfigurable if all
variables have been substituted by constants according to the reduction criterion
γ ∈ Γˇcfm. In this regard, the set of valid configurations for cfm’ becomes empty
Γcfm ′ = ∅ because all variables have been substituted by constants (c.f. properties
(1) and (2) of Definition 5.2).
Furthermore, a reduced feature model cfm’ is correct, if the third property (3) of
Definition 5.2 holds. This property states that the set of valid configurations Γˆcfm’
of the reduced cfm’ also satisfies the original cfm over a reduced set of variables
C ′ ∪ F ′. The restriction of a configuration γ∣∣
C ′∪F ′ corresponds to a valid config-
uration γ ∈ Γˆcfm, in which the set of interpreted context variables C and feature
variables F of cfm is reduced to a subset C ′ and F ′ of contexts and features, re-
spectively. For example, the configuration of the features marked as reconfigurable
in Figure 5.1 corresponds to a valid configuration of the Nexus DSPL, e.g., such as
depicted in Figure 2.13, in which the features marked as selected and deselected are
excluded from the interpretation. In this regard, every configuration that satisfies
the reduced cfm’ also satisfies the original context feature model cfm.
Definition 5.2 (Reduced Feature Model). Let cfm ⊆ FMC∪F be a context-feature
model. Further, let γ ∈ Γˇcfm be a partial configuration of cfm as reduction criterion.
A context-feature model cfm ′ ⊆ FMC ′∪F ′ , with C ′ ⊆ C ∪ F ′ ⊆ F , is a reduction of
cfm w.r.t. the reduction criterion γ if the following properties hold
(1) there is at least one feature variable reconfigurable, i.e., ∃f ∈ F : γ(f) = ⊥R,
or
(2) there is at least one context variable reconfigurable, i.e., ∃c ∈ C : γ(c) = ⊥R,
and
(3) the set of complete configurations Γˆcfm ′ that satisfies cfm’ over the reduced
sets of context variables C ′ and feature variables F ′ also has to satisfy the
original cfm, i.e., Γˆcfm ′ ⊆ {γ
∣∣
C ′∪F ′}, with γ ∈ Γˆcfm.
To derive a DSPL that is specific for a device, the context-feature model specifi-
cation has to be reduced accordingly. This process of reducing a feature model is
discussed in the next section.
5.3 The Reduction Process
The goal of the reduction process is to derive a correct reduced feature model
consisting only of reconfigurable features. The reduced feature model is correct
if the set of valid configurations Γˆcfm ′ of a reduced context-feature model cfm’ is a
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5.3 the reduction process 87
subset of the original configurations Γˆcfm specified by the original context-feature
model cfm.
The reduction of a feature model requires a partial configuration as a reduction
criterion, which reflects the capabilities of the target device and the context-feature
model specification of the respective DSPL. The reduction itself minimizes the
number of feature and context variables in a feature model formula to a set of
variables that are reconfigurable at runtime.
By applying a device-specific partial configuration at deployment, the reduced
feature model corresponds to a pre-configured feature model, in which all se-
lected and deselected context/features are removed. This is done via a substitu-
tion of the variables with Boolean constants {0, 1} w.r.t. the interpretation in a
partial configuration.
The reduction of a context-feature model cfm is illustrated in Figure 5.3. Start-
ing with a cfm specified for the whole DSPL, a partial configuration γd ∈ Γˇcfm
specific for a device d ∈ D is derived as a reduction criterion before a reduced
context-feature model is deployed on the device d.
Every reduction is derived w.r.t. the characteristics of a set of heterogeneous
devices {d1, d2, . . . , dn} ∈ D. The reduction process requires (i) a context-feature
model cfm and (ii) a configuration γd ∈ Γˇcfm as reduction criterion describing
compatibility and variability for a specific device d ∈ D by using a three-valued
interpretation. Finally, the reduced context-feature model cfm’ is deployed on the
respective target device d ∈ D.
In this regard, contexts/features are either (i) bound to be selected (t), (ii)
bound to be deselected (f), or (iii) are intended to be reconfigurable (⊥R) at run-
time in a partial configuration γd for a target device d ∈ D. A feature has to be
selected for a device if it has to be activated on that device at all time, e.g., the
driver for the display on of a Nexus device. A feature has to be deselected if
it is incompatible to the characteristics of a device, e.g., NFC is not supported by
the hardware characteristics of a Nexus 7. Further, a feature is specified to be
reconfigurable if it is intended to be dynamically (de-)activatable at runtime.
The same applies to the configuration of a context in a device specific configu-
ration γd. A context is bound to be selected if it is assumed always to be active at
runtime, e.g., the context Car is configured to be selected if the device is built into
a car. A context has to be deselected if it is prohibited on a device or incompatible
to a device, e.g., the context Concert may be considered to be prohibited on a
business phone. A context is configured to be reconfigurable, if it may become
active at runtime but does not have to be active at all time.
The derived reduced feature model corresponds to a minimal specification de-
scribing possible variability of a specific device to compute reconfigurations ac-
cording to the dynamically changing context. A detailed reduction process to
derive such a reduced feature model is given in Algorithm 1, which is discussed
in the next section. The algorithm is based on the configuration semantics of a
context-aware DSPL, introduced in Section 4.2.2 of this thesis.
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Figure 5.3: Reduction Process for a context-aware DSPL
5.3.1 Implementation of a Feature Model Reduction
With a given context-feature model cfm and a partial configuration γd ∈ Γˇcfm for a
device d ∈ D the Algorithm 1 computes a reduced feature model cfm’ as follows.
To derive a reduction w.r.t. a partial configuration γd, the algorithm checks
every feature f ∈ F and every context c ∈ C in the set of context-feature variables
C ∪ F (line 4). Since contextual features and software features are treated equally
by the algorithm, I refer to both as a feature.
The feature variables that are configured to be selected or deselected for the
device specific configuration γd are directly substitutable with the respective 0
and 1 constants in the propositional formula representation cfm.
To identify reconfigurable features in the reduced feature model cfm’, every
feature has to be evaluated if it is configurable as active (line 7–11) or as inactive
(line 12–17) w.r.t. a device specific partial configuration γd ∈ Γˇcfm.
Whether a feature is reconfigurable or not w.r.t. cfm and γd is evaluated by the
function bound(f, i, γd, cfm). This function evaluates a feature variable cf ∈
C∪F according to its Boolean interpretation i ∈ Bw.r.t. the given configuration γd
and formula cfm. In my implementation, I use the constraint solver SAT4J1 [BP10]
to evaluate whether a feature has to be selected, deselected or is reconfigurable
at runtime. In this evaluation, a feature variable cf is interpreted with the value i.
To test if cf is reconfigurable cf is interpreted with t and f (line 7 and 12). If any
of these interpretations does not satisfy cfm, the variable may only be substituted
by the value assigned to i. Correspondingly, the assigned value of i is the only
interpretation, which does satisfy cfm and, therefore, cf is not reconfigurable at
runtime. In this regard, bound() is executed as follows.
bound(cf, i, γd, cfm)

return true if 6 ∃γ ∈ Γˆcfm with γ(cf) = f and γ v γd
return true if 6 ∃γ ∈ Γˆcfm with γ(cf) = t and γ v γd
return false otherwise
1 http://www.sat4j.org/
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Thus, iff cf has to be implicitly bound to one specific value interpretation i the
function bound is evaluated to true. Otherwise cf remains unconfigured, i.e.,
reconfigurable at runtime.
In addition to an explicit configuration of a feature to be selected or deselected
for a specific device configuration γd, the developer may also configure a feature
explicitly as reconfigurable, i.e., ⊥R, for that device. To cover such a configura-
tion choice, I apply the three-valued logics from Definition 4.11 in the reduction
process. Such an explicit configuration of a feature as reconfigurable may lead
to new contradictions that are not identifiable by standard solving algorithms.
Therefore, I added an additional condition if a feature that is neither explicitly
configured to be selected or deselected, has to be transitively configured to be
selected or deselected. These conditions (line 8–10 and 13–15) check whether this
respective feature cf is specified as reconfigurable in the device configuration γd
or not. If a feature has to be selected or deselected although it is intended to be
reconfigurable, a contradiction exception is thrown.
Finally, the variable cf is substituted in cfm’ by either by 1 or 0 (lines 11 and 16)
if bound() is evaluated to true and no contradiction exception is thrown. In line
20 the reduced context-feature model cfm’ is returned.
Algorithm 1 Derivation of a Reduced Feature Model cfm’
1: Input: cfm ∈ FMC∪F;
C; F; γd ∈ Γˇcfm;
2: Output: γd specific reduced feature model cfm’
3: Init: cfm ′ := cfm
4: for all cf ∈ C∪F do
5: if (γd(cf) ∈ {t, f}) then
6: cfm’ := cfm’[σcf=γd(cf)]
7: else if (bound(cf, t, γd, cfm’) then
8: if (γd(cf) = ⊥R) then
9: Contradiction Exception
10: end if
11: cfm’ := cfm’[σcf=1]
12: else if (bound(cf, f, γd, cfm’)) then
13: if (γd(cf) = ⊥R) then
14: Contradiction Exception
15: end if
16: cfm’ := cfm’[σcf=0]
17: end if
18: end for
19: Return cfm’
Example 5.3 (Reducing the Nexus DSPL).
A device specific reduction of the Nexus DSPL context-feature model is de-
picted in Figure 5.4. The target device has no integrated WLAN chipset and
therefore, the features WLAN Ad Hoc and WLAN AP are configured to be deselected
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before the DSPL is deployed on the device. Thus, the partial configuration dic-
tates a removal of WLAN Ad Hoc and WLAN AP as reduction criterion.
Nexus DSPL
Application
Sensors
Phone Call
Game Hub
Navigation
GPS
Gyroscope
Cellular Call
VoIP
ContextOffice
Car
Slow Network
WLAN Ad Hoc
WLAN AP
Figure 5.4: Reduced Feature Model for the Nexus DSPL in Figure 4.2
For instance, the feature Connectivity is bound to be selected for the tar-
get device, i.e., its variable is substituted by 1 in the propositional formula
representation of the Nexus DSPL. Therefore, either the feature Ad Hoc or the
feature Infrastructure has also to be bound to be selected for a valid configu-
ration. Since WLAN Ad Hoc is deselected as a reduction criterion, Ad Hoc is sub-
stituted by 0 and Infrastructure by 1. Thus, the respective alternative-group
clause “(¬Connectivity ∨ ((Ad Hoc ∧ Infrastructure) ∨ (Infrastructure ∧
¬Ad Hoc)))” in the original cfm becomes “(¬1 ∨ ((0 ∧ 1) ∨ (1 ∧ ¬0)))” in
the reduced cfm’. The substituted clause is always evaluated to 1, which eases
the solving process of cfm’ in comparison with cfm. In this regard, the variables
are removed and substituted by constants.
In comparison with the original specification depicted in Figure 4.2 it be-
comes apparent that features and contexts are removed from the feature model,
in addition to the incompatible features WLAN Ad Hoc and WLAN AP. For example,
the contextual situations Home and Concert are not supported by the target de-
vice since they directly depend on a WLAN connection. The only alternative to
a WLAN-based connection is a Cellular communication. If one considers the
additional constraint that at least one connection has to be selected, the feature
Cellular is being selected and may not be reconfigured at runtime. Thus, while
the Connectivity branch is removed from the context-feature model because
all features are either bound to be selected or deselected before the software is
deployed on the device.
This further implies that an explicit configuration of the feature Cellular to
be reconfigurable leads to a contradiction in the transitive closure configuration
if Cellular is selected. Similar to the transitive configuration of Cellular, the
feature Routing is deselected and removed from the model. Therefore, the, still
reconfigurable, child constraints are inherited to the root feature Nexus DSPL.
The next section provides a proof that my approach derives a correct reduced
feature model cfm’ w.r.t. the original context-feature model cfm.
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5.3.2 Proof of Correctness
The reduced and, thus, smaller context-feature model cfm’contains only a subset
C ′ ∪ F ′ of reconfigurable features and contexts of the original cfm. All selected
contexts/features are permanently active at runtime and all deselected features
are never deployed on the target device. Thus, if a reconfigurable context/feature
becomes active and part of the configuration in a further refinement at runtime,
the required features are already part of the runtime configuration.
Theorem 5.1. Let cfm be a context-feature model formula with cfm ∈ FMC∪F. Any
valid configuration γ ′ ∈ Γcfm ′ of a reduced feature model cfm ′ ∈ FMC ′∪F ′ w.r.t. to
a given partial configuration γ ∈ Γˇcfm is extendable to a configuration γ◦ ∈ Γˆcfm of
the original context-feature model cfm such that
∀ cf ′ ∈ C ′ ∪F ′ : γ◦(cf ′) = γ ′(cf ′)
∀ cf ∈ {C∪F}\{C ′ ∪F ′} : γ◦(cf) = γ(cf) (5.1)
Given that any configuration γ◦ ∈ Γˆcfm with
∀ cf ∈ {C∪F}\{C ′ ∪F ′} : γ◦(cf) = γ(cf) (5.2)
is reducible to a γ ′ ∈ Γcfm ′ then the following holds for a reduced cfm’
∀ cf ′ ∈ C ′ ∪F ′ : γ ′(cf ′) = γ◦(cf ′) (5.3)
with C ′ and F ′ as the remaining context/feature variables that are not substituted
with a constant during the reduction of cfm.
For the proof of this theorem note the following property of a substitution σ.
After the variables in cfm is substituted by the constants 0 and 1 w.r.t. a complete
configuration γ◦ ∈ ΓC∪F (c.f. Definition 4.9) the solving of the substituted formula
results either in a 0 if γ◦ 6|= cfm holds or in a 1 if γ◦ |= cfm holds.
Proof. That Theorem 5.1 holds is shown by contradiction as follows:
1. Obviously, there exists at most one γ◦ ∈ Γˆcfm according to the extension of a
γ ′ as assumed in Theorem 5.1 equation 5.2.
2. Let us assume that γ◦ 6∈ Γˆcfm
⇒ cfm[σγ◦ ] = 0
⇒ cfm[σγ][σγ ′ ] = 0, with cfm[σγ][σγ ′ ] = cfm[σγ◦ ]
⇒ cfm ′′[σγ ′ ] = 0 with cfm ′′ = cfm[σγ]
⇒ cfm ′[σγ ′ ] = cfm ′′[σγ ′ ] = 0 with cfm ′ = cfm[σγ]
⇒ contradiction to γ ′ ∈ Γˆcfm ′ as required by Theorem 5.1 equation 5.3 
Analogously it can be shown that the first property specified in Equation 5.1 of
Theorem 5.1 also as well.
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Hence, the reduction approach always results in a context-feature model that
has less features, contexts, and constraints. Additionally, the remaining subset
of valid runtime configurations of a reduced feature model cfm’ is still consistent
with the original specification cfm. In this regard, Algorithm 1 results in a reduced
feature model cfm’ such that each valid configuration of the original cfm that
extends the partial configuration γd corresponds to a consistent configuration of
the stepwise reduced feature model cfm’.
The next section provides insights about the effects of such a reduction and the
extent of reduction in the resource consumption for a reconfiguration.
5.4 Evaluation
This section provides an evaluation for the reduction of a context-feature model.
The evaluation illustrates the benefit of using a device specific reduction of the
original feature model specification to execute reconfigurations at runtime instead
of the original feature model. Therefore, the evaluation focuses on
1. a comparison of the time to compute a configuration,
2. resources (computational and memory) spent during such a computation,
and
3. break-even between reduction-process and reconfigurations at runtime.
5.4.1 Evaluation Setup
As environment for the evaluation I use a server unit with 3.4GHz and 16GB
of RAM. The test model is a feature model fm containing 72 features from the
SPLOT2 repository. Note that there are no representative context-feature mod-
els available besides the Nexus DSPL running example. Since my definition of
contexts is directly integratable into a feature model as additional features and
constraints, traditional feature models are usable as a valid substitute to simulate
the reduction of context-feature models.
Device specific valid partial configurations γd ∈ Γˇfm for a set of devices d ∈ D are
randomly created by configuring features to be selected (20%) and deselected (5%).
Since additional reconfigurable features may lead to contradictions during the
reduction, every generated configuration γd ∈ Γˇfm is considered to be satisfiable,
reconfigurable features do not affect the outcome of this evaluation.
The reduction of a feature model fm according to γd ∈ Γˇfm for a set of devices
d ∈ D using the Algorithm 1 resulted in reduced feature models fm’ with 32 fea-
tures in average (44% less features/constraints). One evaluation run consisted
of 300 (re-)configuration requests on both feature models fm’ and fm using ad-
ditional partial configurations γc ∈ Γˇfm ′ with a set of contexts c ∈ C to simulate
a continuous changing context. Each (re-)configuration represents a change in
the contextual situation of the device and potentially triggers an adaptation on
2 http://www.splot-research.org/
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the device at runtime. Therefore, a complete configuration is computed, which is
usable to execute an adaptation of the device.
In each evaluation run the time to compute a complete configuration and the
executed operational steps, e.g., method calls, are evaluated. The operational steps
are used as an abstraction for the consumed computational resources. To validate
the results and to identify deviations, 500 evaluation runs are executed.
5.4.2 Results
The results for comparing the execution time for the computation of a complete
configuration that satisfies the contextual requirements in comparison for fm and
and a reduced fm’ are depicted in Figure 5.5. During the computation of 300
reconfigurations triggered by the contextual changes in a partial context-config-
uration γc a single derivation of a complete configuration is approximately 60%
faster if a reduced feature model fm’ is used instead of the original feature model
fm. In this regard, the computation of a suitable configuration based on fm’ takes
about 1.4 milliseconds, whereas the computation based on fm takes about 3.5 mil-
liseconds. The variances result from the different, randomly generated contextual
requirements c ∈ C since they differ in their size between 3 to 12 arbitrarily con-
figured features in the respective partial context-configuration γc ∈ Γˇfm.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of Average Computational Time
Figure 5.6 depicts the amount of executed operations over 300 reconfiguration
requests for the derivation of a satisfiable runtime configuration for fm and fm’.
Again, the computation based on a reduced feature model fm’ outperforms the
computation based on the original feature model fm. During the processing of
300 reconfigurations 66% less operations are executed if fm’ is used. This implies
that less computational power is utilized and, therefore, the solving of contextual
requirements based on a reduced feature model demonstrates to be more energy
efficient. In contrast to the runtime comparison, the variance in the amount of
executed operations is about four times higher if the original feature model fm is
used. In this regard, in the worst-case scenario a fm based reconfiguration executes
38% more operations that in the worst-case of a fm’ based reconfiguration.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of Average Number of Executed Operations
The memory consumption over 300 reconfigurations that are either based on
the original feature model fm or the reduced feature model fm’ is depicted in
Figure 5.7. The computation of a configuration consumes in average 23% less
memory if fm is used instead of fm’. The worst-case consumption for both feature
models is 200MB and 150MB, respectively for fm and fm’. The cause of saw-
toothed periodic trend of both plots is to be found in the Java garbage collector
as well as the used solver implementation SAT4J [BP10]. Data that is collected
during the continuous reconfigurations with SAT4J are discarded whenever a cer-
tain threshold in the utilized memory is exceeded. This threshold depends on the
complexity of the feature model and is regulated by SAT4J internally.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison Memory Consumption during Reconfigurations
The process of reducing a feature model itself is costly. Algorithm 1 executed
2, 264× 103 operations to reduce fm according to a given partial device configura-
tion γd. The computation of a valid runtime configuration required 17× 103 and
8× 103 operations in average, based on fm and fm’ respectively. This implies that
one has to execute approximate 180 reconfigurations at runtime using fm’ to re-
gain the resources spent for the reduction of fm. Figure 5.8 depicts the continuous
progress of saving computational resources until a break-even point is achieved
with the resources spent to reduce a feature model. It takes about 180 reconfigu-
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rations based on fm’ until the resources spent to compute the reduced fm’ are met.
These results show that a reduction of feature models should be computed on a
device that has the sufficient resources, e.g., a deployment server. Nevertheless,
in this particular evaluation setup the computation of a configuration is up to 60%
faster and uses up to 34% less computational resources if a reduced feature model
is used instead of the originally specified feature model.
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Figure 5.8: Break-Even Point Pre-Computation and On-Demand Reconfigurations
Summarizing, my reduction algorithm derives the minimal set of static features
w.r.t. a device configuration. In this regard, I maximize the amount of features
and contexts that are reconfigurable at runtime. Therefore, incompatible features
and contexts as well as features and context that have to be active at all time
are removed during the reduction process. Furthermore, additional conflicting
requirements are discovered if a feature or context is explicitly configured to be
reconfigurable at runtime, which may impose a contradiction to the remaining
interpretations of features and contexts to be selected or deselected. The reduction
process results always in a correct reduction of the original feature model, i.e.,
every configuration that is derived based on the reduced feature model is also
derivable from the original feature model specification.
Although the reduction process lowers the computational efforts for deriving a
configuration, the process of a DSPL reconfiguration at runtime still remains open.
The next chapter introduces a concept to specify such reconfiguration behavior of
a DSPL-based on a state-transition system and introduces concepts to improve
this reconfiguration process at runtime.
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S TAT E S PA C E R E D U C T I O N
A particular runtime configuration of a DSPL is ob-
tained by binding all variability, i.e., by interpreting
each feature as active or inactive according to the re-
quirements imposed by a contextual situation. Thereby,
the constraints imposed by a feature model restrict the
configuration space of a DSPL to a subset of valid con-
figurations. For instance, the Nexus DSPL comprises
19 features and, therefore, potentially allows 219 fea-
ture combinations. However, the constraints imposed
by the context-feature model depicted in Figure 4.2 restrict the configuration space
to only 66 valid runtime configurations.
In the previous Chapter 5, I introduced an approach to reduce a context-feature
model specification to a set of context and feature variables that are reconfig-
urable at runtime. Therefore, the approach reduces the computational effort for the
derivation of a runtime configuration. However, the state space of valid config-
urations for a context-feature model may still be considerably large and contain
configurations that are never required or are equivalent for the contextual situa-
tions emerging at runtime. To further minimize the resource consumption of a
DSPL-based adaptation process, I investigate reduction techniques to minimize
the computational effort as well as the memory utilization of a reconfiguration at
runtime in this chapter.
According to the second goal G2 on page 8 of this thesis, i.e., the minimization
of the resource consumption of an adaptation of a mobile device at runtime, re-
configurations have to be computed and performed in a way that (i) causes no
influences on unaffected functionality of the device and, at the same time, (ii)
respects the inherent resource limitations of the mobile device. In this regard, a
successful application of DSPLs in the domain of mobile devices is faced with the
following challenges.
• Performing seamless adaptations to consecutively satisfy complex (re-)confi-
guration requirements of interfering and ever-changing contexts [OGC12].
• Coping with resource constraints that restrict computational runtime capa-
bilities for complex reconfiguration planning tasks [HPS12].
To tackle these issues, recent research in the domain of DSPLs proposes mod-
el-based approaches for defining pre-planned reconfiguration scenarios [WDSB09,
Hel12, DPS12]. The reconfiguration capabilities of a device are specified via a
transition system as a part of the required adaptation knowledge for the DSPL.
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Figure 6.1: Overview of the reduction of a DSPL configuration state space. The left-hand-
side depicts a context-feature model specification at design-time, which is
used to deploy a context-specific incomplete configuration state space on the
device. This state space is used to reconfigure the device at runtime based on
changes in the contextual situation, as depicted on the right-hand side. Since
the state space is incomplete, states may be unknown at runtime and have to
be derived on-demand if the respective contextual situation emerges.
In such a transition system, a configuration is represented by a state and each
potential reconfiguration is represented by a transition.
However, recent approaches for DSPL-based adaptive systems do not address
challenges imposed by mobile devices, such as a limited amount of battery and
restricted computational capabilities. In Chapter 4, I tackled the first goal G1 of
this thesis, i.e., the provision of an autonomous model-based adaptation process
by introducing the concept of a context-aware feature model. However, to exe-
cute such a context-aware adaptation of mobile devices based on a context-fea-
ture model, one has to consider that it is neither eligible to deploy the complete
configuration space of a complex system onto the device due to limited memory,
nor to dynamically explore the configuration space on-demand at runtime due
to limited processing capabilities, as related approaches do [FFF+13, Hel12]. To
overcome these deficiencies, I propose a model-based DSPL framework for adap-
tive, resource-constrained devices incorporating
• context-aware reconfiguration planning based on a context-feature model
and
• techniques for a reduction of configuration state spaces based on a transition
system specification.
The right-hand side of Figure 6.1 depicts an example scenario for potential re-
configuration triggered by contextual changes based on a pre-computed transition
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system. Therein, every state represents a complete configuration, which is suitable
for a contextual situation. Every transition constitutes a potential reconfiguration.
Based on the constraints imposed by the context-feature model a context-specific,
a tailored transition system is derivable.
A transition system specifies the possible reconfiguration behavior of a device,
i.e., which reconfigurations are executable w.r.t. to the continuously changing
contextual situation of a device. Such a specification allows for tailoring an incom-
plete configuration state space on the basis of a context-aware feature model and
a reduction criterion constituting a trade-off between comprehensively pre-com-
puted pre-configurations and on-demand derivation of configurations at runtime.
In this regard, a complete state space is reduced to a set of representative config-
uration states, to cover emerging contextual situations. Thereby, the amount of
states is reduced from 66 potential states of the Nexus DSPL to 4 states, which
cover the contextual situations {Office}, {Car}, {Home}, and {Home, Slow Network},
as depicted in Figure 6.1. Thus, instead of utilizing every valid configuration of a
DSPL, this transition system is restricted to a pre-planned choice of configuration
states and reconfiguration possibilities at runtime. Therefore, the state space is in-
complete and configurations for contextual situations, which were not considered
during the pre-planning, have to be derived on-demand. For instance, a configu-
ration state for the context {Concert} is not part of the deployed transition system
and has to be derived and integrated into the transition system on-demand if the
context {Concert} is being entered (c.f. transition 03 ) for the first time.
The transition system depicted in Figure 6.1 further illustrates possible restric-
tions in the reconfiguration behavior of a device. For example, there is no tran-
sition between {Office} and {Home}. Instead, a sequence of transitions has to be
executed, i.e., from {Office} the transitions 01 and 02 have to be executed to reach
{Home}. Such a path of transitions may be required to handle technical issues such
as a protocol hand-over between a seamless reconfiguration from a cellular phone
call to a VoIP phone call.
Note that some ideas and figures of this chapter have appeared in my previ-
ous work on context-aware DSPLs [SLR13]. This chapter is organized as follows.
At first, the concept of a configuration state space is introduced. Then, the state
space is extended to a transition system by specifying reconfiguration transitions
between configuration states. Afterwards, the state space is reduced to an incom-
plete state space via a context-coverage criterion. To further reduce the size of
a state space and gain flexibility at runtime, I introduce a technique to abstract
a configuration state to a partial state. To derive such a state abstraction, three
techniques are discussed. Since reconfigurations are now to be executed in an
incomplete state space with states that are abstracted to partial states, a detailed
elaboration of the reconfiguration semantics for such a model is given. Further,
correctness properties of the established reconfiguration framework are proven to
ensure that (i) no invalid configuration states may become active and (ii) that every
valid configuration state may potentially become active. Finally, insights into the
implementation are given, before the established approach is evaluated to discuss
trade-offs between costs of a pre-computation and possible benefits at runtime.
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6.1 Complete State Space
A reconfiguration of a DSPL is triggered whenever the contextual requirements
imposed on the device change in such a manner that the current device configura-
tion does not satisfy these requirements. In such a case, the device has to compute
a suitable configuration that satisfies the contextual situations emerging at run-
time [FFF+13]. To derive a suitable configuration that satisfies the feature model
constraints as well as the imposed contextual requirements, constraint solvers
such as introduced in Section 4.1.3 may be used. However, deriving a suitable
configuration with a constraint solver implies a computational effort with every
reconfiguration, as depicted in Figure 6.2(a). Configurations are computed on-de-
mand and may further be computed repeatedly, e.g., if the user changes from the
contextual situation {Home} to {Office} and back to {Home}.
Constraint 
Solver
Exclude(f1, f2, …, fn)
Require(f3, f4, …, fm)
...
(a) On-Demand Configuration
Constraint 
Solver
Exclude(f1, f2, …, fn)
Require(f3, f4, …, fm)
(b) Pre-Planned State Space
Figure 6.2: On-Demand Configuration and Pre-Planned State Space
To avoid such computational efforts at runtime, every valid feature model con-
figuration may be computed in a pre-planning step [Hel12]. A constraint solver is
capable to compute every valid interpretation of the feature variables that satisfy
the constraints in the feature model. This resulting configuration state space of valid
configurations is deployable on the device.
The configuration state space S of a device consists of a set of configuration states
and an error state. Configuration states s ∈ S correspond to valid configurations
γ ∈ Γˆfm of a feature model fm. In this regard, both notations s ∈ S and γ ∈ Γˆfm are
used as synonyms in the remainder of this thesis. In addition to that, the state
space S contains an error state s 6∈ Γˆfm. A configuration state space is complete
if the state space contains a state for each valid configuration γ ∈ Γˆfm of a feature
model.
Instead of executing a constraint solver to reconfigure a device, the state space,
which resides on the device, is searched for a suitable configuration state as de-
picted in Figure 6.2(b). Although such a configuration state space may consist of
numerous configurations, the computational efforts to derive a configuration is
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shifted from runtime to deployment time. Thereby, memory consumption w.r.t.
the number of states and additional efforts for searching a suitable target state are
traded for the computational efforts imposed by a constraint solver.
Summarizing, a configuration state space S
• consists of a set of configuration states s ∈ S, with s reflecting a valid configu-
ration γ ∈ Γˆfm,
• is complete iff ∀γ ∈ Γˆfm : ∃s ∈ S with γ = s and is incomplete otherwise, and
• both symbols of a state s and the respective configuration γ are used as
synonyms.
Example 6.1 (On-Demand Reconfiguration vs. Pre-Computed State Space).
The feature model for Nexus DSPL depicted in Figure 2.12 consists of 19 fea-
tures. The state space would contain 219 configurations, i.e., 524,288 configu-
rations, without the constraints imposed by the feature model. However, the
constraints of the Nexus DSPL feature model restrict the amount of valid con-
figuration to 66. Figure 6.3 depicts one of those states containing an extract of
a runtime configuration for the Nexus DSPL.
VoIP = t
BGP = t
Navigation = f
Game Hub = t
Sensors = f
...
GPS = f
Infrastructure = t
Figure 6.3: Example Configuration State
For a DSPL-based adaptation either that state space has to be kept in mem-
ory or every configuration has to be derived on-demand whenever the require-
ments imposed on the device change. A reconfiguration within the state space
implies a search within the 219 valid states for a state that satisfies the re-
quirements imposed by the currently active contextual situation of the device.
In contrast to a search for a suitable target configuration, a constraint solver
checks every clause in the propositional formula, e.g., the Nexus DSPL consists
of 49 clauses, several times to derive a suitable configuration.
The next section introduces the concept of a DSPL transition system by en-
riching a state space with reconfiguration transitions. Afterwards, this concept is
extended to handle autonomous, context-aware reconfigurations.
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6.1.1 Extension of a State Space to a Transition System
As depicted in Figure 6.4(a), a product configuration of an SPL is obtained by
binding all variability, i.e., by either selecting, or deselecting each provided feature
according to customer-specific product requirements. The constraints imposed by
a feature model restrict the number of valid configurations of the SPL to a subset
of valid configuration states, thereby forming a state space of configurations.
ConfigurationApply FM
Product 
Configuration
Active Product 
Configuration
Valid 
State Space
(a) SPL Configuration State Space
Reconfiguration
ConfigurationApply FM
(b) DSPL (Re-)Configuration
Figure 6.4: (Re-)Configuration in an SPL and DSPL
Figure 6.4(b) depicts the extension of an SPL to become a DSPL. A DSPL allows
a product to be not only configured once at design time, but rather by supporting
flexible reconfigurations at runtime [BSBG08] within the state space of configura-
tions. In that manner, a reconfiguration from a current configuration to a subse-
quent configuration corresponds to a transition from a source configuration state s
to a target configuration state s’ executed at runtime. By enriching the state space
with reconfiguration-transitions, the state space becomes a transition system.
Transition systems [HMP92, Kel76] are used to specify the behavior of a system
on the basis of state-transition graphs. The actual runtime properties of interest
are associated with state labels rather than transition labels of paths of subsequent
state-transitions. A DSPL describes the operation configuration states of a device,
i.e., which features are (in-)active in combination. Therefore, a state is labeled
with the interpretation of the features of a DSPL to denote a valid configuration
(c.f. Definition 4.8). The possible reconfiguration behavior between the configu-
ration states of a DSPL, i.e., the entering and leaving of states, is defined by the
(unlabeled) transitions of such a transition system.
Bruns et al. propose to use a Kripke Structure (KS) [BG99] to specify a transi-
tion system. Every state s ∈ S of such a KS corresponds to some valid Boolean
configuration interpretation γ ∈ Γfm of feature variables F. Additionally, the set of
states S contains an error state s In this regard, every state of a KS corresponds
to a configuration state of a state space as previously explained.
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A reconfiguration is expressed via a transition relation s1−→s2 between two
states in {s1, s2} ∈ S. Thus, the interpretation of feature variables assigned to a
state s ∈ S fully specify an operational configuration state of the device and the
transitions are capable to express the concept of a DSPL reconfiguration.
Definition 6.1 (Kripke Structure (KS) [BG99]). A Kripke Structure KS is a tuple
(S,−→), where
• S = Γˆfm ∪ {s} is a finite set of configuration states, and
• −→⊆ S× S is a transition relation.
This KS as specified above is capable to be non-deterministic, i.e., a state may
have more than one outgoing transition. Note that a reconfiguration based on
such a transition system is discussed in detail later in this thesis in Section 6.4.
Each state is defined by its Boolean interpretation of features and denotes a
configuration γ ∈ Γˆfm of feature variables w.r.t. a feature model formula fm. The
device has to be able to deal with possible failures, such as non-resolvable conflicts
of contextual requirements or erroneous features, e.g., a defect in the WLAN chip.
Therefore, an additional error state is added to the set of states S. Such an error
state is denoted by s ∈ S as part of the KS, with s 6∈ Γˆfm.
As SAS continuously adapt themselves, it is further safe to assume that aKS has
no terminating state by requiring the transition system to be fully path-connected,
i.e., every state s ∈ S has to the possibility to reach every other state eventually
via some path. Note that this assumption does not restrict the expressiveness
of a KS. A terminating state, e.g., an error state s, in which the device got
stuck, is expressible with a self-transition to denote a continuous loop in such a
terminating state.
The KS may also be fully connected, i.e., every state is able to reach every other
state in S with one transition, as proposed by [Hel12]. If there are no additional
external constraints, a state has a transition to every state in the transition sys-
tem, including itself, i.e., a self-transition, which results in 6666 transitions for
the Nexus DSPL. However, the amount of transitions are restrictable by specify-
ing constraints over the reconfigurations. For instance, a device may not directly
switch from a source configuration, in which Cellular Call is currently used,
to a target configuration, in which VoIP is used, to execute a phone call without
interrupting the call. Instead, this reconfiguration has to be executed via an inter-
mediate configuration state, in which Cellular Call and VoIP are both active, to
initiate a handover of the currently ongoing call. Note that such restrictions are
of no further concern for the Nexus DSPL running example.
A KS is the basis to (i) dynamically reconfigure a DSPL and (ii) to satisfy the
continuously changing contextual requirements. If a reconfiguration is triggered,
the state space S has to be searched to find an appropriate configuration state
of the device that satisfies the requirements imposed by the emerged contextual
situation. If no such state exists, the imposed requirements are not satisfiable w.r.t.
the specification of the DSPL.
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A reconfiguration transition s → s ′ implies a change in the interpretation of a
set of features. Therefore, not only the interpretation of one feature may have to
be adapted but the interpretation of multiple features. Assuming that the features
Navigation and GPS are inactive in the currently active source state s, a transition
to a target state s’ where Navigation and GPS are reconfigured, i.e., changed from
being inactive to active, is executed as soon as the navigation system is activated,
e.g., if the smartphone is put into the docking station of a car.
The next section discusses potential effects of a context-aware DSPL on the state
space and the respective reconfiguration transition system as a KS. Further, the
next section elaborates how a transition is triggered by a change of a contextual
situation.
6.1.2 Context-Enriched State Space
According to the first goal G1 of this thesis, a context-aware DSPL has to be capa-
ble to autonomously react on changes in the contextual situation. Such a DSPL is
able to execute reconfigurations for potentially compatible or incompatible con-
texts emerging at runtime without external assistance. For example, if a user
enters the context Home and the throughput of his Internet connection is below a
certain threshold, the context Slow Network becomes active in combination with
the context Home. Based on the context-feature model, a corresponding config-
uration is derivable, which satisfies the requirements of the imposed contextual
situation.
The design of a KS provides the basis to specify the reconfiguration behavior
of a DSPL w.r.t. the contextual constraints specified in a context-feature model.
In a context-enriched KS, an association between states and contexts is derivable,
i.e., which states may be chosen as target states for a contextual situation. Such
an association between contexts and states is accomplished by context-coverage
criteria, e.g., every single context, every valid pair-wise combination of contexts,
every valid three-wise combination of contexts, etc. For example, the require-
ments imposed by the contextual situation {Home, Slow Network} are satisfiable
by three states of the Nexus DSPL, whereas the context Home and Concert are
incompatible because they rely on different communication infrastructures.
A KS as defined in Definition 6.1 is used to represent context-aware reconfigu-
ration processes as specified by a context-feature model cfm. Each configuration
state s ∈ S corresponds to a configuration γ ∈ Γˆcfm of features and contexts of
a context-feature model cfm as defined in Definition 4.19. Therefore, the inter-
pretation of features as well as supported contexts are encoded in a state s ∈ S,
i.e.,
• s(f) = t holds iff feature f ∈ F is active in the state s and
• s(c) = t holds iff context c ∈ C is supported by the state s.
A context-enriched configuration state s ∈ S is a state that reflects a configuration
γ ∈ Γˆcfm, for all feature variables f ∈ F and context variables c ∈ C. Thus, a
context-aware state space consists of states that fully configure all feature variables
and context variables of a context-feature model cfm.
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A state of the configuration state space is used to satisfy the requirements im-
posed by the currently active contextual situation of a device. Such a contextual
situation C+ is specified as a subset C+ ⊆ C of contexts, which are currently ac-
tive in the contextual environment of a device. For instance, assume that a user
is at Home and working in his Office. This contextual situation is denoted as
C+ = {Home, Office}.
Notation 6.1 (Contextual Situation). A contextual situation is denoted as a subset
of contexts C+ ⊆ C.
Each context of a contextual situation C+ has to be active or irrelevant in a state
s ∈ S that is a suitable state for that situation, i.e.,
∀c ∈ C+ : s(c) > ⊥.
Note that the case of interpreting a context as irrelevant s(c) = ⊥ is discussed in
detail with the introduction of a partial state in Section 6.3. For now, let us assume
a contextual situation consists of a set of active contexts.
Every contextual situation C+ reflects the requirements imposed by a set of ac-
tive contexts. For example, for a state s ∈ S to be suitable for the contextual situa-
tion C+={Office, Home} s has to interpret the individual contexts as s(Office) = t
and s(Home) = t.
The concept of an autonomous context-aware DSPL is depicted in Figure 6.5. In
contrast to a standard DSPL state space depicted in Figure 6.4(b) the pre-planned
context-aware state space divides the state space into several subsets. Each con-
text-specific subset consists of configuration states that satisfy the requirements
imposed by a contextual situation.
Change 
of Context
Context-Specific 
Subset of States
Pre-PlanningApply FM
Product 
Configuration
Active Product 
Configuration
Figure 6.5: Context-Aware DSPL
Multiple configuration states may satisfy the requirements imposed by one con-
textual situation C+. Thus, a subset of states S ⊆ Smay be suitable for a contextual
situation C+.
A change in the contextual situation of a device, therefore, may be satisfiable by
a set of states S ⊆ S. In this regard, a transition may be executed from a currently
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active state s ∈ S to one of the states s ′ ∈ S that satisfy the requirements of the
emerging contextual situation, as depicted on the right-hand side in Figure 6.5.
Example 6.2 (Context Specific State Space).
The context Office requires an Infrastructure-based communication and some
possibility to execute a Phone Call. Additionally, the Game Hub is excluded
from the set of suitable states that satisfy Office. The context Office is satisfi-
able by a set of 24 states.
In contrast to the state depicted in 6.3, which illustrates a configuration state
for a standard DSPL, the state of a context-aware DSPL contains the configu-
ration of the software features as well as of the contextual features. Figure 6.6
depicts a context-aware state for the Nexus DSPL, indicating an extract of the
complete configuration for the contextual situation {Office}.
VoIP = t
BGP = t
Navigation = f
Game Hub = t
Car = f
Office = t
...
Concert = f
Sensors = f
...
Figure 6.6: Configuration State for the Context Office
The contextual situation consisting of the contexts Slow Network and Office
results in the intersecting subset of states that satisfy both states, consisting
of six states. A combination of the contexts Office and Concert results in an
empty set of suitable configuration states. Both contexts exclude each other,
since Concert (implicitly) requires an Ad Hoc-based communication instead of
an Infrastructure-based communication.
Thus, the state space may contain multiple states that satisfy a contextual situation
or even states that are incompatible to any possible contextual situation. Hence,
there are states in the state space, which are expendable. Therefore, a criterion to
minimize the state space w.r.t. the requirements imposed by a contextual situation
is discussed in the next section.
6.2 Incomplete State Space
The variability of a DSPL is specified at design time based on a context-feature
model. This concept of a context-aware DSPL has the potential to rigorously
pre-plan efficient reconfigurations at runtime by focusing on the aspects of an
autonomous adaptation resulting from changes of the contextual environment, as
previously introduced. However, to reduce the state space of a DSPL a certain
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criterion is required, e.g., to identify removable states. If states are removed from
the state space of a KS, the state space becomes incomplete.
Recent literature shows that a mobile device, and with it the respective user,
moves in certain contextual patterns [JL10, MSRJ12, Ver09]. Accordingly, some
contexts are more likely to occur than others, e.g., a user is more often at home
than in a crowded area, such as a concert. Thus, the state space may be reduced
w.r.t. the contexts emerging at runtime. An initial set of configuration states
that cover certain contextual situations has to be pre-planned in order to provide
the necessary adaptation knowledge if contexts become dynamically (in-)active at
runtime. For example, a suitable configuration state for contextual situations such
as {Office} or {Home, Slow Network} have to be pre-planned in order to support a
corresponding reconfiguration between those contextual situations. However, for
every contextual situation that emerges at runtime and that is not part of the con-
text-coverage criterion applied during the pre-planning, a suitable configuration
has to be computed on-demand and integrated into the KS.
Change 
of Context
Pre-PlanningApply FM
Figure 6.7: Context-Aware DSPL, Incomplete State Space
Figure 6.7 depicts this concept of an incomplete state space. Similarly to the
complete state-space of a context-aware DSPL depicted in Figure 6.5, reconfigura-
tion transitions are executed w.r.t. changes in the contextual situation. However,
in contrast to a complete state space, there is only one configuration state for each
contextual situation instead of a set of suitable configuration states.
In the following, I compare reconfigurations based on an incomplete state space
to existing techniques and elaborate how a complete state space may be reduced to
a representative set of configuration states that cover certain contextual situations.
6.2.1 On-Demand, Pre-Planning, and a Hybrid Combination
A complete KS provides the information necessary to execute a reconfiguration
for every possible contextual situation emerging at runtime. The reduction of the
state space to an incomplete state space relies on the observation that the set of
valid configuration states of a feature model often consists of more configurations
than those required by the contextual situations emerging at runtime. If the KS
has a state for every valid configuration of a DSPL then the requirements imposed
by a contextual situation may be satisfiable by several states, e.g., the contextual
situation {Car} in the Nexus DSPL is satisfiable by 21 states. However, contextual
situations that do not fulfill the criterion to reduce the state space to an incom-
plete state space during the pre-planning are also not part of the resulting KS.
For example, the contextual situation {Home, Office} is not explicitly covered by
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an incomplete state space if one considers only single contexts. Thus, an appro-
priate reconfiguration for missing contextual situations is only executable after a
corresponding state is computed on-demand at runtime and integrated into KS.
In this regard, I extended the two existing techniques to handle runtime recon-
figurations of a DSPL, (i) on-demand [FFF+13, Elk10] and (ii) a complete pre-plan-
ning [Hel12], by a third hybrid combination of both techniques to handle runtime
reconfigurations based on an incomplete state space.
• Complete Pre-Planning. Potential reconfigurations of a DSPL are com-
pletely determined by a pre-planned KS containing every valid configu-
ration state and every valid reconfiguration transition as depicted in Fig-
ure 6.8(a). Although it is not necessary to derive a configuration at run-
time, the KS may become very complex. Such complexity increases the
efforts for the search of a target configuration and a higher utilization of the
main-memory.
• On-Demand. A not yet computed reconfiguration appropriate for a partic-
ular contextual situation emerging at runtime may be also computed on-de-
mand, e.g., by invoking a constraint solver at runtime, each time the contex-
tual situation changes as depicted in Figure 6.8(b). Only during the deriva-
tion of a configuration this approach imposes a considerable utilization of
main memory. The permanent memory consumption of the state space is
very low because the state space is initially empty and extended according
to the contextual situations emerging at runtime. However, the continuous
derivation of a valid configuration drains the battery of a mobile device.
The usage of an incomplete state space represents a combination of both ap-
proaches with the benefit that the disadvantages, i.e., search effort, memory uti-
lization, and drain of battery, are mitigated.
• Hybrid Combination. In pre-planned incomplete KS not all reconfigurations
are fully explored, i.e., some valid configurations are not reachable by cor-
responding transitions as illustrated in Figure 6.8(c). Thus, the usage of a
solver is required at runtime. Considering the assumption that (i) a user
mostly moves in the same contextual pattern and (ii) the KS is equipped
with a set of states that cover certain contextual situations, the necessity to
extend the transition system at runtime is reducible to a minimum in com-
parison to an on-demand solving approach. At the same time, the search
efforts within a state space and memory consumption of the state space are
also reduced in comparison to a complete pre-planning approach.
Hence, to avoid an explicit representation of the entire configuration state space,
states may be removed w.r.t. a certain context-coverage criterion. If a contextual
situation emerges that is not covered by such an incomplete state space, a state is
computed on-demand and integrated into the transition system accordingly.
The derivation of an incomplete state space requires a criterion, which is used to
identify suitable states that remain in the incomplete state space. As an example
for such a reduction criterion, context-coverage criteria are discussed in the next
section. Note that further criteria are imaginable that fit the individual needs
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Feature 
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(a) Complete
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(b) On-Demand
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Figure 6.8: Strategies for Reconfiguration at Runtime
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of the application domain such as a selection criterion for states based on the
popularity at runtime. However, in this thesis I only elaborate the contextual
coverage reduction criterion because I did not investigate runtime feedback to
determine the popularity of certain states.
6.2.2 Context Coverage Criteria
To reduce the state space to an incomplete state space, a criterion is required to
select the states that are kept in the state space. Therefore, I propose to pre-plan
an incomplete state space that covers certain contextual situations, which may
emerge at runtime. In order to systematically control the reduction of a state
space, the amount of contexts in a contextual situation may be limited. Therefore,
an automatically generatable set of context combinations C is required, describing
a set of contexts combinations to denote contextual situations which may emerge
at runtime.
In this regard, the power-set P(C) of the contexts C is computed to define a
set of context combinations C. The power-set provides the set of all subsets of C,
including the empty set ∅. Since the empty set does not contain any contexts the
empty set ∅ is excluded from C. Note that C may also contain combinations of
contexts, which are not satisfiable by a context-feature model. As intended by the
context-feature model specification, such contextual restrictions are not coverable
by the incomplete state space.
The power-set P(C)k is restricted by the parameter k, which limits the size of all
subsets. With this, the limited (power-set) of context combinations Ck is denoted
as follows.
Notation 6.2 (Context Coverage Criterion). With a given k ∈N, the combinatorial
context coverage C is denoted as a limited power-set of context combinations C+
Ck := Pk(C)\∅ = {C+1 , . . . , C+k | C+i ⊆ C with i = 1 . . . k}.
Thereby, each set of contexts C+ ∈ Ck is limited in its size by k
∀C+ ∈ Ck : |C+| 6 k.
Note that a coverage criterion of k always subsumes all criteria that are smaller
than k, e.g., a k=2 also covers all context combinations that are covered by a k=1.
For example, an extract of a limited context combination for the Nexus DSPL is
the set Ck = {{Car}, {Office}, {Home}, {Concert}, {Slow Network}, {Car, Office},
{Car, Home}, {Car, Concert}, {Car, Slow Network}, {Office, Concert}, {Office,
Home}, {Office, Slow Network}, . . .} for k=2. As previously explained, this set
contains context combinations, which are incompatible w.r.t. the context-feature
model of the Nexus DSPL depicted in Figure 4.2, such as {Office, Concert}. In
such a case, no state is derived and the combination is discarded.
A coverage of every single context, i.e., setting k=1, offers a radical reduction of
the state space. In addition to this one-wise coverage of single contexts, arbitrary
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combinations of contexts, i.e., k>1, may emerge at runtime. Hence, appropriate
configurations satisfying the k-wise combinations of contexts have to be provided
in order to execute the respective adaptation to a changing contextual situation.
Such a k-wise combinatorial context coverage criterion may restrict the compu-
tation of (sub-)sets of configurations at design time, whereas configurations for
uncovered combinations beyond k-wise may, again, be computed on-demand as
depicted in Figure 6.8(c).
A suitable trade-off between memory consumption utilized by a large KS and
computation of reconfigurations at runtime is to be found by means of an appro-
priate combinatorial context parameter k. In this regard, the state space of the
Nexus DSPL is reducible from 66 states to an incomplete state space of 12 states
for k=2 for the cost of computing a reconfiguration for every contextual situation
emerging at runtime, which consists of more than 2 active contexts.
Example 6.3 (Context Coverage).
The Nexus DSPL allows a combination of up to three contexts. For example, the
contexts Concert, Slow Network, and Car represent a valid 3-wise combination.
The constraints in the context-feature model depicted in Figure 4.2 allow all of
those three contexts to be active at the same time.
The power-set P for these three contexts is listed in Table 6.1, in which ev-
ery active context is considered to be part of a contextual situation and every
inactive context is not considered to be part of a contextual situation. To de-
rive a KS with an incomplete state space for a 3-wise context coverage, every
combination of active contexts () is used to compute and integrate a suitable
configuration state.
Concert Slow Network Car            
Table 6.1: Power-Set 3-wise Context Combination
In the Nexus DSPL all the listed contextual situations are valid w.r.t. the
context-feature model. Thus, 6 states are derived at design-time to cover the
contextual situations listed in Table 6.1 at runtime.
If a contextual situation is satisfiable by several configuration states, further
reduction or optimization strategies may be applied for a more detailed selection
of configuration states. For example, a set of states that satisfies the requirements
imposed by a contextual situation may be reduced to one representative state
with the non-functional properties, which are considered to be most suitable for
the contextual situation, e.g., the state with the least energy consumption.
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In the process of deriving an incomplete state space w.r.t. a set of contextual
combinations Ck it may occur that the same device configuration is applicable
for different contextual situations. The reason for this is that not only a single
context combination is representable by a set of configuration states, as stated on
page 105, but also a single configuration state may be suitable for multiple context
combinations. In this regard, a given configuration γ
∣∣
F
∈ Γcfm, which interprets
only the subset of features F of a context-feature model cfm ⊆ FMC∪F, may sup-
port multiple combinations of active contexts C+ ∈ Ci in a configuration state
si ∈ S. According to Notation 6.1, each of these context combinations may be
interpreted as a contextual situation, in which every context c ∈ C+ is either inter-
preted as active, γ(c) = t, or as irrelevant, γ(c) = ⊥, for that contextual situation.
Thus, a state si may be suitable for multiple interpretations of a contextual situ-
ation, in which si(c) > ⊥ holds at least for every active context c ∈ C+, and si
corresponding to a valid interpretation of features si v γ
∣∣
F
.
Definition 6.2 (Valid Context Combinations for a Configuration State). Let cfm ⊆
FMC∪F be a context-feature model and γ
∣∣
F
∈ Γcfm be a valid configuration of
the features F of FM.
The set of valid context combinations Ci for a configuration state si ∈ S is
characterized as follows
Ci = {C+ ⊆ C | ∀c ∈ C+ : si(c) > ⊥ ∧ si v γ
∣∣
F
},
with si refining a given configuration γ
∣∣
F
of features.
Correspondingly, Ci consists of a set of context combinations C+, which in turn
consists of a set of contexts. For example, Ci ={{Home}, {Slow Network}, {Home, Slow
Network}} for the state si depicted in Figure 6.15.
The specification of a context-feature model cfm restricts the overall possibilities
for a valid combination of contexts, e.g., with constraints between contexts and
features θ, constraints between features ϕ, and constraints between contexts τ.
Based on the previous definition of valid context combinations for a configuration
state and the Notation 6.2 of limited context combinations the definition of all
valid context combinations Ccfm for a context-feature model cfm is introduced. A
context combination C+ ⊆ Ccfm is valid if a valid configuration γ ∈ Γˆcfm exists, in
which every single context c ∈ C+ is active, γ(c) = t. Further, the notation for a
limited combinatorial subset of all valid combinations Ckcfm that may contain up to
k-context elements per combination is defined as follows.
Definition 6.3 (Valid Combinatorial Context Combinations for cfm). With a given con-
text-feature model cfm and a set of contexts C, the set of all valid context combina-
tions C+ is denoted as follows.
Ccfm = {C+ ⊆ C | ∃γ ∈ Γˆcfm, ∀c ∈ C+ : γ(c) = t}
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in which Γˆcfm denotes the set of all valid configurations for cfm. Furthermore, the
combinatorial subset
Ckcfm = {C
+ ∈ Ccfm | k > |C+|}
denotes the set of valid k-wise combinations of contexts.
An incomplete state space has the disadvantage that a configuration state has
to be derived on-demand if a contextual situation is not covered by a criterion
used to reduce the state space. The next section, therefore, introduces the concept
of a partial state to reduce the amount of reconfigurations by making a state more
flexible w.r.t. contextual changes.
6.3 Abstraction with Partial States
Up to this point of the thesis, the states of a DSPL state space correspond to com-
plete configurations, which are applicable as a configuration utilized at runtime.
An incomplete state space reduces the size of a complete state space by removing
states that are considered to be irrelevant or redundant. Such a reduction is exe-
cuted based on a reduction criterion. Correspondingly, an incomplete state space
is derived using knowledge available at design time. However, according to re-
search challenge two (RC2), adaptation behavior is not entirely plannable prior to
runtime. Therefore, the adaptation knowledge should provide a certain flexibility
w.r.t. unplanned reconfigurations.
For example, based on a context-coverage criterion, the state space provides
suitable states for contextual situations such as {Home, Office}. These pre-planned,
representative states only cover contextual situations for which they have been
derived. If a user has individual requirements that do not contradict the require-
ments imposed by a contextual situation but diverge from the representative state
for that contextual situation, a new configuration has to be derived. For example,
the contextual situation {Home, Office} may be coverable by a state, in which the
feature Gyroscope is active, and a state, in which it is inactive. Based on a combi-
natorial context coverage, the incomplete state space provides only one state for
that contextual situation. Now let us assume that Gyroscope is configured as in-
active in the state that is chosen for {Home, Office}. If the user wants to do some
workout during the lunch break and further wants to track his calory consump-
tion, the feature Gyroscope needs to be activated. To satisfy this user requirement,
a constraint solver needs to be executed to derive a new configuration state.
To tackle this problem of lacking flexibility in an incomplete state space, I pro-
pose the concept of a partial state. According to Definition 4.16, DSPL configura-
tions may be partial, e.g., if a feature is irrelevant for a contextual situation. In the
following, I denote such contexts and features that are (arbitrarily) configurable
in a state as unrestricted contexts and features.
Such unrestricted contexts and features are exploitable to derive a partial state
and, thereby, gain flexibility in the state space. Therefore, it is possible to cover
more configurations with the same number of (partial) states. In this regard, it is
also possible to cover the same number of configurations with less (partial) states.
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Therefore, partial states have the additional benefit of further reducing the size of
a state space.
In the following, the concept of a partial state is introduced to (i) gain flexibility
and (ii) further reduce the size of a state space. In order to derive such a partial
state an extensive usage of constraint solvers is required. Therefore, details on
techniques to compute partial states by using constraint solvers are discussed.
6.3.1 Unrestricted Features and Partial States
A particular context c is not relevant for a state if the feature configuration in that
state supports both the activation and deactivation of c. Hence, the valuation of c
may be left open (unrestricted) in that state, i.e., a context change affecting c does
not require a state change and no reconfiguration is to be performed. Accordingly,
setting a feature f to unrestricted in a state denotes that the actual configuration
decision for f does not affect the context requirements. In this regard, s(f) = ⊥U
denotes a state whose active contexts do not depend on whether f is active or
not, i.e., f is an unrestricted feature. Further, s(c) = ⊥U denotes states whose
feature selections are not affected when the context c is entered or left, i.e., c is an
unrestricted context. Thus, a partial state, therefore, subsumes a set of concrete
states being equivalent w.r.t. to
• features that are configured to be (in-)active and/or
• context that are being entered/left.
In contrast to variable features that are used as a criterion to reduce a context-fea-
ture model in Chapter 5, an unrestricted feature is not a choice of the developer.
Whether a context or feature in a state s ∈ S is identifiable as unrestricted depends
on (i) the constraints imposed by cfm and (ii) the interpretation of remaining fea-
tures and contexts in s.
For example, in the partial state depicted in Figure 6.9 the features Navigation
and VoIP are unrestricted. In this regard, a partial state s ∈ S is a state that
corresponds to a valid partial configuration γ ∈ Γˇcfm.
Since every unrestricted feature s(f) = ⊥U and unrestricted context s(c) = ⊥U
are arbitrarily reconfigurable, an interpretation of these context features as active
and inactive must both satisfy the context-feature model formula. Therefore, a
partial state represents a third type of a state in addition to a complete configuration
state, and an error state.
Since partial states are abstract states, they do not fully specify a reconfiguration
of all features. Therefore, a partial state has to be further refined until a runtime
configuration is derived. However, since the unrestricted features of a partial state
may be configured arbitrarily, the derivation of such a runtime configuration does
not require the execution of a constraint solver. For example, a reconfiguration
between the four states subsumed by the partial state depicted in Figure 6.9 is
executable without the need for a single solver call.
Analogously to Notation 6.2 for the limited combinatorial coverage of contexts,
the pre-planning of partial states is also measurable by a combinatorial coverage
criterion of features and context that are simultaneously unrestricted in a partial
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VoIP = ⊥
LAR = f
Navigation = ⊥
Game Hub = t
Car = f
Office = t
...
Concert = f
Sensors = t
...
Navigation = t
VoIP = f
...
...
Navigation = t
VoIP = t
...
...
Navigation = f
VoIP = f
...
...
Navigation = f
VoIP = t
...
...
Figure 6.9: Partial State Abstraction of four fully Configured States
state. The limitation of combinatorial unrestricted contexts/features is denoted
by the parameter l. For example, the partial state depicted in Figure 6.9 has an
upper bound of unrestricted features of l=2.
The computation of partial states containing an l-wise combination of unre-
stricted contexts/features is very expensive. It requires to analyze whether any
possible interpretation of the l unrestricted contexts/features satisfy the given
context-feature model cfm. It is important that all contexts or features, which are
unrestricted in a partial state, are arbitrarily configurable in combination, i.e, they
have to be independent from each other. However, once identified, l-wise partial
states reduce
• the state space by subsuming 2l states into one and
• runtime solving efforts by gaining flexibility in the incomplete state space
and, thereby, supporting unplanned adaptation request. If a single feature or
context is unrestricted it abstracts from two fully configured states.
Example 6.4 (Partial State).
An example for a pair-wise combination of unrestricted features, i.e., l = 2,
are Navigation and VoIP of the Nexus DSPL as depicted in the state s∈ S in
Figure 6.9. All possible configuration combinations of those two features, i.e.,
{s(Navigation)=t, s(VoIP)=t}, {s(Navigation)=f, s(VoIP)=t}, {s(Navigation)=t,
s(VoIP)=f}, {s(Navigation)=f, s(VoIP)=f}, result in a valid configuration w.r.t.
the constraints imposed by the cfm in Figure 2.12. Thus, a partial state with a
combinatorial unrestricted of two abstracts from four fully configured states.
In contrast, the two features Navigation and Sensor may not be unrestricted
in the same state. Even if both of them may be set to unrestricted individually,
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the constraints Navigation→GPS→Sensor prohibits both features from being
unrestricted in a partial state.
Hence, a partial state provides the means for a further reduction of the size
of a state space in accordance with the concept of an incomplete state space. By
the subsumption of multiple states in a single partial state the overall number of
states is reduced.
A brute force approach to identify combinations of unrestricted contexts and
features requires the derivation of every configuration possibility of a combina-
tion contexts and/or features in cfm. For example, a combination of up to two fea-
tures/contexts in the Nexus DSPL results in 276 solver calls to derive partial states
that may contain up to two unrestricted features and 2,024 solver calls to derive
partial states that may contain up to three unrestricted features. To avoid such
an exponential blow-up of computational efforts, constraint solving techniques,
as previously introduced in Section 4.1.3, are exploited to identify unrestricted
features in the next section.
6.3.2 Identification of Unrestricted Features
Constraint solvers are used to derive a configuration w.r.t. a given context-feature
model formula cfm, as explained in Section 4.1.3 of this thesis. Constraint solvers
that are based on binary decision diagrams (BDDs) may be optimized by arrang-
ing the variables in a certain order [FYBSV93, ZBC96]. However, techniques for
re-ordering variables are not only applicable to optimize the size of the BDD but
are also exploitable to identify unrestricted features.
Impact of Variable Ordering . For a given context-feature model there is
exactly one BDD for one specific ordering of the variables. BDDs that are based
on the same feature model but have a different ordering of the variables usually
differ in their number of nodes and, therefore, also in their memory consumption.
The problem of finding an optimal ordering of the variables for a feature model
with a minimal number of nodes is considered to be NP-complete [BW96].
The identification of unrestricted context/feature variables depends on the or-
dering of a BDD. For each ordering the set of unrestricted variables is different in
its composition of variables as well as in its size. A BDD orders the variables in a
hierarchical manner.
For example, the feature variable order depicted in Figure 6.10(a) is Navigation
< Game Hub < Application < Phone Call. A feature variable is identifiable as
unrestricted for a partial state if all paths result in a satisfiable configuration, i.e.,
the t -leaf node in Figure 4.1(b). If Navigation, Application, and Game Hub are
interpreted as active, all paths below GPS lead to t . Therefore, Phone Call is
unrestricted for this specific ordering of variables.
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Feature 
Variable Node
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(b) Ordering Two unrestricted Features
Figure 6.10: BDDs with Different Ordering of Variables
Example 6.5 (Impact of Variable Order).
Figure 6.10 depicts two BDDs for the same extract of the Nexus DSPL with
different ordering. Both BDDs correspond to the or-group {Navigation, Game
Hub, Phone Call} of the feature Application.
Figure 6.10(a) depicts a BDD for an random ordering of the variables. Fol-
lowing incoming edges of the satisfiable-leaf t one can recognize that by in-
terpreting the features Navigation, Game Hub, and Application as active, Phone
Call becomes irrelevant, i.e., Phone Call is unrestricted w.r.t. the remaining
interpretation of features. In contrast to the ordering in Figure 6.10(a), the or-
dering depicted in Figure 6.10(b) results in two unrestricted features. Following
the incoming edges of the satisfiable-leaf t in backward direction one can rec-
ognize that by interpreting Navigation and Application as active, the features
Game Hub and Phone Call become unrestricted.
These examples illustrate that a feature is easier to identify as unrestricted if it
is at the lower end of the variable ordering. A brute-force approach to identify
unrestricted features is to generate BDDs according to all possible variable order-
ings, which would result in |F ∪ C| BDDs. Each BDD is parsed to find unrestricted
features, starting with the satisfiable leaf-node t .
In contrast to existing approaches, I do not aim for an ordering of the variables
that leads to a minimal BDD [FYBSV93, ZBC96]. Instead it is my goal to find as
much combinatorial unrestricted features as possible to maximize the variability
in a partial state in an efficient manner.
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Deriving Partial States . To maximize the amount of unrestricted features
the different orderings of the context and feature variables of a context-feature for-
mula cfm have to be analyzed. However, the overall best result is only achievable
if all the different orderings of features are analyzed, which corresponds |F ∪ C|
possibilities. A structured process to maximize the amount of unrestricted fea-
tures in an efficient manner without investigating all possible variable orderings
is introduced in the following.
The process how unrestricted features are discovered and maximized for a sin-
gle configuration is depicted in Figure 6.11. A given context-feature model is
transformed into a BDD representation with an initial ordering of the variables
that is random. Based on that ordering and a given partial configuration, e.g.,
provided by context coverage criterion to derive an incomplete state space, unre-
stricted contexts and features are identified.
Since I aim at maximizing the number of unrestricted features for a partial
state, the variables have to be reordered to maximize the number of those features.
The approach refines the given partial configuration by configuring features that
are necessary to be active or inactive in order to support other features to be
unrestricted.
The approach computes a set of partial states. Each of those partial states cor-
respond to a refinement of the given partial configuration and each partial state
differs in its set of unrestricted features. This set may be ordered according to
the number of unrestricted features contained in each partial state. If there are
several partial states with the same amount of unrestricted features, a state may
either be randomly selected or selected based on the features that are unrestricted.
For example, it is more likely that Phone Call and Navigation are reconfigured
dynamically at runtime than Game Hub. In such a case, a partial state is chosen, in
which Game Hub is active and Phone Call as well as Navigation are unrestricted.
The derived partial states are integrated into the incomplete state space that is de-
ployed on the devices in order to (i) further reduce the size of and search efforts
in the state space as well as (ii) gain additional flexibility at runtime. To avoid
an analysis of every possible variable ordering, I developed three techniques to
derive a set of different variable orderings, which are based on
• a randomized order of variables,
• a heuristic to order variables, and
• a genetic algorithm to order variables,
are introduced in the following.
Random Ordering . The random-based strategy of ordering the feature vari-
ables for a BDD is limited by the number of iterations n. This strategy computes
a set of n randomly generated variable orderings, which are used to identify un-
restricted features. The set does not contain any redundant variable orderings.
Heuristic Ordering . A heuristic is derivable from the constraint density
of the feature variables. A feature that is part of more constraints is less likely
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Deployment Preparation
-
+
+ +
+ ⊥ +
+
-- + ⊥
Runtime
⊥
⊥
Reordering of 
variables
Tranformation
Maximize 
unrestricted contexts 
and features...
… for a given 
partial 
configuration 
Deployment
Partial Confi-
guration
f t
Figure 6.11: Overview of the identification of unrestricted variables. During the deploy-
ment preparation, a feature model formula is transformed into a BDD rep-
resentation. Based on a given partial configuration, the variables in the BDD
are re-ordered several times to identify the configuration, contains the most
unrestricted variables. This refined partial configuration is then integrated
into the state space and deployed on the mobile device for a runtime recon-
figuration.
configurable as unrestricted because other features depend on it, i.e., require it or
exclude it. In this regard, I derived a heuristic that relies on the assumption that it
becomes less likely for a feature to be unrestricted the more constraints a feature
is associated with.
The ordering of the feature variables corresponds to the constraint density of
the features. Depending on the constraint density, features are ordered in a de-
scending manner. In this regard the following heuristic h is applied to derive an
ordering of the context and feature variables cf ∈ C∪F for a context-feature model
cfm
h(cf) = count(cf, cfm).
Thus, the heuristic counts the occurrence of a variable cf in the propositional
formula representation of a context-feature model.
Example 6.6 (Metric Variable Ordering).
Figure 6.12 depicts an example for the variable ordering for the features of the
Application or-group Navigation, Game Hub, and Phone Call. The constraints
of the feature model are transformed into a Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF)
representation of the context-feature model formula. The heuristic is applied
on that CNF and counts the occurrence of the variables in the formula. For ex-
ample, Application is part of five constraints. The group-features Navigation,
Game Hub, and Phone Call occur equally two times in the CNF.
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This underlines my assumption that it is less likely to configure a feature as
unrestricted if it has a high constraint density. Application is not identifiable as
unrestricted, whereas the features Navigation, Game Hub, and Phone Call have
the same likelihood to be unrestricted. As long as one of these three features is
active, the remaining two features are unrestricted.
Context-Feature 
Modell
CNF
h(Application) = 5
h(Navigation) = 2
h(Game Hub) = 2
h(Phone Call) = 2
Heuristic h
Transformation 
in CNF
Count 
Variables
(-Application) Λ
(Application V -Navigation) Λ
(Application V -Phone Call) Λ
(Application V -Game Hub) Λ
(Navigation V Phone Call V 
Game Hub V -Application)
Application
Phone Call
Game Hub
Navigation
Figure 6.12: Variable Reordering According to Metric
Genetic Ordering . The third strategy to identify unrestricted context and
feature variables is based on a modified genetic algorithm [RN04]. Genetic algo-
rithms are used as search algorithms and are inspired by the evolutionary theory.
The search is executed iteratively over so called generations of result sets.
The genetic algorithm is parameterized by the following three parameters
• the size of a population p contained in a generation. This corresponds to the
number of variable orderings in a generation.
• the number of generations n that are created. With each generation, the
amount of unrestricted features may increase.
• the probability of a mutation µ of the variable ordering in a generation.
Figure 6.13 depicts on overview of the iterative process to derive a genetic order-
ing of variables in order to maximize unrestricted contexts/features. This process
is summarizable in five distinctive steps.
(i) The approach starts with an initial start population that represents the first
generation. Every population consists of a set of p different BDD orderings
of the variables. For example, Figure 6.13(i) has a p of four. Each of those
four orderings is randomly created for the initial population.
(ii) A fitness function computes a weight for every ordering. Since it is my goal
to maximize the amount of unrestricted variables the fitness function re-
wards an ordering, which leads to a higher amount of unrestricted vari-
ables. The orderings in a population are analyzed as previously illustrated
in the example depicted in Figure 6.10. For example, in Figure 6.13(ii), the
third ordering has the highest probability for unrestricted feature variables,
whereas the second ordering has the lowest probability.
(iii) The selection uses the weight of the fitness function to identify the variable
orderings with the highest probability for unrestricted variables. Variable
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Application | Navigation | Game Hub |...
Connectivity | LAR  | Nexus DSPL | ...
Gyroscope | GPS  | Sensor | ...
Nexus DSPL | Sensor | Application | ...
(i) Start Population
Application | Navigation | Game Hub |...
Gyroscope | GPS  | Sensor | ...
Nexus DSPL | Sensor | Application | ...
Gyroscope | GPS  | Sensor | ...
20 %
10 %
50 %
20 %
(ii) Fitness 
Function
(iii) Selection
Gyroscope | GPS | Game Hub | Navigation | Application | ... 
GPS | Gyroscope | Sensor | Nexus DSPL | ...
Nexus DSPL | Sensor | Application | Gyroscope | ...
Application | GPS | Gyroscope | Navigation | Sensor | ...
(iv) Mutation (v) Crossover
Gyroscope | GPS
Application | Navigation
Application | Navigation | Game Hub | ...
Gyroscope | GPS | Sensor | ...
Gyroscope | GPS | Sensor
Nexus DSPL | Sensor | Application 
Nexus DSPL | ...
Gyroscope | ...
Ordered Set of Variables Merged Set of Two Variable Orderings
Figure 6.13: Computation of a Successor Generation Computed (adopted acc. [RN04])
orderings with a low probability to contain unrestricted variables are dis-
carded and replaced with a variable ordering with a high probability for
unrestricted variables. For example, the selection depicted in Figure 6.13(iii)
discards the second variable ordering because it has only a probability of
10% for unrestricted features.
(iv) During the crossover pairs of variable orderings within a population are com-
bined, which results in a new child-ordering of variables for every pair of the
parent-orderings. To derive two new child-orderings, a point of intersection
between those two parent-orderings is randomly generated. For the first
child the variable ordering of the first parent is inherited up to this point of
intersection. The variables after that point of intersection are inherited w.r.t.
the second variable orderings, iff they are not already part of the child order-
ing. Analogously the inheritance is exchanged for the second child-ordering
and the variable ordering of the second parent-ordering is inherited instead.
For example, the crossover depicted in 6.13(iv) merges the orderings of the
first and second variable ordering up to a point of intersection of three to
derive two new child orderings. A more detailed example for the crossover
of different variable orderings is depicted in Figure 6.14 and is elaborated in
the example below.
(v) During the mutation the child-orderings resulting from the crossover are ran-
domly changed w.r.t. a mutation probability µ, i.e., the position of variables
are reordered randomly based on µ. For example, the mutation depicted
in Figure 6.13(v) exchanges the first and second feature in the first variable
ordering, whereas the second variable ordering is not mutated.
After the mutation is finished for every ordering within a generation, the deriva-
tion of a new succeeding generation is finished and the successor generation
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becomes the new start population. This process is iteratively repeated until n
generations have been analyzed. With every derivation of a new population the
amount of unrestricted variables may only become higher because populations
with a lower amount of unrestricted variables are discarded.
Example 6.7 (Crossover of Variable Orderings).
Application | Navigation | Game Hub | Phone Call | GPS | Gyroscope | Sensor  | Nexus DSPL | ...
Nexus DSPL | Sensor | Application | GPS | Gyroscope | Navigation | Game Hub | Phone Call | ...
Application | Navigation | Game Hub | Phone Call | Nexus DSPL | Sensor | GPS | Gyroscope | ...
Parent-Ordering 1
Parent-Ordering 2
Child-Ordering 1
(a) First Child-Ordering
Application | Navigation | Game Hub | Phone Call | GPS | Gyroscope | Sensor  | Nexus DSPL | ...
Nexus DSPL | Sensor | Application | GPS | Gyroscope | Navigation | Game Hub | Phone Call | ...
Nexus DSPL | Sensor | Application | Navigation | Game Hub | Phone Call | GPS | Gyroscope | ...
Parent-Ordering 1
Parent-Ordering 2
Child-Ordering 2
(b) Second Child-Ordering
Figure 6.14: The Modified Crossover of Variable Orderings (adopted acc. [ZBC96])
Figure 6.14 depicts a detailed example of a crossover between two orderings
parent-ordering 1 and parent-ordering 2. The derivation of the first child-ordering
1 is depicted in Figure 6.14(a). The point of intersection is (randomly) set after
the fourth feature. Accordingly, the first four features of parent-ordering 1 are
directly inherited to child-ordering 1, i.e., Application < Navigation < Game Hub
< Phone Call. The remaining features are ordered w.r.t. the second parent-order-
ing 2, i.e., Nexus DSPL < Sensor < GPS < Gyroscope.
The derivation of the second child-ordering 2 is analogously depicted in Fig-
ure 6.14(b). In this case, child-ordering 2 is ordered w.r.t. a point of intersection
after the third feature in parent-ordering 2. Thus, the first three features of par-
ent-ordering 2 are inherited to child-ordering 2 and the remaining features are
ordered w.r.t. parent-ordering 1.
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Summarizing, the incomplete state space reduces the size of a configuration state
space for a DSPL and, therefore, also the search efforts to identify a suitable target
configuration for a reconfiguration. The reduction is achieved by selecting repre-
sentative states w.r.t. the contextual specification. By applying a context-coverage
criterion, an incomplete state space is pre-plannable that covers certain combina-
tions of contexts, which may emerge at runtime as a contextual situation. How-
ever, since the state space is incomplete an on-demand derivation of a suitable
state for a context that is not pre-planned may be necessary. To further minimize
the necessity of such on-demand derivations of configuration states, I introduced
the concept of a partial state. With partial states the pre-planned incomplete state
space becomes more flexible regarding unplanned contextual changes. A partial
state contains unrestricted features that are irrelevant for that particular state. In
this regard, a partial state abstracts from several completely configured states and,
therefore, further reduces the size of a state space. This has the benefit, that every
unrestricted feature or unrestricted context is arbitrarily reconfigurable without
the need to execute a solver call. Unrestricted context and feature variables may
be identified based on the ordering of variables in the BDD representation of a
propositional formula. I introduced three different approaches to identify unre-
stricted features, based on (i) a random ordering, (ii) a heuristical ordering, and
(iii) a genetic ordering.
However, the semantics of a standard reconfiguration transition of a KS as pro-
vided by Definition 6.1 has to be adapted to handle reconfigurations in a state
space containing partial states. Therefore, I introduce the semantics of a reconfig-
uration transition for a state space that is incomplete and contains partial states.
Further, to ensure the soundness of my approach, I prove the correctness of fun-
damental reconfiguration properties in the next section.
6.4 Three-Valued Reconfiguration Semantics
In addition to a standard KS, which is based on a complete state space, Bruns
et al. also propose to use a partially defined Kripke Structure (PKS) [BG99] as a
concept to specify transition systems with partial states. With such a PKS it is
possible to abstract traditional states to partial states by applying a three-valued
logic (c.f. Definition 4.11).
As introduced in Definition 6.1 of a standard Kripke Structure KS, every state
s ∈ S in a Partial Kripke Structure PKS is labeled with a configuration γ ∈ Γˆcfm.
However, in contrast to a standard KS, the states correspond to a variable inter-
pretation according to the three-valued logics domain B⊥. In this regard, every state
s ∈ S denotes an valid interpretation of context variables C and feature variables
F. Note that for a PKS such a state corresponds either to a valid complete config-
uration γ ∈ Γˆcfm, i.e., a complete state, or a valid partial configuration γ ∈ Γˇcfm, i.e.,
a partial state. Thus, the set of (partial) states is defined as
S ⊆ Γcfm ∪ s, with Γcfm = Γˆcfm ∪ Γˇcfm.
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Additionally, the set of states S contains an error state s, with s 6∈ Γcfm. A
reconfiguration is expressed via a transition relation s−→s ′ between two states
s, s ′ in S.
Definition 6.4 (Partial Kripke Structure [BG99]). A partial Kripke Structure PKS is a
tuple (S,−→) where
• S ⊆ Γcfm ∪ {s} is a finite set of (partial) configuration states, and
• −→⊆ S× S is a transition relation.
Thus, with a standard KS the state space S specifies which configuration states
are possible for an SAS and transitions denote the possible reconfiguration behav-
ior of an SAS. However, a PKS is further capable to denote partial configurations
via the concept of a partial state, which may be dynamically refined at runtime.
A PKS is used to represent context-aware reconfiguration processes as specified
by a context-feature model cfm introduced in Definition 4.19. Each state s ∈ S of
the configuration space of a PKS corresponds to (i) a valid complete configuration
γ ∈ Γˆcfm or (ii) a valid partial configuration γ ∈ Γˇcfm of features and contexts. In
case of (i) a state s ∈ S encodes the interpretation of features as well as supported
contexts supported at runtime, i.e.,
• s(f) = t holds iff feature f ∈ F is active in the current configuration,
• s(c) = t holds iff context c ∈ C is supported by the current configuration,
• s(f) = f holds iff feature f ∈ F is inactive in the current configuration, and
• s(c) = f holds iff context c ∈ C is incompatible with the current configura-
tion.
In case of (ii) a state s further denotes if features and contexts are arbitrarily
reconfigurable and, thereby, if they are irrelevant for the remaining configuration
in s, i.e.,
• s(f) = ⊥U holds iff feature f ∈ F is irrelevant for the current configuration
and
• s(c) = ⊥U holds iff context c ∈ C is irrelevant for the current configuration.
Each path of consecutive transitions corresponds to possible sequences of recon-
figurations resulting from changes in the contextual situation of the device.
6.4.1 Reconfiguration Transitions
To enable reconfigurations, which are based on a PKS, specific reconfiguration
semantics are necessary. The reconfiguration from a source state s ∈ S to a target
state s ′ ∈ S corresponds to a change in the interpretation of features and contexts.
Thereupon, the target state s ′ may also refine features that are unrestricted in s.
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The first property (1) of a reconfiguration transition s −→ s ′, with {s, s ′} ⊆ S,
states that potentially three kinds of changes are imposed onto a current state s
during a reconfiguration, i.e.,
(i) a subset of interpreted contexts/features in s becomes unrestricted in s ′,
(ii) a subset of unrestricted contexts/features in s is either active or inactive in
s ′, and
(iii) the interpretation of some contexts/features is changed in s ′.
The second property (2) requires that every possible target state s ′ is either
refineable γ v s ′ to a complete configuration γ ∈ Γˆcfm that is valid w.r.t. the
context-feature model cfm or corresponds to a complete valid configuration γ = s ′
in the first place. Thus, every reconfiguration transition is executed either to a
valid complete state, to a valid partial state, or to an error state.
If the target state s ′ of a reconfiguration is a partial state, the state is always arbi-
trarily refineable to a complete configuration γ ∈ Γˆcfm. For instance, let us assume
that for the contextual situation {Home} VoIP is the only unrestricted feature. This
configuration has to be refined if the context Slow Network becomes active. In
this case, VoIP has to be inactive in the target configuration for the contextual sit-
uation {Slow Network, Home}. This second property is based on the characteristics
of a partial state, i.e., that a feature and context may only be unrestricted if they
are irrelevant for the remaining configuration, and that no state in the state space
contradicts the constraints imposed by the context-feature formula cfm.
In the following, this concept of a reconfiguration transition is applied to the
definition of a PKS, in which each state s ∈ S corresponds to a valid (partial or
complete) configuration γ ∈ Γcfm.
Definition 6.5 (Reconfiguration PKS). Let cfm be a context-feature model. Each
reconfiguration s −→ s ′ in PKS is characterized by the following two properties.
(1) Let C ′ ∪ F ′ be a set of contexts/features that are to be reconfigured, i.e.,
C ′ ∪F ′ = {cf ∈ C∪F | s(cf) 6= s ′(cf)}, such that
(∀cf ′ ∈ F ′ ∪ C ′ : s(cf ′) ∈ B⇒ s ′(cf ′) = ⊥U) (i)
∨ (∀cf ′ ∈ F ′ ∪ C ′ : s(cf ′) = ⊥U ⇒ s ′(cf ′) ∈ B) (ii)
∨ (∀cf ′ ∈ F ′ ∪ C ′ : s(cf ′) ∈ B⇒ s ′(cf ′) ∈ B) (iii)
(2) ∀s ′ ∈ S : ∃γ ∈ Γˆcfm such that γ v s ′ or γ = s ′ holds.
Since unrestricted features are arbitrarily configurable, the configuration of a
feature that is unrestricted in the target state may be inherited from the source
state. For example, let us assume that the device is in a state, which is suitable for
the contextual situation {Home, Slow Network}. If the context Slow Network is left,
the feature VoIP becomes unrestricted according to the context Home. Therefore, a
reconfiguration of VoIP is not necessary and it may stay inactive.
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Reconfigurations are caused by changes in the contextual situation C+ ⊆ C of a
device (c.f. Notation 6.1). Whenever the contextual situation changes the device
emits a corresponding event 〈χ c〉, χ ∈ {,} to denote the change, where 〈c〉
denotes context c ∈ C to become active. If a single context becomes active, it is part
of the contextual situation of a device, i.e., c ∈ C+. In contrast to that, 〈c〉 denotes
context c ∈ C to be left, i.e., to become inactive. In this case, the context is not part
of the contextual situation anymore, i.e., c 6∈ C. The resulting contextual situation
potentially requires a feature configuration that is currently not supported by the
active state. Therefore, a change in the feature configuration is necessary via
appropriate transitions to a target state, in which the active contexts c ∈ C+ are
either active or at least unrestricted.
Notation 6.3 (Context Events as Reconfiguration Trigger). A context event 〈χ c〉
adapts the contextual situation of a device C+ ⊆ C as follows
• if χ =  the context c is added to the contextual situation C+ ∪ c, or
• if χ =  the context c is removed from the contextual situation C+\c
Note that for the latter case, i.e., χ = , a reconfiguration is not necessarily
being triggered. The reason for this is the restriction of contextual constraints in a
context-feature model defined in Definition 4.18. The constraints between contexts
and features are limited to dependency relations between contexts and features,
e.g., Home requires WLAN, and incompatibility relations, e.g., Office excludes Game
Hub. A require relation from a feature to a context, e.g., WLAN requires Home, is not
allowed. This restriction seems natural for an SAS since the contextual situation
dictates the reconfiguration of a system and not the other way around. Thus, if a
context c ∈ C is left, i.e., 〈c〉 occurs, the requirements imposed by the contextual
situation C+ are relaxed. Therefore, a reconfiguration to a new target state s ′ ∈ S
is not required because the current state still satisfies C+.
Whenever a context event is emitted, a (partial) target state s ′ ∈ S has to be
identified that satisfies the requirements of the resulting contextual situation. Fur-
thermore, some configuration γ ∈ Γˆcfm is required, which refines the target state
s’ to a complete configuration denoting a valid interpretation of every feature and
context. This refined configuration γ is applicable to execute the reconfiguration at
runtime since it fully encodes the configuration state of a device at runtime. Note
that with the properties of a partial state, such a configuration γ is derivable with-
out any computational efforts since features and contexts, which are unrestricted
in s’, may be interpreted arbitrarily.
To denote such reconfigurations between (partial) states s ∈ S and complete
configurations γ ∈ Γcfm refining a state γ v s, a transition system is required con-
sisting of a set of states Z ⊆ S× Γcfm, with z ∈ Z = (s,γ). Furthermore, transitions
〈χc〉−−→⊆ Z× ({,}× C)× Z are used to specify a reconfiguration between states
{(s,γ)}∈ Z. Those transitions are labeled with events 〈χc〉, with c ∈ C, to denote a
contextual change, which triggers the transition.
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Definition 6.6 (Context Reconfiguration Transition System). Given a transition sys-
tem encoding (partial) states s ∈ S with some complete configuration γ ∈ Γˆcfm
refining s and a set of transitions triggered by a contextual change event 〈χc〉, i.e.,
a transition system with
• a set of states Z ⊆ S× Γˆcfm, with z = (s,γ) such that γ v s holds and
• a set of transitions
〈χc〉−−→⊆ Z× ({,}× C)×Z.
For example, let us assume that the contextual situation C+={Home} is cur-
rently active. Furthermore, the feature VoIP is active in γ and unrestricted in
the source state s. If the event 〈Slow Network〉 is emitted, a target state s’ has to
be found, which is suitable for the contextual situation C+={Home, Slow Network}.
According to the context-feature model depicted in Figure 4.2 the reconfiguration
(s,γ)
〈Slow Network〉−−−−−−−−−−→ (s ′,γ ′) has to result in a target state s’ in which VoIP is inac-
tive. Since γ ′ v s ′ has to hold, VoIP has to be reconfigured from currently active
in γ to inactive in γ ′.
A first property (1) of such contextual reconfigurations (s,γ)
〈χc〉−−→ (s ′,γ ′) is that
the interpretation of contexts and features cf ∈ C ∪ F in the source configuration
γ do not have to be adapted if s ′(cf) = ⊥U holds, i.e., the respective context or
feature is unrestricted in s’. Otherwise, cf has to be reconfigured according to the
target state s’, i.e., γ ′ = s ′(cf).
A second property (2) is that the target state s’ has to be suitable for the contex-
tual situation C+next emerging from the contextual change〈χc〉. Thus, for a target
state s’ to be suitable for C+next every context c ∈ C+next of the contextual situa-
tion has to be either unrestricted or active in s’. Revisiting the previous example,
after the change event s
〈Slow Network〉−−−−−−−−−−→ s ′ is emitted, s ′(Slow Network) > ⊥U and
s ′(Home) > ⊥U has to hold in the target state s’.
For SAS is reasonable to assume that the states are fully path-connected, i.e., every
state is reachable eventually from some source state via a sequence of consecutive
reconfiguration transitions. For example, for a reconfiguration from a VoIP call to
a Cellular call a protocol hand-over has to be executed via multiple transitions.
More precisely, the reconfiguration starts in a configuration, in which VoIP is
active and Cellular is inactive, followed by a configuration, in which VoIP and
Cellular are both active to execute the hand-over, to result in a configuration in
which VoIP is inactive and Cellular is active. To denote such a reconfiguration path
from a source state s0 to a target state sn triggered by a single contextual event
〈χc〉, I write s0 〈χc〉==⇒ sn for short.
Definition 6.7 (Contextual Reconfiguration). Given a context reconfiguration transi-
tion system Z with a set of (partial) states s ∈ S and some complete configuration
γ ∈ Γˆcfm refining every state s. Furthermore a set of transitions is given which are
triggered by a contextual change event 〈χc〉.
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Let (s,γ)
〈χc〉−−→ (s ′,γ ′) be a reconfiguration for a contextual change event 〈χc〉
triggered by the emerging contextual situation C+next.
(1) A reconfiguration (s,γ)
〈χc〉−−→ (s ′,γ ′) potentially enforces a currently active
configuration γ to be adapted to a subsequent configuration γ ′ such that for
each context and feature cf ∈ C∪F it holds
γ ′(cf) =
γ(cf) if s ′(cf) = ⊥Us ′(cf) else.
(2) For a reconfiguration to be valid, the target state s ′ has to be suitable for the
contextual situation C+next, i.e.,
∀c ∈ C+next : s ′(c) > ⊥U
has to hold, with C+next denoting the contextual situation after 〈χc〉 has been
emitted.
Some finite sequence of consecutive reconfigurations, i.e., a reconfiguration path,
leading from a source state s0 to a target state sn for a single contextual change
〈χc〉 is denoted as
s0
〈χc〉
==⇒ sn = s0 → s1 → · · · → sn
for short, with si ∈ S and {i,n} ∈N.
Note that if s = s ′ holds for a contextual change, the respective reconfiguration
corresponds to a self-transition. Hence, a reconfiguration of a feature is not neces-
sary if either the interpretation of features are the same in source and target state
or features that have to be reconfigured are unrestricted in the target state.
The characteristics of a reconfiguration as introduced in the previous definitions
still apply for every single reconfiguration on a path s0
〈χc〉
==⇒ sn between a source
state s0 and target state sn.
Example 6.8 (Reconfiguration of Partial States).
Figure 6.15 depicts the reconfiguration possibilities for the partial state s. The
context Home is active, Office is inactive and Slow Network is unrestricted.
Thus, if the device enters the context Slow Network 〈Slow Network〉, or the
device leaves the context Slow Network, the partial state has not to be reconfig-
ured, i.e., a self-transition is executed. The same holds if the device emits an
event that Office is left 〈Office〉 and Home is entered 〈Home〉. For all these
contextual changes, none of the features have to be reconfigured.
If the context {Office} becomes active 〈Office〉 in addition to the currently
active context Home, another state has to be found that satisfies the require-
ments of the new contextual situation {Home, Office}. A reconfiguration may
be executed to every target state, in which Home and Office are either unre-
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VoIP = f
LAR = f
Navigation = f
Game Hub = t
Home = t
Slow Network =⊥
...
Office = f
Home ≥ ⊥
Slow Network = f
...
Office ≥ ⊥
<     Slow Network>, 
<     Slow Network>, 
<     Office>,
<     Home>
<     Office>
s
Cellular Call = t
...
s'
+
+
-
+
-
VoIP = t
LAR = f
Navigation = f
Game Hub = f
Cellular Call = t
...
Figure 6.15: Reconfigurations in a Partial Kripke Structure
stricted or active, i.e., s(Home)> ⊥U and s(Office)> ⊥U holds. In this example,
the state s does not satisfy this contextual situation because Game Hub is active,
which contradicts the context Office. However, the state s ′ satisfies the con-
textual situation {Home, Office}. Thus, if 〈Office〉 is emitted the transition
s
〈Office〉−−−−−−−→ s ′ is executed. With this transition not only the contextual situa-
tion changes but also the interpretation of features is adapted, e.g., Game Hub is
reconfigured to be inactive.
To ensure soundness of the concept of a DSPL reconfiguration transition system
based on three-valued logics, the next section discusses fundamental correctness
properties of the proposed formal reconfiguration framework.
6.4.2 Correctness of the Reconfiguration Transition System
For the approach to be correct it is required that the approach executes appro-
priate valid reconfigurations, in case they exist, for every possible sequence of
context changes potentially emerging at runtime starting in some state s0 ∈ S.
Therefore, the following lemma shows that reconfigurations of a PKS lead to a
valid configuration state with respect to a context-feature model cfm.
Lemma 6.1. Let (s,γ)
〈χc〉
==⇒ (s ′,γ ′) be a reconfiguration of a PKS for cfm. From
s ∈ Γcfm follows that s ′ ∈ Γcfm.
Proof. Follows from the second property (2) of Definition 6.5, i.e., that a target
state s ′ is either refineable to any of the complete configurations γ ′ ∈ Γˆcfm, or
corresponds to a complete configuration γ ′ ∈ Γˆcfm in the first place.
As a consequence, all possible sequences of reconfiguration paths for a set of
consecutive contextual change events
(s0,γ0)
〈χ0c0〉
====⇒ (s1,γ1) 〈χ1c1〉====⇒ · · · 〈χk−1ck−1〉=======⇒ (sk,γk)
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starting in a state s0 ∈ Γcfm that is valid w.r.t. context-feature model cfm always
(inductively) lead to valid subsequent (partial) states si ∈ Γˆcfm and complete con-
figurations γi ∈ Γˆcfm, 1 6 i 6 k.
Those sequences are caused by consecutive contextual change events 〈χi ci〉,
i.e., starting from a set C+0 ⊆ C denoting the initially active contextual situation,
subsequent contextual situations are given as
C+i+1 =
C+i ∪ {ci} if χi = ,C+i \ {ci} if χi = ,
where 1 6 i 6 k.
For the semantics of a PKS to yield sound reconfigurations it is required that
every state si+1 ∈ S reached after i contextual changes satisfies the requirement
of the corresponding combination of contexts in the target contextual situation
C+i+1 ∈ Ci+1. In this case, Ci+1 denotes the set of all valid context combinations
for a target state si+1 w.r.t a given context-feature model cfm (c.f. Definition 6.2 of
valid context combinations C+i ∈ Ccfm for a state si ∈ S).
Theorem 6.1 (Soundness). Let (si,γ)
〈χici〉
===⇒ (si+1,γi+1) be a reconfiguration of
a PKS for cfm. From si ∈ Γcfm and C+i ∈ Ci it follows that si+1 ∈ Γcfm and
C+i+1 ∈ Ci+1.
Proof. Follows Lemma 6.1 and the second property (2) of Definition 6.7, i.e., that
every context of a contextual situation has to be either unrestricted or active in
the target state of a reconfiguration.
Thus, every reconfiguration triggered by a change in the contextual situation
〈χici〉 results in a (path of consecutive) transitions si ⇒ si+1 from a source state
(si,γ) to a target state (si+1,γi+1) iff the combination of contexts describing the
target contextual situation is satisfiable by the constraints specified in cfm.
Concerning the completeness of the approach, note that not every contextual sit-
uation C+ ⊆ C potentially arising at runtime is necessarily supported by a given
cfm due to (i) explicit constraints τ among contexts and (ii) implicit constraints θ
caused by conflicting context-feature requirements (c.f. Definition 4.18 of contex-
tual constraints). Thus, my approach is incomplete w.r.t. the set of all potentially
emerging contextual situations C. Due to the constraints imposed by a cfm my
approach is only capable to cover all valid contextual situations Ccfm (c.f. Defini-
tion 6.3) emerging at runtime. Even if the state space S does not provide a suitable
state s∈ S for a contextual situation C+ ∈ Ccfm emerging at runtime, such a state
s is dynamically derivable by executing a constraint solver at runtime. Thus, for
contextual situations Ccfm that are valid w.r.t. cfm my approach is complete.
As shown in the previous Theorem 6.1, the reconfiguration semantics for PKS is
sound. Although, this theorem restricts the amount of reconfigurations to those
reconfigurations, which yield valid configuration states, the reconfiguration se-
mantics for PKS is complete w.r.t. all valid combination possibilities of the con-
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texts in Ccfm (c.f. Definition 6.3 of valid combination of contexts). In this regard,
the following theorem shows that a reconfiguration PKS is complete if a recon-
figuration to a valid target state is always triggerable by a contextual change iff
emerging contextual situations are valid w.r.t. cfm, i.e., C+ ∈ Ccfm holds.
Theorem 6.2 (Completeness). Let 〈χi ci〉 be a change from a valid contextual sit-
uation C+i ∈ Ccfm to a valid contextual situation C+i+1 ∈ Ccfm. Then there exists a
reconfiguration (si,γi)
〈χici〉
===⇒ (si+1,γi+1) such that
• si+1 ∈ Γcfm,
• γi+1 ∈ Γˆcfm,
• γi+1 v si+1, and
• ∀c ∈ C+i+1 : si+1(c) > ⊥
hold.
Proof. Proving completeness requires
(i) that for every potential complete configuration γ ∈ Γˆcfm there is a (partial)
state s ∈ S such that γ v s holds and
(ii) that the states S of PKS are fully path-connected.
According to Definition 6.3, from C+i ∈ Ccfm and C+i+1 ∈ Ccfm it follows that
corresponding states si ∈ Γcfm and si+1 ∈ Γcfm exist, in which ∀c ∈ Ci+1 : si+1(c) >
⊥ holds if requirement (i) is satisfied. Provided the PKS satisfies requirement (ii),
at least one reconfiguration sequence obeying the constraints of a reconfiguration
PKS as required by Definition 6.5 exists leading from (si,γi) to (si+1,γi+1). Such
a reconfiguration always satisfies Definition 6.7 of a reconfiguration if the change
in the contextual situation (c.f. Notation 6.3) triggered by a contextual change
event results in a valid contextual situation C+i+1 ∈ Ccfm.
The concept of a partial Kripke Structure PKS is used to specify the reconfigu-
ration behavior of a DSPL. This approach is summarizable as follows
• the reconfiguration behavior of a context-aware DSPL is specified as a PKS
on the basis of a context-feature model cfm,
• the states S of a PKS correspond to a set of valid partial and complete
configurations S ⊆ Γcfm of a cfm,
• a (partial) state s ∈ S is arbitrarily refinable γ v s to a complete configuration
γ ∈ Γcfm without the need to execute a constraint solver,
• a single transition s
〈χc〉−−→ s ′ is triggered by entering 〈c〉 or leaving 〈c〉 a
context,
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• if 〈c〉 is emitted (i) c is added to the contextual situation C+ and (ii) it must
hold that ∀c ∈ C+ : s ′(c) > ⊥U in the target state s’,
• if 〈c〉 is emitted c is removed from the contextual situation C+, and
• any sequence of potential context changes 〈χ0c0〉, 〈χ1c1〉, · · · , 〈χncn〉 sup-
ported by a cfm results in the appropriate sequence of reconfiguration tran-
sitions s0
〈χ0c0〉
====⇒ s1, s1 〈χ1c1〉====⇒ s2, · · · , sn−1 〈χncn〉====⇒ s0 in the PKS.
Thus, for a context-feature model cfm, a corresponding PKS is derivable that spec-
ifies reconfigurations denoting changes in the contextual situation of a device,
which are supported by the DSPL. Either such reconfigurations already exists in
a pre-planned PKS, or, in case of an incompletely pre-planned state space, an
appropriate reconfiguration definitely exists and, therefore, may be dynamically
added to PKS at runtime. In the next section, a construction algorithm for such
a PKS is presented, incorporating trade-offs between a pre-planned reconfigura-
tions and runtime evolutions of the deployed PKS.
6.5 Implementation of a Context-Aware Reconfiguration Process
This section describes DSPL design and implementation strategies based on con-
text-aware reconfiguration planning using a PKS specification as previously in-
troduced. Based on a context-feature model cfm an appropriate preparation of a
PKS is guided by criteria for
(1) pre-planning a subset from all valid configurations Γˆcfm in cfm and deriv-
ing the corresponding set of states S ⊆ Γˆcfm of configuration states suitably
covering contextual situations potentially emerging at runtime and
(2) computing partial states s⊆ Γˇcfm to maximize reconfiguration flexibility and
minimize memory consumption at runtime w.r.t. contextual situations, which
are not pre-planned.
This section introduces two algorithms to achieve these two criteria. The first
algorithm computes a PKS based on a context-coverage criterion and an upper
limit for the number of unrestricted features in a state. The second algorithm
handles the runtime adaptation of an SAS based on a pre-computed PKS.
6.5.1 Pre-Planning of a PKS
For (1), the pre-computation of a PKS state-transition system, the PKS provides
the means for a trade-off between pre-computation of an incomplete state space
at design-time and on-demand computation at runtime, which is discussed in the
following.
At runtime, reconfigurations are enforced by contextual changes in the contex-
tual situation of a device C+. Thus, appropriate context-aware criteria for tai-
loring incomplete state spaces that suitably cover contextual situations potentially
emerging at runtime are derivable by considering contexts c from a set of available
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contexts c ∈ C. Further, contexts c ∈ C may emerge in a combinatorial manner in
such a way that a set of contexts c ∈ C+ ⊆ C is active at the same time describing
a contextual situation. Corresponding criteria select subsets Ck ⊆ C of context
combinations covering any k-wise combination of contexts. If such a combina-
tion combination C+i ∈ Ck is compatible with the context-feature model cfm a
corresponding state si ∈ S is derived and integrated into the transition system.
For (2), the parameter 0 6 l 6 |F ∪ C| denotes the maximum number of features
F and/or contexts C concurrently set to unrestricted (⊥U) during the identification
of partial states. Therefore, for each complete configuration γi ∈ Γˆcfm that corre-
sponds to a state si ∈ S obtained in step (1), a set of configurations Γˇ (i,l) ⊆ Γˇcfm is
computed containing exactly those partial configurations γ ∈ Γˇ (i,l)
(i) with at most l parameters being set to ⊥U and
(ii) in which for any possible configuration refinement γ ′ ∈ Γˆcfm of the partial
configuration γ with γ ′ v γ, it holds that γ ′ is a complete runtime configu-
ration γ ′ ∈ Γˆcfm.
Hence, each of the 2l possible interpretation combinations of the l unrestricted
contexts/features in γ result in a valid configuration. As a consequence, all states
corresponding to configurations γ ′ being refinement of some partial state in the
set Γ (i,l) ⊆ Γˇcfm are removable from the PKS since they are abstracted by the
corresponding partial state.
Algorithm 2 summarizes the pre-computation of a PKS for a given cfm and
context-combination parameter k and the parameter for the upper limit of unre-
stricted contexts/features l. According to the Definition 6.4 of a PKS, the algo-
rithm results in an PKS state-transition system.
Incomplete State Space Computation. To derive an incomplete state
space it is required that k > 0, i.e., at least for every single context c ∈ C a corre-
sponding configuration is pre-computed that satisfies the requirements imposed
by c in cfm. In the lines 5–10, for the set C+ ⊆ Ck of context combinations, cor-
responding complete configurations γ ∈ Γˆcfm are computed, e.g., by executing a
constraint solver1. If there is no state in the state space S that covers the context
combination C+ a new configuration is derived (line 6). If a complete configura-
tion γ ∈ Γˆcfm for the context-combination C+ is found, the configuration state s for
γ is added to the set of states S (lines 7–8).
The computation of a representative configuration γ for a contextual combina-
tion C+ in line 7 abstracts from details such as the selection of a representative
state. Multiple selection strategies of a configuration, which satisfies C+ are ap-
plicable here, e.g., (i) a random selection, (ii) the configuration, in which the least
amount of features are active, or (iii) optimizing non-functional attributes such as
costs or stability.
Partial State Abstraction. For an abstraction of a state to a partial state
a parameter of l = 0 is permitted. However, in this case, no partial states are com-
puted. In case of l > 0, the set Γˇ (l,i) of partial configurations is computed for every
1 We used SAT4J [BP10] as constraint solver in our implementation.
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Algorithm 2 PKS Pre-Computation
1: Input: cfm ∈ FM(F∪C); k, l ∈N; 1 6 k 6 |C|; 0 6 l 6 |F ∪ C|
2: Output: PKS = (P, S,−→)
3: Init: Γcfm := (F ∪ C)→ B⊥; S := ∅; −→:= ∅;
4: // Incomplete State Space Computation
5: for all C+ ∈ Ck do
6: if 6 ∃si ∈ S : C+ ∈ Ci then
7: compute γ ∈ Γˆcfm where ∀c ∈ C+ : γ(c) = t
8: S := S∪ {s} where s = γ holds
9: end if
10: end for
11: // Partial State Abstraction
12: for all si ∈ S do
13: compute Γˇ (i,l)
14: S := S∪ Γˇ (i,l)
15: end for
16: Γ := {γ ′ ∈ Γˆcfm | ∃γ ′ ∈ S,γ ′ 6= s ∈ S : γ ′ v s}
17: S := S \ Γ
18: // Add Transition Relation
19: for all (s, s ′) ∈ S, s ′ 6= s do
20: if s −→ s ′ is valid transition then
21: −→:=−→ ∪{s −→ s ′}
22: end if
23: end for
24: return PKS
state si ∈ S previously computed in lines 5–10 as described above. These partial
configurations are added to the set of states S if they correspond to a partial state
(line 12–15), i.e., if s(f) = ⊥U or s(c) = ⊥U holds for some features f ∈ F and
contexts c ∈ C, those features and contexts have to be arbitrarily reconfigurable
in combination. Thereupon, the set Γ of redundant states, i.e., complete config-
uration states being subsumed by some newly added partial states, are removed
from the set of states (line 16–17).
The computation of unrestricted features in line 13 is executable based on three
different strategies, as previously introduced in Section 6.3.2, i.e., unrestricted
features are identifiable via
• randomized variable ordering,
• heuristical variable ordering, or
• genetic variable ordering.
Note that the parameter l represents an upper-limit for those strategies. If at least
l unrestricted contexts or features are identified for a certain partial state, the
identification of further unrestricted contexts/features is finished. Thus, a set of
partial states is being generated for a given configuration γ ∈ Γˆcfm. Algorithm 2
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abstracts here from further details regarding the identification of unrestricted con-
texts/features and selection of partial states. Similar to the selection of represen-
tative configuration states in line 7 the partial states may also be systematically
selected during their computation. A partial state may be chosen based on (i) the
likelihood of an unrestricted feature to be reconfigured at runtime, (ii) the amount
of unrestricted features, or (iii) non-functional aspects, such as costs or stability,
of active/inactive features.
Finally, transitions −→ are added between any pair of remaining states that are
considered to be valid reconfigurations 19–23. Thus, the states S either become
fully connected or the reconfigurability is restricted and the states S become fully
path-connected, e.g., some reconfigurations between states are prohibited by the
developer or by certain hardware characteristics of a device.
Thus, the derived incomplete PKS containing partial states provides the neces-
sary means to reconfigure an SAS at runtime in a resource efficient and flexible
manner. The next section discusses how an SAS is reconfigured based on such a
PKS w.r.t. changes in the contextual situation.
6.5.2 Runtime Reconfiguration based on a PKS
The DSPL-based reconfiguration process of an SAS at runtime is handled by Al-
gorithm 3. The algorithm outlines the resulting context-aware reconfiguration
process of an SAS at runtime on the basis of a PKS specification that is pre-com-
puted by Algorithm 2. Starting with an initial configuration γ0 ∈ Γˆcfm and a start
state s0 ∈ S such that γ0 v s0, the device configuration γ ∈ Γˆcfm is continuously
adapted corresponding to the active state s ∈ S of the reconfiguration PKS.
Reconfiguration transitions ⇒ are potentially released in the control loop (line
3–24) due to the instantaneous occurrence of context changes, such as leaving
〈c〉 or entering 〈c〉 of a context c. Such changes in the contextual situation
are denoted as 〈χc〉 (line 4). The set of the currently active context combination
C+ describing the contextual situation, is adjusted with every contextual change
〈χc〉 in line 5. A reconfiguration becomes necessary for a context change 〈/ c〉
if the current state does not support the requirements of the resulting context
combination (line 6), where two cases arise.
(1) The PKS contains at least one reconfiguration transition to an appropriate
target state s’ s
〈χc〉
==⇒ s ′ (line 7–8).
(2) The PKS contains neither an appropriate reconfiguration nor a suitable tar-
get state, which triggers an on-demand computation of an appropriate run-
time configuration γ ′ ∈ Γˆcfm (line 10–25).
In the first case (1) more than one suitable target state is available and, therefore,
multiple reconfigurations are executable. In such a case, multiple strategies are
applicable to select an appropriate the target state for the reconfiguration, e.g., the
state
• with the least change impact w.r.t. the currently active state,
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Algorithm 3 Runtime Reconfiguration and PKS On-Demand Extension
1: Input: cfm ∈ FM(F∪C); PKS
2: Init: s := s0; γ := γ0; C+ := ∅
3: loop
4: await 〈χc〉
5: C+ := C+ ∪ c if χ =  and C+ := C+ \ c if χ = 
6: if (χ =  && s(c) < ⊥U) || (χ =  && s(c) > ⊥U) then
7: if ∃ s ′ ∈ S : s 〈χc〉==⇒ s ′ then
8: choose s ′ ∈ S where s 〈χc〉==⇒ s ′
9: else
10: compute s ′ := γ ′ ∈ Γcfm where
11: γ ′(c) = t if χ =  and γ ′(c) = f if χ = 
12: and ∀c ′ ∈ C+, c ′ 6= c : γ ′(c ′) > s(c ′)
13: if γ ′ =  then
14: S := S∪ s, −→:=−→ ∪{s −→ s}
15: else
16: S := S∪ s ′
17: for all s”∈ S, s ′′ 6= s ′ do
18: if s ′ −→ s ′′ is valid transition then
19: −→:=−→ ∪{s ′ −→ s ′′}
20: end if
21: if s ′′ −→ s ′ is valid transition then
22: −→:=−→ ∪{s ′′ −→ s ′}
23: end if
24: end for
25: end if
26: end if
27: s := s ′
28: for all f ∈ F do
29: γ(f) =
γ(f) if s ′(f) = ⊥Us ′(f) else
30: end for
31: end if
32: end loop
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• with the most unrestricted contexts/features, i.e., the most flexible state, or
• with the best non-functional runtime properties, e.g., the one with the least
energy consumption.
In case of an on-demand computation (2) of a configuration γ ′ that is not yet
part of the incomplete PKS state-transition system, the computation either
• fails, denoted by γ ′ = s, due to an unsatisfiable contextual situation C+
w.r.t. cfm (line 14–15), or
• it succeeds and returns a new state s ′ and a corresponding transition to
reach s ′ from the current state s (line 16–24).
To keep track of erroneous context combinations transition s −→ s are added
leading to a special error state s 6∈ Γcfm (lines 13–14). In contrast to that, a suitable
target state s’ is derived and added to the set of states S (line 16) if for new con-
textual situation C+ ∈ Ccfm holds. Furthermore, valid reconfiguration transitions,
i.e., reconfigurations that are executable w.r.t. the characteristics of the device, are
added leaving from s’ to some state s” and leading to s’ from some state s” (lines
17–24). Thereby, the newly added state s’ becomes fully path-connected in PKS.
If an appropriate reconfiguration s
〈χc〉
==⇒ s ′ is identified, its target state s ′ be-
comes the new active state (line 27). The currently active configuration γ is
adapted to the new configuration of the target state s’ in line 28. Every feature
that is configured differently in and is not an unrestricted feature in s ′ has to be
reconfigured such that γ v s ′ holds.
Note that for a reconfiguration s
〈χc〉
==⇒ s ′ leading from a state s to a state s ′, both
being pre-computed according to Algorithm 2, either
• s = s ′ holds if s already supports 〈χc〉, or
• s =⇒ s ′ holds due to the fully path-connected transition system.
To provide further insights into the implementation an evaluation incorporating
trade-offs between a pre-computed reconfigurations and runtime extension of the
deployed PKS is presented in the next section.
6.6 Evaluation
I evaluate my concepts of an incomplete state space and partial states based on
the parameters of a k-wise context combination and l-wise upper limitation of
unrestricted contexts/features. The goal of the evaluation is to investigate the
impact of k and l and the resulting trade-offs in the resource consumption at
runtime. Therefore, I analyze the following three aspects
(1) the estimated memory required for deploying a PKS state space pre-com-
puted during the planning phase,
(2) the estimated processing efforts for performing on-demand reconfigurations
caused by simulated contextual changes emerging at runtime, and
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(3) the identification of unrestricted contexts/features based on the variable or-
dering.
6.6.1 DSPL Pre-Planning at Design Time
The configuration state space of PKS depends on the corresponding context-fea-
ture model cfm. The potential state space reduction to an incomplete state space
covering k-wise context combinations depends on the number of features and con-
texts and the complexity, i.e., the constraint density of cfm as well as the choice of
k.
In order to investigate the benefits of an incomplete state space, the extent of
the reduction of suitable states w.r.t. a context-coverage criterion k is evaluated.
Further, the possibility of unrestricted contexts/features w.r.t. an upper limit l is
evaluated.
Reduction of a State Space Scaling across number of Features .
Figure 6.16 depicts the reduction of a complete state space to an incomplete state
space scaling across the number of features in a feature model cfm for a k of 1, 2,
3, and 6. As a baseline, the size of the complete state space is also included. The
feature models are generated using the BeTTy-Framework2 with a Cross-Tree-
Constraint Ratio (CTCR) of 15%. For each measurement point, 30 feature models
are generated. The results are averaged across these sets.
The feature models from the test data set are enriched to a context-feature
model cfm with a context-to-feature ratio of 14 , i.e., for every four features there is
one context. Further, each context may have up to two constraint relations to the
set of features F, i.e., require and exclude edges. In the following I refer to this
ratio as the Context-Cross-Tree Constraint Ration (context-CTCR). A context-CTCR
of 2 is considered to be standard for this evaluation.
Incomplete State Space
Complete k=1 k=2 k=3 k=6
15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60
Number of Features
100
1000
10000
100000
Si
ze
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Figure 6.16: State Space Reduction Scaling across Number of Features
Figure 6.16 depicts a logarithmic vertical scaling across the size of the state
space and a linear scaling across the number of features horizontally, i.e., starting
with a feature model consisting of 15 features up to a feature model size of 60
2 http://www.isa.us.es/betty/betty-online
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features. Obviously, the state space generated for context combination k = 1
(covering single contexts) is the smallest and grows with increasing k.
The averaged maximum size of the complete state spaces corresponds to 105,000
states for a cfm with 50 features, whereas with k = 6 this state space is reduced
significantly to 290 states, which corresponds to 0.2h of the original size. The
difference between k = 6 and k = 2 is minimal, i.e., 290 states with k = 6 and
210 states with k = 2 for a cfm with 50 features. The size of a state space with
k = 6 and k = 3 is nearly identical, e.g., 290 states with k = 6 and 285 states with
k = 3. Overall it is safe to assume that the ratio, in which the size of the state
space grows decreases with a greater k.
An interesting anomaly is the spike in the plot for the complete state spaces at
a cfm with 50 features. Usually it is safe to assume that the size of the state space
grows with the number of features since the size of the state space corresponds
to 2|C∪F|. However, this assumption neglects the individual constraints of a cfm.
These constraints may lead to an anomaly that a cfm with less features may lead
to more configuration states than a cfm with more features. For example, the
generated cfm with 40 features leads to a larger complete state space in average
than a cfm with 60 features in my evaluations.
The spike in the plot of the complete state spaces at a cfm with 50 features is
independent from the reduced state spaces for k = 1, k = 2, k = 3, and k = 6.
This implies that the state space increases while the amount of possible context
combinations Ckcfm remains stable.
Reduction of a State Space Scaling across CTCR. Figure 6.17 de-
picts a plot that ranges across the context-CTCR horizontally with a fixed number
of 35 features. The context-CTCR starts with 2, e.g., 1 excluding and 1 required
feature per context, and is scaled up to 10. The size of the state space is depicted
vertically using a linear scaling. As in the previous evaluation setup, the standard
CTCR is set to 15%.
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Figure 6.17: State Space Reduction Scaling across Context-CTCR
Figure 6.17 illustrates that the number of possible configurations decreases with
increasing context-CTCR. Note that I left out the complete state space in this plot
because the complete state space is not influenced by the context-CTCR and re-
mains constantly at 105,000 states for this evaluation. As in the previous evalua-
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tion, the most significant reduction of a state space is gained with k = 1 and the
state space becomes larger with a higher k. However, the size of the state space
continuously decreases with an increasing of the context-CTCR. For example, the
state space for k = 3 drops by 40% between a context-CTCR of 5 and 6. Addition-
ally, the state space for all context-coverage criteria, i.e., k = 1, k = 2, k = 3, and
k = 6, converge to the same size. For example, with a context-CTCR of 10, the
size of the state space is always 50.
The reason for this is that the possibility for a valid combination of contexts
decreases with a high context-CTCR, i.e, with a context-CTCR > 10, only single
contexts are coverable, i.e., a greater k than 1 is not possible.
Presence of Unrestricted Contexts/Features . I further investigate
the potential memory savings by state subsumptions using partial states. There-
fore, the percentage of partial states in a state space, which contains either a single
unrestricted context or feature (l = 1) or a pair-wise combination of contexts or
features (l = 2) is measured.
Figure 6.18 shows the percentage of partial states within an incomplete state
space for k = 2. For l = 1, i.e., one context or feature identifiable as unrestricted,
about 50% of the states in the state space are partial states for a feature model size
of 15 and 20. The remaining states are complete states for which it is not possible
to derive a single unrestricted feature. The standard deviation for a feature model
size of 20 indicates that up to 80% of the states may be abstracted to a partial
state. If the combination of unrestricted features in a state is increased to l = 2,
this amount of partial states decreases in most cases, e.g., for a feature model
size of 20, 38% of the states are a partial state with a pair-wise combination of
unrestricted features.
An anomaly regarding partial states is recognizable with a feature model size
of 55. In this case, there are more partial states that contain a combination of
unrestricted features than partial states that contain only a single unrestricted
feature. The reason for this is the low amount of constraints in this set of feature
models. With such a low amount of constraints it is more likely that features may
become unrestricted in an arbitrary combination. Such a combinatorial set may
become larger than a set of single unrestricted features and, therefore, there are
more possibilities for combinations of unrestricted features.
Figure 6.19 shows the percentage of partial states that contain unrestricted con-
texts within an incomplete state space for k = 2, scaling over the context-CTCR.
With a low contexts-CTCR more contexts may become unrestricted, either one-
wise l = 1 or pair-wise l = 2, and, therefore, more states in a state space are
abstracted to a partial state. If the context-CTCR increases the possibility for un-
restricted contexts decreases. For example, with a context-CTCR of 2, 38% of the
states are partial with a single unrestricted context and 20% of the states are a
partial states, which contain a pair-wise combination of unrestricted contexts. In
contrast to that, with a context-CTCR of 9, 32% of the states are partial with a
single unrestricted context and a pair-wise combination of unrestricted context
was impossible for this set of context-feature models. Thus, with every additional
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Figure 6.18: Presence of Unrestricted Feature Variables, Scaling across Number of Fea-
tures
exclude a require constraint between a context and a feature, the possibility to
identify unrestricted contexts decreases.
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Figure 6.19: Presence of Unrestricted Context Variables, Scaling across Context-CTCR
Similarly, the impact of different choices for k and l is investigated w.r.t. the
trade-off between resource consumption and computational efforts at runtime in
the next section.
6.6.2 DSPL Reconfiguration at Runtime
An appropriate choice of pre-computation reduction criterion for a k-wise context
combination and an upper bound of unrestricted combination of contexts/fea-
tures l depends on the actual runtime behavior. In order to investigate the impact
of an incomplete state space, the ratio of how many states are covered by the pre-
planned incomplete state space w.r.t. a contextual coverage of k-wise combination
and how many states are to be derived on-demand has to be evaluated. Therefore,
a random trace of 500 contextual changes 〈/ context〉 is generated. Further, the
capabilities of partial states for a flexible reconfiguration at runtime is investigated
by measuring the ratio of self-transitions, i.e., reconfiguring unrestricted features,
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in comparison to reconfiguration transitions, i.e., reconfiguring features that are
not unrestricted.
State Coverage at Runtime . To investigate the benefits of an incomplete
state space, incomplete state spaces are pre-computed for a k-wise context com-
bination. These state spaces are analyzed w.r.t. the necessity to execute a solver
call at runtime to execute a reconfiguration at runtime, ranging across the size
of a feature model. Therefore, the frequency of on-demand configuration com-
putations requiring solver calls at runtime is evaluated for k = 1, k = 2, k = 3,
and k = 6. To simulate contextual changes, a random event trace is generated,
containing 500 events of entering and leaving a context.
To have a baseline for comparison, a state space containing a single initial state
is also considered for the evaluation. Correspondingly, this state space heavily
relies on an on-demand computation of a configuration if the context changes.
Note that the state space coverage of a complete state space is not evaluated
because the coverage is, based on its completeness, always 100%.
Figure 6.20 depicts the results for ranging across the number of features of a
feature model. In case of an initially empty state space, the coverage achieved is
always below 10% and, therefore, more than 90% of the states are to be discovered
at runtime by invoking a solver call. The coverage of an initially empty state is
greater than 0% because (i) the generated trace of contextual changes revisits
the contextual situations repeatedly and (ii) the state space is extended with an
suitable state on-demand that remains in state space.
By increasing k, the initial state space coverage increases accordingly. For k =
1, between 30% and 70% of the states required at runtime have already been
pre-computed and between 70% and 30% of the states required at runtime have
to be derived at runtime. The results indicate that with k = 1 there is a high
deviation in the results, indicating that the coverage may be worse in some cases.
In contrast to that, for k = 2 the coverage ratio is between 70% and 90% and,
therefore, only between 10% and 30% of the states in the state space after the
trace has been processed, have been derived on-demand at runtime by invoking
a solver call.
For k = 3 and k = 6, the coverage ratio is nearly 100%. To be exact, with an
exception for the dataset of a feature model size of 30, the pre-computed state
space for k = 6 always covers completely the states required at runtime. In this
regard, there is basically no need to derive a new state on-demand at runtime
if the context-coverage ratio is larger than 3. This implies that for the randomly
generated trace of 500 events, a context combination of up to three contexts was
not exceeded in most cases.
Reconfiguration Ratio at Runtime with Partial States . In addi-
tion to the benefit of a reduction in the memory consumption, partial states im-
prove the flexibility of a state space at runtime. A partial state is an abstraction
of multiple fully configured states. Therefore, the necessity to execute a recon-
figuration to a new target state is reduced if unrestricted features or contexts are
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Runtime State Discovery
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Figure 6.20: State Coverage at Runtime
affected from the change in the contextual situation. In such a case a self-transi-
tion is executed instead of a reconfiguration.
Figure 6.21 illustrates the accumulated number of reconfigurations triggered
by context change events, ranging from 0 to 500 events. The plot illustrates that
with increasing number of unrestricted contexts or features l in a partial state,
less reconfigurations are executed and more self-transitions are executed instead.
After 500 events, 500 reconfigurations are executed if no unrestricted contexts or
features are available in any state within the state space. In contrast to that, 450
reconfigurations are executed if there is at least one unrestricted context/feature
per partial state, i.e., 50 self-transitions are executed instead, and about 400 recon-
figurations are executed if two unrestricted contexts/features are available, i.e.,
100 self-transitions are executed instead. The plot further illustrates that this ten-
dency, in which reconfigurations are reduced, further increases the more events
are emitted.
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Figure 6.21: Reconfiguration Ratio at Runtime with Partial States
Summarizing, my experiments show that the size of the state space is signif-
icantly reducible by covering contextual situations. The higher the contextual
coverage, the fewer configurations have to be computed at runtime. However,
comparing a setting of k = 2 and k = 3, both settings achieve a similar complete-
ness regarding the minimization of on-demand computations at runtime. The in-
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vestigation of a pair-wise combination of unrestricted contexts/features indicates
that the amount of reconfigurations at runtime is drastically reducible. These
observations justify the costly pre-computation of unrestricted features/contexts.
6.6.3 Identification of Unrestricted Features
The identification of unrestricted feature variables is costly. An identification of all
possible partial configurations with a maximization of unrestricted variable com-
binations does not scale with the number of variables. Therefore, I introduced
the three different strategies genetic variable ordering, heuristic variable order-
ing, and randomized variable ordering to identify partial configurations with a
maximized set of unrestricted feature variables in Section 6.3.2.
As a baseline for the comparison an implementation of the Quine and Mc-
Cluskey algorithm (QMC) [Die78] is also evaluated. This algorithm is used to
compute a minimal disjunctive normal form. During this process, the algorithm
minimizes a propositional formula by removing irrelevant variables. Therefore,
this algorithm is also applicable to identify unrestricted feature variables in a par-
tial configuration, i.e., those variables, which are removed by the QMC algorithm,
correspond to unrestricted feature variables.
The feature models used in the evaluation are generated using the BeTTy-Frame-
work3 with a cross-tree-constraint ratio (CTCR) of 20%, and an equal probability
of optional, mandatory, or-group, and alternative-group constraints of 25%. The
evaluation sets scale across the size of different context-feature models from 15
to 60 features. Every evaluation set consists of 30 randomly generated feature
models and the results are averaged across these models.
Computational Time . Figure 6.22 depicts the time to compute a set of par-
tial configurations with unrestricted variables for the different strategies of a ge-
netic variable ordering, a heuristic variable ordering, a random variable ordering
and QMC as a baseline for comparison. The plot scales across a set of feature
models fm, ranging from 15 features to 60 features. The time is depicted on a
logarithmic scale from 0 to 1,000 seconds.
The plot shows that the QMC approach scales worst. The time to identify
unrestricted features increases exponentially from 1 second for an fm size of 15
features to 1,000 seconds for an fm size of 20 features. I abstain at this point from
a more detailed evaluation of the QMC approach for a feature model size larger
than 20 because it is too time consuming.
The remaining strategies perform similar and every one of them outperforms
the QMC strategy. The heuristic ordering strategy performs best in average, in-
creasing linearly from 0.03 seconds for a fm size of 15 to 12 seconds for a fm size
of 60. Although the genetic ordering strategy performs best with a small fm, the
strategy is outperformed by the heuristic ordering strategy for all generated mod-
els with a size ranging from 15 to 60. The third, randomized ordering strategy
performs only a little worse than the genetic ordering strategy, especially for a
small fm.
3 http://www.isa.us.es/betty/betty-online
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Figure 6.22: Time To Discover Unrestricted Features Scaling across Size of fm
Effectiveness of Identification. The effectiveness of every strategy to
identify unrestricted variables is measurable in the amount of unrestricted feature
variables per partial state that are discovered for a feature model fm. Figure 6.23
depicts a comparison of the strategies genetic variable ordering, heuristic variable
ordering, randomized variable ordering, and QMC in their effectiveness of identi-
fying unrestricted features for a partial state. The plot scales across a set of feature
models fm, ranging from 15 features to 60 features. The effectiveness is depicted
across a linear scale from 0 to 18 identified unrestricted features for a partial state
per fm.
The plot indicates that the genetic, randomized and QMC strategies perform
nearly equal. The heuristic strategy discovers always the least number of unre-
stricted features. In every evaluation one feature is missed by this strategy in
comparison to the remaining strategies. As previously stated, an evaluation of
the QMC strategy is only conducted for fm with 15 and 20 features because it is
too time consuming for larger fm. However, for a fm with 15 and 20 features, the
genetic, heuristic, and QMC strategy perform nearly equally well, although QMC
still performs worst of all strategies. A more detailed comparison for larger fm in-
dicates that the randomized strategy performs best overall. In 6 of 10 evaluations,
the genetic strategy performs minimal worse than the randomized strategy.
Note that the amount of unrestricted features does not necessarily increase with
the amount of features in an fm. For example, the evaluation with fm size of 25,
35, and 55 features contain less unrestricted features than the respective previous
fm evaluation set. This is the result of the randomized generation of every fm.
A disadvantageous collection of constraints may increase the interdependency
between features and, therefore, minimize the amount of possible unrestricted
features.
Summarizing, my experiments show that the identification of unrestricted fea-
tures is conductible in a time efficient manner. Although partial configurations are
derived with the same amount of unrestricted features an exponential increase in
the computational time is avoided by using one of the BDD-based strategies ge-
netic, heuristic, or randomized. Each of those strategies is faster than the state
of the art QMC algorithm to minimize propositional formula by achieving even
better results.
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Figure 6.23: Discovery of Unrestricted Features Scaling across Size of fm
Comparing the effectiveness to identify partial configurations with a maximum
amount of unrestricted features, the randomized BDD-ordering strategy outper-
formed every other approach. Although, the heuristic and genetic strategies are
faster than the randomized strategy, the difference is only minor. I conclude that
both, the randomized and genetic strategy, provide the overall best efficiency in
a cost-effectiveness trade-off to identify unrestricted features, where the random
strategy is better in maximizing the amount of unrestricted features and the ge-
netic strategy is faster.
This Chapter introduced concepts and techniques to reduce the impact of a
reconfiguration transition system. However, to further reduce the overall costs
of a DSPL-based adaptation process the operational costs of a reconfiguration at
runtime may be reduced, which is discussed in the next chapter.
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The reduction approaches for a feature model and tran-
sition system are only one aspect in the overall mini-
mization of the costs imposed by a DSPL-based adap-
tation process. To achieve the second goal G2 of this
thesis, i.e., improving the resource utilization of an
adaption of a mobile device, the reduction of the en-
ergy consumption utilized by a configuration state and
by a reconfiguration are also crucial. Various methods
for estimating and minimizing the energy consump-
tion of embedded systems have been proposed for different levels of design ab-
stractions [SPA12]. Again, approaches that rely on a model-based specification,
such as on a transition system, show promising results in this regard [CGKM12].
For instance, recent methods for functional adaptation planning are extendable
to reduce the energy consumption of mobile devices at runtime. Those ap-
proaches are, in general, capable to handle various kinds of quantifiable non-func-
tional properties such as stability, robustness, and costs, by enriching a func-
tional specification of an adaptive system with respective non-functional informa-
tion [PS09, SHMK10, SPA12].
A further characteristic of this application domain is the fact that the average
usage of mobile devices follows certain change-patterns in the contextual situa-
tion [MSRJ12, NSL+12]. For example, every working day a user leaves his home by
entering his car and driving into his office in the morning. After finishing time, the
user leaves his office, enters his car and drives back home. Therefore, the required
reconfiguration of mobile devices are, up to a certain probability, predictable, e.g.,
by tracking contextual changes, such as time or location, at runtime [JL10]. This
information may be captured in an evolving probabilistic contextual model that,
in combination with a quantified reconfiguration model, builds a basis for fine-
grained long-term reconfiguration planning. This way, target configurations may
be chosen with a better cost behavior w.r.t. anticipated future contextual changes.
However, until now, existing reconfiguration planning approaches do not take
such mobility patterns into account [NSL+12].
Planning as Model Checking constitutes a research domain that uses behavioral
models, such as transition systems, to specify the reconfiguration capabilities of
a device and to derive appropriate reconfiguration plans [CRT98, GT00]. Such
a plan is derived w.r.t. requirements that are to be satisfied by every state on
such a path, e.g., Cellular has to be active in every configuration state on the
path. Those requirements are specified by using temporal logics. A corresponding
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reconfiguration model is usually specified as a transition system, in which each
state represents a system configuration that satisfies certain system properties and
each transition correspond to a valid reconfiguration. Based on this specification,
a reconfiguration plan is obtained by means of a path leading from a source state
to a target state that satisfies the given contextual requirements.
As a sample scenario, assume a smartphone user entering his Office from his
Car and leaves it shortly afterwards by entering his Car again. This sequence of
contextual changes is depicted in Figure 7.1. The device may adapt itself from
a state s3 that corresponds to a configuration, in which the feature Cellular is
active, to a configuration state s5, which relies on a WLAN AP-based connection via
the access point in his Office. This reconfiguration utilizes costs of 5, e.g., due to
the (de-)activation of several features. Shortly afterwards, the feature WLAN AP is
deactivated and Cellular is reactivated, i.e., if the user leaves Office the device
reconfigures itself from s5 back to s3 with costs of 7. In this example, the energy
consumption of the reconfiguration process may be reduced, if the device recon-
figures itself according to the requirements imposed by Car as well as Office and
by also choosing a reconfiguration to a state that is similar to the starting configu-
ration in the context Car. The reason for this opportunity to reduce the costs is that
the change to Office is only temporary. In such a case, avoiding a local optimum
by executing a reconfiguration, which is not the cheapest choice locally, may re-
duce the overall reconfiguration costs on a long term basis. Figure 7.1 depicts this
opportunity for a reduction. Executing s3 −→ s6 −→ s3 instead of s3 −→ s5 −→ s3
is cheaper on a long-term basis. By predicting the upcoming contextual change
from Office to Car, the device avoids the temporary switch from a Cellular to a
WLAN AP connection and reduces the reconfiguration costs from 12 to 10.
Car Office
s5s1 s2 s4
s3
Car
s1
s2
s3s6
Current Contextual 
Change
Upcoming Contextual 
Change
s
Configuration 
State
Contextual 
Change
c
Contextual 
State 
Reconfiguration 
Path local Optima
Reconfiguration Path 
long-term Optima
Figure 7.1: Reconfiguration based on Prediction of Contextual Changes
To achieve such a prediction, the following two aspects have to be met.
(1) The contextual changes have to be monitored by the device and those changes
have to be continuously tracked and updated, and
(2) the behavior of the user has to be consistent with the previously tracked be-
havior. Sudden changes in the behavior result in deviations of the prediction
of contextual changes.
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For example, the system tracks a consistent behavior such as “3 out of 4 contextual
changes occurred in the contextual situation Office are changes to the contextual situa-
tion Car”. In this case, a contextual change from Office to Car is predictable with a
probability of 34 , i.e., 75%. Assume that one day, the car of the user is at the repair
shop and the user takes a public transport to get home from work instead. At this
day, a contextual change from Office to Car is still predicted with a probability of
75%, although the user does not enter his car after work. To provide a user-spe-
cific prediction, every change in the contextual situation monitored by the device
triggers an update of the probability of that contextual change. In this case, the
previously mentioned probability of a contextual change from Office to Car is
updated to 35 .
In this chapter, I propose a reconfiguration planning framework for choosing
reconfigurations with presumably optimal long-term non-functional properties
w.r.t. predicted contextual changes. Therefore, I aggregate and compare the cost
probability distribution of all reconfiguration sequences on the basis of Planning
as Model Checking techniques. The framework consists of
• a quantified reconfiguration model that specifies transitions between configu-
ration states. These transitions are annotated with the costs utilized when
the transition is executed. These quantitative properties are specified by the
means of a weighted automaton [CDH10], and
• a continuously updated contextual model to predict subsequent contextual
changes. Such a prediction is derived by tracking the state of a context
and the probability to change to a certain subsequent contextual state These
probabilistic properties are specified by the means of a probabilistic automa-
ton [Sto02].
The integration of both models results in a reconfiguration planning model, i.e., a
probabilistic weighted automaton [CDH09].
This chapter is structured as follows. At first, the concept of model checking
and the research domain Planning as Model Checking is introduced. Afterwards, I
describe the formalized cost-sensitive reconfiguration concept based on the Nexus
DSPL running example. This concept is used for a planning algorithm, which is
introduced and discussed w.r.t. traditional model checking techniques. Finally,
the planning algorithm is evaluated in a simulative manner to investigate benefits
and trade-offs of my approach.
7.1 Planning via Model Checking
Model checking refers to the problem of verifying whether a given model satis-
fies formal properties [CGP99]. For example, in the previous chapter I specified
the reconfiguration behavior of a DSPL based on a (partial) Kripke Structure as
system model. Using model checking, it is possible to analyze such a model and
to verify whether a property, such as that “the feature VoIP has to be active un-
til Cellular Call is active”. This property has to hold in every state on a path
utilized by a reconfiguration from VoIP to Cellular Call. As already pointed
out in the previous chapter, such paths are based on the assumption that the
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configuration states of an SAS are not fully connected, i.e., every configuration
state is not reachable with one reconfiguration from every other configuration. In-
stead, configuration states are fully path-connected, i.e., every configuration state
is eventually reachable from every other configuration state via a path of consec-
utive reconfigurations. Such paths are necessary to model certain aspects, such as
a hand-over of an active phone call. Therefore, a path of consecutive reconfigura-
tions needs to be executed. For example, the reconfiguration from a VoIP-based
call to a Cellular Call starts in a state, in which VoIP is active. To execute the
hand-over of an active phone call, a reconfiguration is executed to an interme-
diate state, in which VoIP and Cellular Call are active at the same time. The
final reconfiguration is executed to the target state, in which only Cellular Call
is active.
The technique of model checking is used to pre-plan paths of reconfigurations,
on which certain properties hold, which is referred to as Planning as Model Check-
ing [GT00]. This section describes the concepts of model checking and how Plan-
ning as Model Checking is used to pre-plan reconfigurations of a DSPL.
7.1.1 Model Checking
Model checking is a technique for automatically verifying correctness properties
of a behavioral system abstraction with a finite number of states. A property
specifies how the system should (not) behave and a model specifies how the system
actually behaves. In this regard, model checking is described best by the following
quote from Baier et al.
“Model checking is an automated technique that, given a finite state
model of a system and a formal property, systematically checks whether
this property holds for that model.” [BK08]
For a model-based verification technique such as model checking, the model de-
scribing the possible system behavior as well as the properties that are to be ver-
ified have to be specified in a mathematically precise and unambiguous way. To
this end, model checking properties are formulated via temporal logics [BK08]. In
this regard, model checking verifies if a model satisfies a given temporal formula
or not.
Model checking is a technique that relies on an exhaustive exploration of the
complete state space [Sim14]. A model checker is a tool that implements a model
checking algorithm. A model checker explores all possible system states and
examines every possible state-transition path to verify if a given system property
holds.
Properties that may be verified by a model checker are of a qualitative na-
ture and focus on state properties, e.g., “the feature Connectivity is always active”.
Further, a model checker is capable to verify properties on a path of consecutive
transitions, e.g., example, “the feature VoIP has to be active until the feature Cellular
Call becomes active”. These state and path properties are specified via a temporal
logic such as the Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [Roz11] and Computational Tree
Logic (CTL) [CGP99]. Planning As Model Checking techniques exploit such a sys-
tem model and temporal logics to obtain paths that satisfy the stated properties.
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Figure 7.2: Reconfiguration Paths Explored by a Model Checker
Let us revisit the previous example on a hand-over of a phone call. With a fully
path-connected transition system, there may be multiple paths from a configu-
ration state, in which VoIP is active, to a configuration state, in which Cellular
Call is active. By applying Planning As Model Checking, those paths are derivable,
which ensure the required hand-over state-transition sequence between VoIP and
Cellular Call.
Example 7.1 (Model Checking).
For the Nexus DSPL a PKS is used as a system model to execute a model
checking algorithm. A model checker is capable to verify whether a property
such as “The feature Connectivity is active in every configuration state” holds. If a
state exists that does not satisfy the property, the model checker returns a path
of state-transitions which lead to the state that violates the system property.
Figure 7.2 depicts an extract of possible reconfiguration paths, starting from
a configuration state in which the feature Connectivity is active. The two paths
depicted on the left-hand side of the tree correspond to s1
Office−−−−→ s2 Home−−−−→ s3
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and s1
Office−−−−→ s2 Office−−−−→ s4, respectively. Every state on these two paths satisfies
the property that Connectivity has to be active, i.e., Connectivity=t. However,
the path on the right-hand side of the tree s1
Home−−−−→ s5 leads to a state s5 that
does not satisfy the stated property since Connectivity is inactive. A model
checker discovers the state that does not satisfy this property by examining
every possible reconfiguration path.
The depicted reconfiguration paths on the right-hand side of the tree further
satisfy a path property such as “the feature Home has to be active until the feature
Office becomes active”, whereas the right-hand side path of the tree does not
satisfy this property because Home becomes inactive before Office is active.
The next section explains how the research domain Planning As Model Checking
uses model checking to derive a reconfiguration path that satisfies a given prop-
erty hold and how such a concept may be leveraged to reduce the reconfiguration
costs on a long-term basis.
7.1.2 Reconfiguration Planning
For a contextual change a reconfiguration is usually to be chosen among several
appropriate reconfigurations, in which each of those reconfigurations result in a
state that satisfies the current contextual situation. The goal of the domain of
Planning as Model Checking is to derive a path from a source state to a target state,
on which certain properties hold, such as requirements imposed by a contextual
situation. Therefore, if multiple reconfigurations are executed for a contextual
change, with Planning as Model Checking, a path is derived, which ensures that
stated properties are not violated during the reconfiguration. For example, for a
contextual change such as s Office−−−−−→ s ′ Home−−−→ s ′′, it has to hold that the feature
Connectivity remains active. In this regard, a model checker derives a path of
consecutive reconfigurations on which “Connectivity=t” holds in every state.
In addition to functional properties, such as that a certain feature has to be
(in-)active, non-functional properties are used to identify suitable target states for a
reconfiguration. Thus, depending on the current contextual situation, a particular
system configuration may be preferred to others, e.g., regarding energy costs. For
example, an Internet connection via WLAN is cheap and fast, but only available in
a contextual situation providing a WLAN access point in order to activate WLAN AP,
e.g., in the contexts Office or Home. In those contexts, there is a choice between
a configuration that uses a (cheap) connection via WLAN AP and a configuration
that uses a Cellular-based connection. Furthermore, costs are also utilized by
a reconfiguration (path) from a source state to a target state, e.g., due to the
(de-)activation of features during the process of reconfiguration. Therefore, the
overall costs utilized at runtime correspond not only to the costs utilized during
the reconfiguration but also to the costs utilized by the target configuration state.
The Planning as Model Checking techniques [CRT98, GT00] incorporate transition
systems to specify not only the system behavior but further also include non-func-
tional properties such as costs. However, recent approaches do, to the best of my
knowledge, not incorporate capabilities to trace and predict behavioral patterns of
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changes that trigger a reconfiguration [NSL+12]. Such a prediction offers the pos-
sibility to improve the costs utilized by a reconfiguration process on a long-term
basis w.r.t. the specified non-functional properties.
Example 7.2 (Costs of a Reconfiguration).
Figure 7.3 depicts a simplified reconfiguration automaton denoting reconfigu-
ration costs for the Nexus DSPL example. Every transition is annotated with
costs utilized by the reconfiguration from source state to target state. The costs
utilized by a state for being active are denoted by a self-transition. Every con-
figuration state is equipped with such a self-transition.
The configuration states s1 and s2 satisfy the requirements of the contextual
state incorporating the contextual situation {Slow Network}. Let us assume that
the contextual situation {Slow Network} is currently active and the device moves
to the contextual situation {Slow Network, Home}. In this case, a reconfiguration
to one of the configuration states s3, s4, s5, or s6 is to be executed, in which each
reconfiguration choice results in different overall costs, e.g., s1 → s3 utilizes
costs of 9 whereas s1 → s5 utilizes costs of 7. The costs in this example may
correspond to the energy consumed by the (de-)activation of features during
the reconfiguration. Furthermore, each of the possible target states utilizes
different costs while being active. For example, every time the devices remains
in the state s5 costs of 6 are utilized. The costs in this example may correspond
to the energy consumed by the set of active features in s5.
s7 s9
Slow
Network Home Office
s 
7
s4
s6
s5
Home
Slow Network
Home
Office
s
Configuration 
State
Weighted 
Transition
State Space for
Context Situation
 2
s3
s10
s2
s8
8
Figure 7.3: Weighted Reconfiguration Automaton
For choosing among those reconfiguration options and reducing the overall re-
configuration costs on a long-term basis, two transition systems are introduced
in the next section. A reconfiguration automaton as a model describing the costs
utilized at runtime and a contextual automaton as a model to track the changes in
the contextual situations.
7.2 Combining Costs and Probabilities of Reconfigurations
A change in the contextual situation of a device triggers a reconfiguration tran-
sition between configuration states. Therefore, the reconfiguration behavior of a
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DSPL may be represented as a transition system whose set of states refer to the
set of feature configurations of the feature model. In the previous chapter, I speci-
fied such reconfiguration behavior on the basis of a (partial) Kripke Structure, c.f.,
Definitions 6.1 and 6.4, to describe abstraction concepts such as an incomplete state
space and partial states. This chapter focuses on the reduction of costs utilized at
runtime. Therefore, non-function properties of configuration states and reconfig-
uration transitions are required. Furthermore, a probabilistic model is required
to track the contextual behavior. To tackle this, and in accordance with existing
approaches [CDH10, Sto02], I use
• a weighted automaton to specify costs utilized at runtime and
• a probabilistic automaton to track the probability of contextual changes.
7.2.1 Cost Model for Reconfigurations
Every reconfiguration executed at runtime utilizes costs, e.g., the energy con-
sumption for deactivating and activating affected software and hardware fea-
tures. Hence, when choosing among multiple possible reconfigurations, those
with lower costs should be preferred. Therefore, transitions in a transition system,
which is specifically intended to model the costs of a reconfiguration, carry ad-
ditional weights by means of discrete numerical values denoting their estimated
costs as depicted in Figure 7.3. For instance, let us assume that the configuration
state s1 is currently active and the device changes into the contextual situation
{Slow Network, Home}. In this case, the system reconfigures itself either to state
s3 or to s5. A reconfiguration to s5 utilizes costs of 7, whereas a reconfiguration
to s3 causes costs of 6. However, s3 utilizes more costs while being active. Thus,
a reconfiguration to s3 utilizes costs of 6+8=14, whereas a reconfiguration to s3
utilizes costs of 7+6=13.
A Weighted Automaton (WA) is used to specify the reconfiguration costs between
states and the costs of states for being active. Such a weighted automaton con-
sists of a set of configuration states S, in which each state corresponds to a valid
configuration γ
∣∣
F
∈ Γˆcfm of a context-feature model cfm, restricted to the set of
features F. Thus, each state s ∈ S does not further interpret contexts c ∈ C, as I
do in the state space of a (partial) Kripke Structure. The contextual behavior is
specified in an additional probabilistic automaton, which is discussed in the next
section. I further assume the weight of a transition s −→ s ′ to denote the costs for
a reconfiguration between two states. A self-transition s −→ s denotes the costs
utilized by state for being active.
A weight function ωS : S× S→ R∪ {∞} evaluates the costs of a transition, e.g.,
the costs utilized by (de-)activating a set of features during a reconfiguration. For
example, a reconfiguration from a configuration state in which WLAN is inactive to
a state in which WLAN is active may utilize 4 costs for the activation of the feature.
If the device is restricted to execute a reconfiguration from s to s’, the transition
has an infinite weight.
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Definition 7.1 (Weighted Automaton (WA) [CDH10]). A weighted automaton is a
3-tuple (S,−→,ωS) where
• S = {γ
∣∣
F
: γ ∈ Γˆcfm} is a finite set of feature configuration states,
• −→⊆ S× S is a transition relation, and
• ωS : S× S → Q ∪ {∞} is a weight function where ωS(s, s ′) ∈ Q if s → s ′ and
ωS(s, s ′) =∞ if s 6→ s ′.
A finite sequence of reconfiguration transitions s0 → s1 → s2 · · · → sn corre-
sponds to a path pi. The WA specifies a set ΠWA of such reconfiguration paths.
Every path starts in some initial configuration state s0 ∈ S and ends in some
target state sn ∈ S. As introduced in the previous chapter, I denote possible
path(s) from a source state to a target state with s0 ⇒ sn for short.
Notation 7.1 (Reconfiguration Path). A path pi ∈ ΠWA denotes a sequence of
consecutive transitions s0 ⇒ sn from a source state s0 to a target state sn, i.e.,
pi = s0 → s1 → s2 · · · → sn,
with n ∈ N. By ΠWA I denote the set of all possible finite paths for a weighted
automaton WA.
Chatterjee et al. [CDH10] proposed to aggregate the weights of a path pi ∈ ΠWA
with a generalized value function. Such an aggregation may correspond to the
average, the maximum, or the minimum of weights.
In the following, I use a summation function V : Π → Q to compute the sum
of a sequence of weights w1w2 · · ·wn, with wi = ωS(si−1, si). For a sequence
of weights a summation of the weights on a path pi is computed by V(pi) ∈ Q =∑n
i=1ωS(si−1, si).
Definition 7.2 (Summation Function [CDH10]). Given a finite sequence of transition
weights w1w2 · · ·wn utilized by a path pi ∈ ΠWA, the summation function V :
ΠWA → Q computes the sum of the weights as follows
V(pi) ∈ Q =
n∑
i=1
ωS(si−1, si),
with n ∈N denoting the length of the path.
By intuition, choosing the reconfiguration option for a state that utilizes the
fewest costs should be preferred to reduce the costs of a continuous reconfigura-
tion process. The following example illustrates a reconfiguration process based
on this assumption.
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Example 7.3 (Reconfiguration Costs by Choosing Local Optimum for a State).
Source
State
Source Context Target Context Target
State
Costs
s1 {Slow Network} {Slow Network, Home} s5 7 + 6
s5 {Slow Network, Home} {Home} s9 3 + 3
s9 {Home} {Slow Network, Home} s4 3 + 3 + 5
Overall Cost: 30
Table 7.1: Adaptation Sequence Without Prediction
Table 7.1 lists an example for a reconfiguration path utilized by the following
sequence of three contextual changes from {Slow Network} to {Slow Network,
Home} to {Home} to {Slow Network, Home}. This path utilizes a sum of
V(pi) =
∑4
i=1ωS(si−1, si)
= ωS(s1, s5) + ωS(s5, s5) + ωS(s5, s9) + ωS(s9, s9)
+ ωS(s9, s7) + ωS(s7, s4) + ωS(s4, s4)
= 7 + 6 + 3 + 3+ 3 + 3+ 5
= 30
costs in total. Note that in this example every target state for a contextual
change is only active for a short period of time. Therefore, only one self-transi-
tion is executed for every target state.
For example, the contextual change {Home}→ {Slow Network, Home} results in
a path of two consecutive reconfigurations s9 → s7 → s4. This path utilizes
costs of 3+3=6 and the target state s4 utilizes additional costs of 5. This is an
illustrative example, how costs for a reconfiguration are computed. The sum
of the costs utilized by each transition on the reconfiguration path and the costs
utilized by the target state.
On a long-term view, constantly choosing the locally cheapest reconfiguration
option may not always result in the minimal overall reconfiguration costs, as al-
ready pointed out by the example depicted in Figure 7.1. To reduce the overall
costs at runtime, subsequent contextual situations potentially emerging at run-
time are to be taken into account. Therefore, a probabilistic automaton is used in
order to track changes in the contextual situation of a device emerging at runtime.
This probabilistic automaton tracks the frequency of contextual changes, e.g.,
3
4 of all contextual changes emerging in Office are executed to Car and
1
4 con-
textual changes are executed to Slow Network. Thus, with a probability of 75%
a contextual change occurs from Office to Car and with a probability of 25% a
contextual change occurs from Office to Slow Netowrk. Based on this informa-
tion, future upcoming changes may be estimated with a certain probability. Such
a prediction of contextual changes provides the possibility to choose the cheapest
reconfiguration option on a long-term basis.
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7.2.2 Probabilistic Behavioral Model of Contextual Changes
To anticipate user-specific long-term changes in the contextual situation, a contin-
uous tracking of previous contextual changes are to be captured in an evolving
contextual model. Therefore, a contextual automaton is used with a transition
probability distribution resulting from previously observed sequences of contex-
tual changes emerging at runtime. Figure 7.4 depicts an extract of a Probabilistic
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s8 s9
s3
s5
2/7
10/60
3/15
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s1
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s4
s5
...
15/33
s6
s5
s10
s3
s6
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s
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Contextual Change
c
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State 
Association Context-
Configuration
Figure 7.4: Probabilistic Contextual Automaton
Automaton PA for the Nexus DSPL running example. Every contextual state q ∈ Q
(depicted as a white circle) of PA corresponds to a valid configuration γ
∣∣
C
∈ Γˆcfm
of a context-feature model, restricted to the set of contexts C. Thus, every contex-
tual state q resembles a state of the contextual situation and specifies requirements.
For example, the contextual situation {Home} requires WLAN AP to be active and GPS
to be inactive, according to the context-feature model depicted in Figure 4.2.
As pointed out in the previous chapter, every contextual situation may be sat-
isfiable by several configuration states s ∈ S (depicted as black circle), e.g., {Home}
is satisfiable by 6 states. Further, a configuration state s ∈ S may satisfy sev-
eral contextual situations, e.g., s6 satisfies {Home}, {Home, Slow Network}, and {Slow
Network}.
Every transition denotes a change from the source contextual state q to the
target contextual state q’. A labeling function ΣQ assigns a label to every transition,
i.e. σ ∈ ΣQ :=(source context q, target context q’).
The execution of every contextual transition is continuously monitored and
updated w.r.t. its frequency of execution. For example, Figure 7.4 depicts the
estimated probability of changing from the contextual state {Slow Network} to the
state {Home, Slow Network} as 47 . This probability is the result of previously moni-
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tored frequency of contextual changes. If this contextual change occurs one more
time the probability of this change is updated to 58 . Additionally, the remaining
two specified contextual changes in the source state {Slow Network} are updated
to 28 and
1
8 , respectively. Self-transitions represent autonomous reconfigurations
of the device without contextual changes, e.g., s1 → s2 in {Slow Network} with a
probability of 27 .
The PA is used as a model to track contextual changes. With D(Q), I refer to the
set of all probability distributions over a set of contextual states Q. A probability
distribution ρ ∈ D(Q) is used as a function
ρ : Q→ P
to map a state q ∈ Q to probability p ∈ P, with 0 < p < 1. Note that the sum of
all probabilities p ∈ P for a probability distribution ρ is always 1, i.e., ∑ni pi = 1,
with n ∈N.
A probabilistic transition function δQ : Q → D(Q) assigns a probability distri-
bution ρ ∈ D(Q) to a state q to denote the probability of every possible contextual
transition from that source state q to some target state q’. For example, the con-
textual state {Home} has three transitions ({Home}, {Home}), ({Home}, {Slow Network,
Home}), ({Home}, {Home, Office}). The probabilities of those transitions to be exe-
cuted are δQ({Home})({Home}) = 315 , δQ({Home})({Slow Network, Home}) =
11
15 , and
δQ({Home})({Home, Office}) =
1
15 , respectively.
After the automaton is initialized, I assume an initial probability distribution
ρI ∈ D(Q) to be given to denote whether a state is initially active, e.g., as an equal
distribution. For example, assuming an equal distribution each contextual state
q ∈ Q depicted in Figure 7.4 has an initial probability of ρI(q) = 15 to be active
when the system is initialized.
Definition 7.3 (Probabilistic Automaton (PA) [Sto02]). A probabilistic automaton is a
4-tuple (Q, ρI,ΣQ, δQ) where
• Q = {γ
∣∣
C
: γ ∈ Γˆcfm} is a finite set of contextual configuration states,
• ΣQ is a finite set of transition labels,
• δQ : Q→ D(Q) is a probabilistic transition function, and
• ρI ∈ D(Q) is an initial state probability distribution.
A run of PA corresponds to a sequence of contextual changes r = σ1,σ2, · · ·σn ∈
Σ∗Q. Such a run corresponds a path pi ∈ ΠPA = q0σ1q1σ2q2 · · ·σnqn of contextual
changes.
Notation 7.2 (Contextual Run). A run r ∈ Σ∗Q denotes a sequence of consecutive
contextual changes σ ∈ ΣQ
r = σ1,σ2, · · ·σn ∈ Σ∗Q,
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in which Σ∗Q denotes the set of all possible finite runs for PA and n ∈ N denotes
the length of the run.
The probability P(pi) of a finite path pi ∈ ΠPA corresponds to the probability
ρI(q0) of a state q0 ∈ Q to be initially active multiplied with every probability
δQ(q)(q ′) of a contextual change (q,q’) occurring on a path pi.
Definition 7.4 (Probability of a Path for a contextual Run). The probability P : ΠPA →
Q of a path pi ∈ ΠPA is computed by the following multiplication
P(pi) ∈ Q = ρI · (q0)
n∏
i=1
δQ(qi−1)(qi).
The PA describes changes in the contextual situation of a device and every state
imposes requirements that have to be satisfied by the configuration state s ∈ S of
the device. To analyze both the probability of contextual changes and the costs
of a reconfiguration, I use a probabilistic weighted automaton as defined in [CDH09]
in the next section. This type of automaton represents the fundamental basis to
estimate upcoming costs w.r.t. predicted contextual changes.
7.2.3 Probabilistic Weighted Automaton
In order to reason about the costs utilized by a reconfiguration for an estimation of
future contextual change, the weighted automaton and the probabilistic automa-
ton are combined to one probabilistic weighted automaton PWA. This automaton
allows for a cost-sensitive reconfiguration planning that is, up to a certain degree,
aware of the predicted long-term costs of each possible reconfiguration choice. In
a PWA every state corresponds to a combination of a configuration state and a
contextual state. Every transition corresponds either to
• a contextual change without a reconfiguration,
• a reconfiguration without a contextual change,
• a reconfiguration and a contextual change, or
• a self-transition denoting no contextual change or reconfiguration occurred.
Furthermore, every transition is annotated with a weight denoting the utilized
costs and a probability denoting the frequency of occurrence.
With such an automaton, an estimation of the upcoming reconfiguration costs
w.r.t. future contextual changes is derivable. Therefore, every path leaving a
source state is investigated w.r.t. its overall probability to occur. This probability
is correlated with the overall costs utilized by a path to derive an cost estimation
for that path. The overall estimated costs of all investigated paths correspond to
a cost estimation of all possible future reconfigurations for the investigated state.
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Such a cost estimation is usable to compare states w.r.t. the costs they probably
utilize in the future.
Based on this information, a reconfiguration path is chosen that is the cheapest
w.r.t. future emerging contextual changes, instead of choosing the reconfiguration,
which is locally the cheapest choice for the currently active configuration. If one
compares the listings in Table 7.1 and Table 7.2, it becomes apparent that an
alternative reconfiguration path utilizes fewer costs for the sample probability
distribution depicted in Figure 7.4. With the derivation of a prediction from the
probability distribution of contextual changes, different configuration states are
chosen for a reconfiguration.
Example 7.4 (Reconfiguration Costs by Following Predicted Changes in the Context).
Following the sequence of contextual changes listed in Table 7.1, a different se-
quence of reconfigurations emerges if one estimates future contextual changes
w.r.t. previously monitored frequency of contextual changes. This frequency
of contextual changes is given by a probability measure for each contextual
change. Based on these probabilities, an estimation of future contextual changes
is derivable. Table 7.2 lists the most probable subsequent contextual changes
for each contextual state. Note that an example, which investigates all possi-
ble paths, is to extensive for an exemplary elaboration. However, the concept
remains the same and alternative paths with a lower probability are derivable
analogously by using the probability distributions depicted in Figure 7.4 and
cost annotations depicted in Figure 7.3.
Source
State
Source Context Target Context
Proba-
bility
Target
State
Costs
s1 {Slow Network}
{Home, Slow
Network}
4
6 s5 7 + 6
s5
{Home, Slow
Network}
{Home} 3360 s7 4 + 3
s7 {Home}
{Home, Slow
Network}
11
15 s4 3 + 5
Overall Cost: 28
Table 7.2: Adaptation Path With Prediction
The overall probability P of the path pi utilized by a run r =({Slow Network},
{Home, Slow Network}), ({Home, Slow Network}, {Home}), ({Home}, {Home, Slow Network})
corresponds to
P(pi) = ρI(q0)
∏3
i=1 δQ(qi−1)(qi)
= ρI({Slow Network}) · δQ({Slow Network})({Home, Slow Network})
· δQ({Home, Slow Network})({Home})
· δQ({Home})({Home, Slow Network})
= 15 · 46 · 3360 · 1115
= 121225
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if we assume an equally distributed initial probability distribution of 15 for
each state depicted in Figure 7.4.
For example, the configuration s7 is chosen instead of s9 for the run of con-
textual changes ({Slow Network}, {Home, Slow Network}), ({Home, Slow Network},
{Home}) based on the assumption that the most probable upcoming contextual
change will be ({Home}, {Home, Slow Network}).
Although it is more expensive to choose s7 instead of s9 in the first place, the
configuration s7 presumably constitutes a cheaper choice on a long-term basis
depending on the significance of mobility patterns observed until now. In this
example, the overall costs are reduced from 30 to 28.
In a PWA, every state u = (s, q) ∈ U corresponds to a configuration state s ∈ S
and a contextual state q ∈ Q. Every transition is labeled with a contextual change
σ ∈ ΣU := (q, q’). Further, a probability distribution function δU assigns a certain
probability to each transition and a weight function ωU assigns a weight to every
transition. An initial probability distribution ρI ∈ D(U) assigns a probability to
every state to be initially active.
Definition 7.5 (Probabilistic Weighted Automaton (PWA) [CDH09]). A probabilistic
weighted automaton is a 5-tuple (U, ρ ′I,ΣU, δU,ωU) where
• U is a finite set of contextual configuration states,
• ρI ∈ D(U) is an initial state probability distribution,
• ΣU is a finite set of transition labels,
• δU : U→ D(U) is a probabilistic transition function, and
• ωU : U× ΣU ×U→ Q∪ {∞} is a weight function.
Both types of states, the configurations states of WA and the contextual states
of PA, are subject to the configuration semantics of the context-feature model cfm,
from which they are derived. Therefore, composition operation is required for
(1) combining configuration states S with those contextual states Q, whose re-
quirements are satisfied by that configurations, and
(2) obtaining the probability distributions of contextual changes and the costs
for potential reconfigurations,
thus resulting in a Probabilistic-Weighted Automaton. This composition is specific
for the constraints imposed by a context-feature model cfm, i.e., the contextual
states and their respective sets of suitable configuration states. In this regard,
the composition WA⊕ PA ensures (i) valid combination of contextual states and
configuration states as well as (ii) valid transitions between the states.
For (1) the composition combines contextual states q ∈ Q with configuration
states s ∈ S that satisfy the requirements imposed by q (c.f. Definition 7.6 (i)).
Further, for those contextual states q requiring a configuration that is unsatisfiable
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w.r.t. the context-feature model constraints specified in cfm, a special error state
u is introduced, resembling an unsatisfiable contextual situation.
In order to deal with a valid combination of contextual states and reconfig-
uration states, the initial state probability distribution of PA is adapted for the
resulting PWA. The initial state probability distribution ρI ∈ D(U) is defined as
the probability distribution ρI(q) for a contextual state q ∈ Q as usual. How-
ever, the probability of a state q to be active is equally distributed over the set
{s ′ ∈ S | (s ′, q) ∈ U} of suitable configuration states, i.e.,
ρ(u) =
ρI(q)
|{s ′ ∈ S | (s ′, q) ∈ U}|
to derive a initial probability for a composition u=(s,q) (c.f. Definition 7.6 (ii)). For
example, if the initial probability for a contextual state {Home} is 15 and {Home} is
satisfiable by 6 configuration states, the composition results in 6 states and each
of these states has the same probability of 15 · 16 to be initially active. Further, the
probability of an initially erroneous state corresponds to the remaining probability
that a state corresponds to a contextual situation that is not satisfiable.
For (2) it is necessary to combine probabilities and costs for the transitions in the
resulting PWA to derive an estimation of upcoming costs w.r.t. their probability
to occur. Therefore, the probabilistic transition function δQ of the PA is adapted (c.f.
Definition 7.6 (iii)) as follows. Similar to PA, every state (s, q) has a probability
distribution ρ ∈ D(U) that assigns a probability to every possible target state
(s ′, q ′) ∈ U to denote the probability of a transition (s, q) → (s ′, q ′). However,
only the frequency of contextual changes (q,q’) are of relevance. Furthermore, the
WA does not provide any information about the frequency of reconfigurations.
Therefore, every single transition that is executable for a contextual state q ∈ Q is
split into a set of transitions that lead to a set of composed states (s, q) ∈ U. Each
transition probability for (q, q ′) is normalized by the number k of states satisfying
the requirements imposed by the contextual state q ′, with k=|{s ′′ ∈ S | (s ′′, q ′) ∈ U}|.
Thus, the probability of a transition (s,q)→(s’q’) is normalized as follows
δU(s, q)(s ′, q ′) =
δQ(q)(q ′)
|{s ′′ ∈ S | (s ′′, q ′) ∈ U}| .
For example, the contextual change ({Home}, {Home, Slow Network}) has a proba-
bility of 1115 . Since the target contextual situation is satisfiable by 4 configuration
states, this transition is split up into four transitions and each of these transitions
has the same probability of 1115 · 14 to be executed. However, if the target contextual
state q ′ ∈ Q is not satisfiable w.r.t. cfm the probability distribution is not split up
since such transitions always lead to the error state u.
The weight function ωU provides the costs for a transition from a source state
u=(s,q) to a target state u’=(s’,q’) for a contextual change σ = (q, q ′) (c.f. Defini-
tion 7.6 (iv)). The corresponding weights of a transition are inherited from the
reconfiguration transitions in WA, i.e.,
ωU((s, q),σ, (s ′, q ′)) = ωS(s, s ′).
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The WA provides the required weights to denote the costs of every reconfiguration
s → s ′. For example, let us assume that s7 and the contextual state {Home} are
currently active. In the PWA, there is only one valid transition executable to the
state s4 utilizing costs of 3 for the contextual change ({Home, Slow Network}).
The finite set of transition labels σ ∈ ΣU denotes possible contextual changes
σ = (q, q ′) (c.f. Definition 7.6 (v)). Such a contextual change may possibly lead
to multiple transitions from a single source state (s,q) to multiple target states
{s ′′ ∈ S | (s ′′, q ′) ∈ U}. Furthermore, a contextual change σ = (q, q ′) may yield
multiple paths (s, q) ⇒ (s ′, q ′) of reconfiguration transitions to reach a suitable
target state (s ′, q ′). For example, let us assume that the state s3 is currently
active and the contextual change ({Home, Slow Network}, {Home}) occurs. This
contextual change yields the path (s3, {Home, Slow Network})→(s4, {Home, Slow
Network})→(s7, {Home}). In such a case, I write
(s, q)⇒ (s ′q ′)
to denote paths from a source state u=(s,q) to a target state u’=(s’,q’) for short.
A run r ∈ Σ∗U of contextual changes yields a set of paths. In such a case, I write
ΠPWA(r)
to denote the set of paths utilized by a contextual run r ∈ Σ∗U.
Summarizing, the composition operation of a WA and a PA that preserves the
configuration semantics imposed by the respective context-feature model cfm is
defined as follows.
Definition 7.6 (Composition Operation for cfm-based Automata). Given a weighted
automaton WA, a probabilistic automaton PA, and a corresponding context-fea-
ture model cfm. The composition of both automata PWA := WA⊕ PA is derived
w.r.t. the following five rules
(i) U = {(s, q) ∈ S×Q | s v q} ∪ {u},
(ii) ρI ∈ D(U) =
ρI(u) =
ρI(q)
|{s ′∈S | (s ′,q)∈U}| for a valid state u=(s,q) or
ρI(u) = 1−
∑
(s,q)∈U ρ
′
I(s, q) for an error state u,
(iii) δU =
δU(s, q)(s ′, q ′) =
δ(q)(q ′)
|{s ′′∈S | (s ′′,q ′)∈U}| if q
′ |= cfm, or
δU(s, q)(u) = δ(q)(q ′) if q ′ 6|= cfm,
(iv) ωU((s, q),σ, (s ′, q ′)) = ω(s, s ′), and
(v) ΣU = Q×Q, transition labels are inherited from PA, with σ = (q, q ′).
As previously explained it is safe to assume that the configuration states in
PWA are fully path-connected, e.g., due to hand-over protocols between features.
Thus, a transition between two configuration states s and s’ may be restricted
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from being executed. In such a case it holds that ωU((s, q), (q, q ′))(s ′, q ′) = ∞.
Furthermore, I assume that contextual states q ′ with requirements that are not
satisfiable by a context-feature model cfm constantly lead to the special error state
u. For convenience, the transition u → u is considered to have the probability
1, i.e., once the system enters the error state u, the system remains in that state.
As previously explained, it seems reasonable for an SAS to assume that WA is
fully path-connected. Note that the error state s that has only a self-transition as
an outgoing transition, represents an exception to that assumption. In such a case
error-handling strategies may be applied such as a manual restart of the system.
Whether a state u ∈ U corresponds to a valid composition of a contextual state
q ∈ Q and a configuration state s ∈ S depends on the constraints imposed by the
respective context-feature model cfm. For the composition WA⊕PA to be correct,
every path for a contextual change q → q ′ has to result in a target state s’, which
corresponds to a refinement s’ v q ′ of q’. Such a valid transition always has a
probability δU((s, q), (q, q ′))(s ′, q ′) greater than 0. Summarizing, I introduce the
following theorem for the correct construction of PWA.
Theorem 7.1. Let PWA =WA⊕PA be a probabilistic weighted automaton. Then
for each (q, q ′) ∈ ΣU and (s, q) ∈ U the following property holds
δU(s, q)(s ′, q ′) > 0
iff (s, q) 6= u and s ′ v q ′ hold.
Proof. Theorem 7.1 is ensured by rules (i) and (iii) of Definition 7.6. The first
rule (i) of Definition 7.6 allows only states u = (s, q) ∈ U to be composed by a
configuration state s ∈ S and contextual state q ∈ Q iff this composition does not
contradict the constraints imposed by a context-feature model cfm. Thus, every
possible composition of states and context that do contradict cfm, i.e., (s, q) ∈
S×Q | s 6v q, yield an error state u ∈ U.
Considering that both automata WA and PA are fully-path connected the third
rule (iii) of Definition 7.6 ensures that a path exists from a source state (s, q) to a
target state (s ′, q ′). More precisely, for every contextual change (q, q ′) occurring
in a source state (s,q) 6= u there exists a path of consecutive transitions to a valid
target state (s’,q’), which has an overall probability larger than 0. More precisely,
the transition probability from the contextual change q→ q ′ is equally distributed
over every valid composition of configuration states S ⊆ S validly refining the
target contextual state q’, i.e., ∀s ∈ S : s v q ′ holds. Thus, every contextual change
that is restricted from occurring results in an error state u ∈ U.
The next section introduces a planning algorithm that uses a PWA as a basis to
identify a target state for a contextual state, which is estimated to be the cheapest
choice on a long-term basis. Therefore, the algorithm analyzes the actual costs of
the current reconfiguration choices and the estimated costs of future contextual
changes.
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7.3 Reconfiguration Planning Algorithm
This section discusses a planning algorithm for choosing a presumably cost-op-
timal reconfiguration from a set of candidate configurations on the basis of the
automata WA, PA, and PWA, as introduced in the previous section. The algo-
rithm is inspired by the model-based technique of Planning as Model Checking. By
using a probabilistic weighted automaton PWA as a planning model, a reconfig-
uration (path) s ⇒ s ′ is computed for satisfying a contextual change (q, q ′) that
constitutes an appropriate trade-off between
(1) minimal actual reconfiguration costs for the current reconfiguration between
configuration states s⇒ s ′, and
(2) minimal estimated reconfiguration costs of future reconfigurations for pre-
dicted subsequent contextual changes (q ′, q ′′) in a contextual run r ∈ Σ∗Q.
Overview. The embedding of the planning algorithm in the overall reconfig-
uration life cycle of an SAS is depicted in Figure 7.5. Whenever the mobile device
detects a contextual change 01 the reconfiguration planning algorithm is triggered
w.r.t. the monitored contextual change (q,q’). The algorithm derives a suitable tar-
get state s’ for the target contextual situation q’ that is estimated to be the cheapest
target configuration on a long-term basis. To derive this reconfiguration choice
s→s’ the algorithm relies on a PWA composed of a WA and PA. This choice of
reconfiguration s→s’ is used to reconfigure the device 02 as well as to update WA
to the currently activated configuration state s’. The contextual change (q,q’) is
used to update the probability distribution δQ(q) ∈ D(Q) of the source contextual
state q in PA 03 w.r.t. the executed change to the target contextual state q’. Fi-
nally, PWA =WA⊕PA is updated by re-composing the updated WA and PA 04 ,
before another contextual change is being processed.
PA
WA
PWA
Update Probability 
Distribution
Reconfigure S      S‘ 
Reconfiguration 
Planning 
Algorithm
Contextual 
Change
(q,q‘)
D(          )
01
02
03
04
 
Reconfigure 
S     S‘
02
Figure 7.5: Conceptual Life Cycle of the Planning Algorithm
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Algorithm 4 Reconfiguration Planning with Cost Prediction
1: Input: (WA, s); (PA, q); σ = (q, q ′); m; m’
2: Output: (WA, s ′); (PA ′, q ′)
3: Init: PWA :=WA⊕PA; u ′ = u;
4: acost := ecost := cost := 0; costmin :=∞
5: for all pi := (s, q)⇒ (s ′, q ′) ∈ ΠPWA where |pi| 6 m do
6: if (V(pi) <∞) then
7: acost := V(pi)
8: ρ ′I(s
′, q ′) := 1
9: ecost := 0
10: for all (r ∈ Σ∗Q where |r| 6 m ′) do
11: for all pi ′ := (s ′, q ′)⇒ (s ′′, q ′′) ∈ ΠPWA(r) do
12: ecost := ecost + V(pi ′) ·P(pi ′)
13: end for
14: end for
15: cost := acost + ecost
16: if (cost < costmin) then
17: u ′ := (s ′, q ′)
18: costmin := cost
19: end if
20: end if
21: end for
22: PA ′ := evolve(PA,σ)
23: if u ′ 6= u then
24: return ((WA, s ′), (PA ′, q ′))
25: else
26: return error
27: end if
Since the algorithm is designed according to model checking techniques, the
algorithm explores every suitable reconfiguration path for the immanent contex-
tual change (q,q’) and every path pi ′ ∈ ΠPWA(r) for future contextual runs r ∈ Σ∗Q.
In order to control the computational utilization of the algorithm, the maximum
length of reconfiguration paths s⇒ s ′ is limited by the bound m. Additionally, the
prediction of a run of future contextual changes r ∈ Σ∗Q is limited by the bound
m’. Note that with such an restriction on the length of an investigated path, the
results become incomplete. If a reconfiguration path pi =(s⇒s’) for a contextual
change (q,q’) is longer than the bound m, i.e., |pi| > m, then the algorithm ignores
that path pi as a possible reconfiguration choice. Therefore, the algorithm evalu-
ates its choice for the cheapest reconfiguration path on the basis of an incomplete
set of reconfiguration paths.
Analogously, this incompleteness holds for the investigation of future runs of
contextual changes r ∈ Σ∗Q=((q’,q”),· · · ,(qn−1, qn)). The bound m’ provides an
estimation over all upcoming contextual changes up to a limit of m’, i.e., |r| 6m’.
Therefore, the cost expectation becomes incomplete.
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Algorithm 4 summarizes the computation of a reconfiguration step for a con-
textual change (q,q’). The algorithm requires the recent configuration state s of the
weighted automaton WA and the current contextual state q of the probabilistic au-
tomaton PA as input. The algorithm considers the contextual change σ = (q, q ′)
(line 1) as basis to derive a cost-optimal configuration state for q’. The Parameter
m > 0 defines the bound for the reconfiguration path to reach a target configu-
ration state. The parameter m ′ > 0 defines the bound for the length of predicted
contextual runs. As output, the target configuration state s ′ computed for re-
configuring the device to the new contextual requirements of state q ′ is returned.
Further, the probabilistic automaton is evolved to PA ′ by updating the probability
distribution, i.e., increasing the probability distribution for the contextual change
(q, q ′).
First, the probabilistic weighted automaton PWA is composed according to
Definition 7.6 and variables for intermediate cost values are initialized (line 3).
The computation of the presumably cost-optimal reconfiguration s⇒ s ′ for (q, q ′)
consists of two nested loops.
(i) The outer loop (line 5–21) investigates all reconfiguration paths s⇒ s ′ of up
to a length of m, with s’ satisfying the new contextual requirements imposed
by q’.
(ii) The nested inner loop (line 10–14) investigates all possible reconfiguration
paths utilized by the possible contextual runs r ∈ Σ∗Q up to an overall num-
ber of m’ subsequent contextual changes. To derive an estimation of future
emerging reconfiguration costs for each reconfiguration candidate s ′ investi-
gated in (i), the algorithm quantifies the costs utilized by each path with the
probability of the respective run of contextual changes.
Both steps are automatable by applying a model checker that is able to process
quantified and probabilistic properties, such as PRISM [GPS13]. However, using
a model checker to derive a probabilistic cost estimation does not resemble the
standard use-case of a model checker, i.e., the verification of system properties.
Therefore, the respective technique to tackle specific segments of the algorithm via
model checker queries is provided in addition to the discussion of the algorithm.
In a final step, the cheapest target state s’ is identified w.r.t. the computed cost
estimations of future contextual changes and the probability distributions of PA
are updated accordingly.
Reconfiguration Costs for a Contextual Change . For step (i), Plan-
ning as Model Checking is applied as usual to find all reconfiguration paths satisfy-
ing the contextual requirements and to aggregate their reconfiguration costs into
the variable acost. In this step, transition probabilities are neglected as the recon-
figuration is determined by the contextual change q→ q ′ (line 7). Thus, the costs
utilized by a suitable reconfiguration path pi = s ⇒ s ′ ∈ ΠPWA are computed
by the summation function V, i.e, the sum of all weights occurring on pi. The
investigated reconfiguration paths pi ∈ ΠPWA are limited by the parameter m, i.e.,
the sequence of reconfigurations s⇒ s ′ for the contextual change (q, q ′) has to be
equals to or smaller than m.
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The respective model checker query would be composed of two aspects. The
first aspect would compute all suitable states ΠPWA(r), i.e. “compute all paths that
eventually lead to a state in which s ′ v q ′ holds with an upper bound of m”. The second
aspect would compute a summation of the weights occurring computed on paths
pi ∈ ΠPWA(r) derived by the previous query.
Predicted Reconfiguration Costs of Future Contextual Changes .
In contrast to step (i), in step (ii), the costs for predicted future contextual changes
are derived by computing an estimation of future emerging costs utilized by re-
configurations and states. Therefore, the costs V(pi ′) of every path pi ′ ∈ ΠPWA(r)
utilized by every possible run of contextual changes r ∈ Σ∗Q originating from the
current initial state (s’,q’) is multiplied by the probability of the path P(pi) (line
11–13) and stored in the variable ecost. This computation of the estimated costs in
ecost reflect the fact that costs utilized by reconfigurations for contextual changes,
which have a higher probability to occur, are more important (line 12). The esti-
mated costs ecost are computed for every suitable target state s ′ ∈ S ⊆ S for the
contextual change (q, q ′) investigated in step (i).
Furthermore, the sum of estimated costs ecost over every pi ′ ∈ ΠPWA(r) and
every possible run r ∈ Σ∗Q is derived to compute the cost estimation for suitable
target states (s’,q’) for the investigated contextual change σ = (q, q ′) (line 15).
Existing model checkers, such as PRISM1 [GPS13], are currently not capable to
support a query that combines probabilistic and weighted properties of transi-
tions, as required by my approach. One of the resulting drawbacks is that PRISM
supports only weights of a state and not of a transition. However, PRISM is ap-
plicable to derive an estimation of upcoming reconfiguration costs by adding an
additional variable acost to the system model that tracks the costs of an executed
transition. The range of possible values for acost directly influences resource uti-
lization of PRISM. Since all possible states of the system model are to be explored
by PRISM every existing state has to be combined with every possible value of
acost. This increases the executed state exploration and, therefore, the overall pro-
cessing time and resource utilization. If such an additional variable is used, a
query may be used such as “compute the expected costs of acost for all possible paths
with m’ as an upper bound”. Note that PRISM is capable to compute an expected
cost value for a path by multiplying the probability of a transition with the uti-
lized costs denoted in acost.
Cost Aggregation and Automaton Evolution. Both, the actual re-
configuration costs computed in step (i) and the estimated future reconfiguration
costs computed in step (ii) are, again, aggregated into an overall cost cost value
(line 15). Finally, this cost value allows to determine the presumably cost-optimal
reconfiguration choice for a suitable target configuration state s’ (line 16–19).
The probabilistic automaton PA is evolved by increasing the probability of the
contextual change (q, q ′), accordingly (line 22). This way, although a self-transition
s → s (idling) may arise as one possible reconfiguration option with low recon-
figuration costs, another reconfiguration s → s ′ with s 6= s ′ may be preferred.
1 Examined version of PRISM: 4.1.beta2
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Such a reconfiguration s → s ′ may be preferred to a self-transition if the target
configuration state s ′ is the cheaper reconfiguration choice for future contextual
changes.
Note that on system start-up, the weighted automaton WA as well as the prob-
abilistic automaton PA reside in some initial state s0 and q0, respectively, i.e.,
ρI(q0) = 1, ρI(q>0) = 0, and as initial transition probability distribution D(U) of
PA, e.g., an uniform distribution may be considered.
At runtime, two possible failure cases might arise
• the contextual requirements of q ′ may not be satisfiable by a context-feature
model cfm and
• no satisfying configuration s ′ is reachable from state s within bound m.
Both cases lead to an error state u (line 23–27). In such a case, additional error
handling strategies may be required, such as resetting the system or reverting
the current configuration sate to a non-erroneous state. Note that in case of WA
has a fully-connected configuration state-transition graph and setting m ′ = 1, the
algorithm just selects the cheapest immediate reconfiguration as usual.
In the next section, an evaluation of the planning approach on the basis of a
sample implementation of the described algorithm is discussed.
7.4 Evaluation
In the following, I provide a proof-of-concept evaluation of the introduced al-
gorithm regarding its ability to reduce costs on a long-term basis. Therefore, I
analyze
(1) the cost-probability distribution for a run of contextual changes,
(2) effectiveness of increasing the number of the investigated future contextual
changes m’, and
(3) the overall benefit of applying the reconfiguration planning algorithm over
several contextual changes,
before I discuss the limitations of the simulative evaluation. The random proba-
bilistic automaton PA depicted in Figure 7.6 is used as a basis for the evaluation.
The automaton is similar to the automaton used as a running example in this
chapter. However, the transitions, probabilities and compatibility to configuration
states differ.
Furthermore, a random weighted automaton WA is given by the state-transi-
tion matrix listed in Table 7.3. The first column of this table denotes the source
configuration states and the upper row denotes the target configuration states.
A number in a cell denotes the reconfiguration costs between the two respective
configuration states. For example, the reconfiguration c1 → c0 utilizes costs of 6.
The infinity ∞ symbol denotes that a transition is restricted from being executed.
For example, the reconfiguration c0 → c3 is not allowed to be executed.
The evaluation starts in the source state (s3,c0), which is denoted with a gray
state in Figure 7.6 and a gray row in Table 7.3. If the reconfiguration planning
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S1
S3
S2
c5
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c10
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51/100
c11
9/100
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7/100 9/100
Figure 7.6: PA Simulation Model
target→
source ↓ c0 c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 c10 c11
c0 ∞ 7 6 ∞ 9 ∞ ∞ 6 ∞ ∞ 10 2
c1 6 ∞ 8 8 ∞ 10 ∞ 3 ∞ ∞ 8 6
c2 ∞ 7 ∞ ∞ 3 4 6 ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞
c3 10 ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ 7 ∞ 6 6 6 8 ∞
c4 ∞ 7 ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ 10 9 ∞ 3 10 ∞
c5 10 ∞ 1 ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ 1 10 10 ∞ 4
c6 ∞ 7 2 ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ 9 7
c7 ∞ 9 3 ∞ ∞ 6 5 ∞ ∞ ∞ 6 7
c8 7 7 8 4 10 ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ 10 ∞ 10
c9 ∞ ∞ 7 6 4 2 ∞ 1 ∞ ∞ ∞ 10
c10 ∞ 6 10 ∞ 7 8 ∞ ∞ 8 ∞ ∞ ∞
c11 ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ 2 3 ∞ 2 ∞ 6 ∞
Table 7.3: Transition Matrix for WA Simulation Model
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algorithm is parameterized with m=1, the two the configuration states c2 and c7
are the only valid target configuration states for the contextual change from s3
to s1. Therefore, those two target states are highlighted in a dark gray in the
state-transition matrix.
This simulation setup provides insights into the process, which of those two
states c2 and c7 is to be chosen for the contextual change s3 to s1 based on the
Reconfiguration Planning Algorithm 4 discussed in the previous chapter. The
algorithm is initialized with the PA depicted in Figure 7.6 and the WA listed in
Table 7.3. Furthermore, the possible paths for a reconfiguration are limited to 1
with m=1, whereas the length of the investigated future contextual changes m’ is
evaluated with different parameter settings.
7.4.1 Comparison of Cost Prediction
In the following evaluation, I assume WA to reside in the initial configuration
state c0 and PA to reside in s3. A contextual change from s3 to s1 occurs and the
device has to reconfigure itself accordingly.
Cost-Probability Distribution
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Figure 7.7: Cost-Probability Distribution
To choose a suitable configuration for s1 the Algorithm 4 is used with a parame-
ter setting of m=1 and m’=3. Figure 7.7 depicts the probabilities that a certain cost
limit is kept by each configuration state. This probability distribution of utilized
costs allows for a comparison of the expected cost-development after choosing
one of the possible configuration states c2 and c7. For example, 10% of the esti-
mated costs for predicted subsequent reconfigurations remain below a cost limit
of 12.3 if the reconfiguration is executed to c2. In contrast to that 37% of the pre-
dicted subsequent reconfigurations remain below a cost limit of 11 if c7 is chosen
as a target state. Thus, although c2 and c7 utilize equal costs of 6 for a recon-
figuration from c0, the reconfiguration planning algorithm chooses c7 as the next
configuration state for the contextual change from s3 to s1. The reason for this is
that c7 utilizes fewer costs and on a long-term basis.
This plot illustrates the possibilities how an overall value of a cost estimation
may be derived. For example, the costs may be multiplied with their probability
to occur. The sum of every probabilistic cost value corresponds to the overall cost
estimation for a state. A similar method is also applied in Algorithm 4 (c.f. line
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12). Based on the cost-probability distribution of both states depicted in Figure 7.8,
an overall estimation of 15.36 for c2 and 14.34 for c7 is derivable.
The next section discusses the difference in the estimated costs between the two
target states c2 and c7 across different settings for m’.
7.4.2 Length of a Contextual Run
The parameter m’ denotes the upper bound in the length of future upcoming
contextual changes. The limitation of the length of an investigated path has a
direct influence on the computational efforts of the path exploration as well as on
the significance and accuracy of the results. Thus, to be efficient an appropriate m’
must be chosen. Figure 7.8 depicts the difference in the cost estimation between
c2 and c7. An evaluation of m’=1 is skipped because in this case the state with
the cheapest reconfiguration is chosen and, therefore, no prediction is used. The
plot indicates that with m’=3 the estimated costs between c2 and c7 differ by 1.02.
Thus, the configuration state c7 probably causes 1.02 less costs than c2 across the
next 3 contextual changes. With an increase of m’ the difference in the estimated
costs seem to converge to 0.6 instead of the difference of 1 as estimated with m’=3.
Difference in Estimation
Estimated Cost Gain by Choosing C7 instead of C2
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Figure 7.8: Delta in Estimated Costs between c2 and c7 across m’
This plot provides insights in the impact of the investigated length of contextual
changes m’. As previously, explained the setting of m’ implies an incompleteness of
the investigated paths. The plot indicates, that a greater setting of m’ increases the
accuracy and at the end the estimation has the tendency to converge to a single
value.
For this evaluation, two things have to be considered.
• The investigated PWA is a small example (11 configuration states and 4 con-
textual states). If the PWA increases in its number of states and transitions
more paths are to be investigated by the algorithm. Therefore, a greater
setting of m’ is necessary to recognize a convergence in the computed cost
estimation.
• In the investigated example c7 is always the better choice in comparison to
c2. However, the difference may (i) be larger than 1 and (ii) be negative. If
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the difference becomes negative in one specific setting of m’ c2 would be
chosen instead of c7.
Thus, a wrong setting of m’ may lead to a decision that impacts the overall results
negatively on a long-term basis. Furthermore, the setting of m’ depends on the
characteristics of the investigated probabilistic weighted automaton.
The next section discusses the possible savings in costs by applying the recon-
figuration planning algorithm with a fixed m’ of 4.
7.4.3 Possible Costs Savings across Contextual Changes
Figure 7.9 depicts a comparison of possible reductions in the costs utilized by a
sequence of reconfigurations triggered by 100 contextual changes. The figure de-
picts one plot, in which the contextual change events occurred according to the
probability distribution depicted in Figure 7.6, and one plot, in which the con-
textual changes occur randomly. The horizontal line at 0 represents the baseline
of comparison, i.e., the costs, which are utilized if the Reconfiguration Planning
Algorithm 4 is not used.
The plot Changes as Predicted illustrates that it is possible to reduce the sum of
the reconfigurations costs utilized after 100 contextual changes by 87 in compari-
son to an approach that chooses constantly the cheapest reconfiguration. However,
the plot Random Changes indicates that such an extent of reduction is only achiev-
able iff the contextual changes occur within the probability distribution specified
in the respective probabilistic automaton PA. Random contextual changes di-
minish the possibility to reduce the reconfiguration costs because the predicted
contextual behavior does not meet the contextual behavior, which actually occurs.
Cost Savings w.r.t. Contextual Changes
Changes as Predicted Random Changes
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Figure 7.9: Possible Cost Reduction Across Contextual Changes
This evaluation illustrates the importance that a user behaves according to the
previously tracked contextual changes. Sudden changes in the behavior lead to
configurations that are less likely to occur w.r.t. the probabilistic history of contex-
tual changes. Thus, if a user is taking a vacation the approach may possibly lead
to an overhead in the reconfiguration costs instead of savings. Additional over-
head in the reconfiguration costs may be generated until either (i) the user follows
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again the pattern of previously tracked contextual changes or (ii) the probability
distributions PA are finally adapted to the new behavior of contextual changes.
This evaluation of possible cost savings as well as the previously discussed
evaluations rely on a single simulation model. The next section discusses such
limitations of the investigated proof-of-concept evaluation.
7.4.4 Limitations
The reconfiguration planning algorithm is able to reduce the overall costs utilized
at runtime on a long-term basis (c.f. Section 7.4.3). Furthermore, although the
investigated path of contextual changes is always limited by the parameter m’,
the computed cost prediction has the tendency to converge to a single estimation
value (c.f. Section 7.4.2).
A quantitative evaluation may never be complete and it is only natural that
the presented evaluation has a number of limitations. The measurement setups
of my proof-of-concept evaluation have been limited to (i) a single small-scale
combination of a PA and a WA, (ii) a random assignment of costs, (iii) a random
initial probability distribution of contextual changes, and (iv) a random topology
in the state-transition automata PA and WA.
The most important and obvious restriction is that the quantitative assessment
of my approach is based on a small-scale example consisting of 4 contextual states
and 11 configuration states. The evaluation is restricted to such small automata
due to scalability issues in the exhaustive exploration of all possible paths leaving
from every possible target state for a contextual change.
Due to the restriction to such small automata it remains questionable how rep-
resentative the results are for a large scale use-case scenario. For example, my
first investigation of a dataset containing the usage behavior of smartphones for
multiple users [KJD+10, LGPA+12] resulted in a feature model containing at least
16 features and 10 contexts. Based on this context-feature model 111 contextual
states and 270 configuration states are derivable.
In order to provide representative results for the extent in the cost reduc-
tion a representative cost model is required. For example, the (de-)activation
of a WLAN-chip consumes a certain amount of energy. In addition to that, the
WLAN-chip and related features consume energy while being active. However,
the evaluation is based on a random assignment of costs, which range from 1 to
10 (c.f. Table 7.3).
The evaluation shows that the investigated length of future contextual changes
m’ is important for choosing the cheapest target configuration state on a long-term
basis. Although it has been shown that the algorithm is capable to identify the
cheapest configuration state, neither an overall best parameterization of m’ nor
guidance criteria to derive such a parameterization can be determined due to the
limitations discussed above.
The reduction of reconfiguration costs on a long-term basis w.r.t. predicted
upcoming contextual changes is the last conceptual contribution of this thesis.
The next chapter discusses related concepts and approaches to the contributions
provided in this thesis.
Part IV
C O N C L U S I O N S
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D I S C U S S I O N O F R E L AT E D W O R K
The concepts and techniques provided in the previous
chapters of this thesis tackle well-known research chal-
lenges in the domain of self-adaptive software systems
(SAS) and dynamic software product lines (DSPLs).
Thus, it is only natural that approaches exist, which
address the principal topic of this thesis. In the fol-
lowing, an overview of relevant and important related
approaches from the different areas of (i) model-based
runtime adaptation, (ii) context modelling, (iii) refinement
of feature models, (iv) (re-)configuration state spaces, as well as (v) prediction and plan-
ning of adaptations are discussed.
The approaches are, if possible, evaluated w.r.t. the research challenges (RCs)
established in Chapter 2 of this thesis, i.e., the following four RCs for SAS
RC1. Systematic Engineering Approach,
RC2. Flexibility at Runtime,
RC3. Autonomous Adaptation, and
RC4. Non-Intrusive Adaptation,
as well as the following two RCs for DSPLs
RC5. Autonomous Reconfiguration and
RC6. Improvement of Resource Consumption.
8.1 Model-Based Runtime Adaptation
The domain of adaptive software systems is well established and provides a wide
spectrum of approaches and solutions. Existing approaches, which tackle RC1
formally describe the possible adaptation behavior of a system to establish a
model-based adaptation process. With such a description, a transition system
is derived to coordinate or verify [CGKM12, Shi07] the adaptation process. Spe-
cific approaches also include non-functional properties for an adaptation [PS09,
SHMK10, SPA12]. For example, the MUSIC framework [FFF+13, RBD09] is a rep-
resentative implementation of model-based adaptation approaches to reconfigure
service oriented architectures at runtime. Similar to the first goal of my thesis,
they also aim to establish an autonomous, model-based adaptation process.
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More specifically, a component-based approach that deals with adaptivity in
decentralized ad hoc systems is proposed by Pepper et al. [PS09]. The authors
address the problem of resource limitation of mobile devices in self-adaptive ad
hoc networks, i.e., RC4 and RC5. They provide an approach to uphold a certain
quality of services. Services are composed by linking service units. Each service
unit is characterized by its functionality and quality. Each service corresponds to
a composition of features and each feature is characterized by its provided func-
tionality and its attributes. The attributes are used to describe the non-functional
qualitative nature of a feature, such as its stability or its performance. Dealing
with quality and functional properties, the resulting matching problem to find an
optimal configuration suitable for the stated requirements, i.e., best service vs. a
minimal utilization of resources, is considered to be a major challenge. Pepper et
al. present several challenges and possibilities how to deal with qualitative char-
acteristics and how the derivation of a reconfiguration may be improved but they
do not provide a solution.
FUSION is a framework for engineering SAS [EEM10] tackling RC3 by imple-
menting a feedback loop similar to MAPE-K. The framework aims to continu-
ously learn and optimize the reconfiguration process by taking non-functional
system behavior into account, such as costs or responsiveness. Similar to my ap-
proach, FUSION also relies on a feature-based adaptation process and specifies
the adaptation knowledge on the basis of logic formulae. By continuously reason-
ing about the current system state and the current contextual situation, FUSION
is even capable to adapt to contextual changes unforeseen at design time and,
thereby, addressing RC2. However, due to the continuous reasoning at runtime,
the approach is costly, which is contradictory to RC4. In contrast to FUSION, my
approach does not incorporate learning techniques but evaluates monitored be-
havior to estimate cost-effective reconfiguration choices. My approach adapts to
unforeseen contextual changes in one of two ways, either
• the contextual change triggers a reconfiguration of an unrestricted feature
or
• a new (arbitrary) configuration state is derived on demand.
Although I aim for similar goal as the authors of [EEM10], I (i) do not try to
find an optimal solution and (ii) shift the computational efforts for deriving a
configuration at runtime to design-time.
Although FUSION relies on the concepts of features to describe the character-
istics of a system, FUSION does not use any DSPL specific techniques. The next
paragraph discusses in detail approaches that use DSPL techniques to realize an
adaptive software system.
DSPL-Based Runtime Adaptation. Recent approaches propose to handle
runtime adaptations on the basis of DSPL techniques [BHS12, Lee06, HSSF06].
Those approaches either derive a suitable configuration at runtime based on a
feature model specification [BSBG08] or fully specify a reconfiguration automaton
based on a complete configuration state space to model valid reconfigurations at
runtime [WDSB09, BSBG08].
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Bencomo et al. study component-based technologies for runtime adaptivity us-
ing a component model called OpenCOM [BSBG08]. OpenCOM offers a compo-
nent framework for developers, to implement applications as well as middleware
platforms. The adaptive behavior is specified by reconfiguration policies in the
form of event-condition-action rules. An action triggers architectural changes in
the component model, e.g., by re-wiring components to other components dur-
ing runtime. Every possible variation of active components and their relations is
called a configuration. Using context-aware monitors, OpenCOM tackles RC5 by
capturing relevant information from the environment to trigger the event-do-ac-
tion rules. The authors apply their approach to wireless sensor nodes within a
case study for a flood warning system. Regarding resource limited devices, the
runtime behavior remains still to be unknown and, therefore, RC6 is unaddressed.
Possibilities for an optimization, like a pre-configuration step similar to my ap-
proach to reduce a feature model, are proposed but not realized.
A comprehensive formalization of DSPL (re-)configuration semantics similar
to my formalization is not yet provided, to the best of my knowledge. Instead,
existing approaches provide tools and concepts to
• specify DSPL feature models and transition systems individually [PRC14]
or
• derive a reconfiguration transition system from a feature model specification
and an additional realization-model [CGF08].
In both cases, the authors investigate either component-based systems or ser-
vice-oriented architectures as an application scenario for a DSPL. Further, they do
not apply their approaches to resource constraint systems such as mobile devices.
Recent approaches that focus on a DSPL (re-)configuration process analyze fea-
ture models and transition systems. In this regard, approaches, such as [RSAS11,
BLL+14], investigate how and when a feature has to be configured to be active
or inactive. Therefore, a step-wise (re-)configuration process is introduced that
(de-)selects a feature at different stages in the life-cycle of a DSPL, e.g., design-
time or runtime. Based on such a model, a sequence is derived in which order
a feature has to be reconfigured. Furthermore, the model is analyzed in order to
identify static features, i.e. non-reconfigurable features, or dead features.
Recent verification approaches for SPLs analyze feature model specifications by
incrementally applying CSP, BDD, and SAT solvers in several stages [BTRCRC05,
HCH09, WDSB09]. In each stage, a configuration is further refined. After a con-
figuration-stage is finished, the feature model constraints are validated. However,
those approaches aim at step-wise configuration semantics of feature models as-
suming interactions with stakeholders. In contrast to that, I established a continu-
ous reconfiguration process that implements an autonomous configuration refine-
ment w.r.t. contextual changes. Thus, such an incremental approach is intended
to derive one specific configuration that remains static. Therefore, the approaches
[BTRCRC05, HCH09, WDSB09] are not applicable for a dynamic reconfiguration
of an SAS at runtime. Furthermore, the continuous usage of a solver in each stage
consumes a lot of resources, which is not beneficial for RC6.
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None of the approaches discussed above provide such a seamless integration of
contexts into the reconfiguration process of a DSPL as context-feature models do
(c.f. Section 4.2.2). However, such an integration of contexts into feature models
is, to the best of my knowledge, a novel concept. Therefore, I discuss state of the
art approaches for context-modelling, which are comparable to context-feature
models, in the next section.
8.2 Context Modelling
There are several approaches, which integrate contextual aspects into variability
modeling. Note that these approaches solely focus on the domain of context
modelling and, therefore, neither of the research challenges from RC1 to RC6 are
addressed in these approaches.
Ali et al. [ACG09] investigate how contexts influence variability of a software
system. Similar to my approach of a context-aware DSPL, they identified differ-
ent variation points in which the context has to be considered, e.g., at design time
and at runtime. Further, Hartmann et al. [HT08] propose to combine the con-
cept of a context and a variability model. Based on contexts, they derive multiple
context specific product lines. Both approaches use goal models [VL01] in com-
bination with feature models to reason about the functional and non-functional
requirements of a specific context. In my approach, I propose to enrich a feature
model with contexts to define functional requirements of contexts, denoted by
require or exclude relations between the features and contexts. Thus, I separate
the modeling of the variability and contextual requirements and, thereby, estab-
lish a reconfiguration approach that is primarily intended to satisfy functional
requirements imposed by a context.
With a context-feature model, I organize contexts in a similar way as features are
arranged in a feature model. Context modeling techniques, such as context-goal
models or ontology models [ACG09, BBH+10], use similar modelling techniques
that rely on a hierarchy and dependency relations.
Goal models are used to specify functional and non-functional requirements of
a stakeholder [LM09, ACG09, VL01]. Such goals are specified in a hierarchical
tree-like diagram. Every parent-goal is decomposable into logical or-sub-goals or
logical and-sub-goals to introduce variability in goals. Thus, the structure of such
goal models is comparable to a feature model diagram. However, in addition to
feature model diagrams, goal models are capable to specify qualitative soft-goals,
e.g., to minimize the energy consumption. Soft-goals do not have a clear-cut
criterion for their fulfillment. Instead, soft-goals positively or negatively influence
the overall goal.
Summarizing, goal models are comparable to my concept of a context-fea-
ture model, although the introduced concept of context-feature models is in-
tended to express only functional goals. To this end, non-functional properties
are neglected in my concept of a context. However, my approach may be ex-
tended to express non-functional properties by adding attributes to features that
specify the non-functional properties of a feature. For example, feature WLAN
may be extended with the attribute cost=40 to express a resource utilization of
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40. Kang et al. propose such feature attributes in their concept of extended
feature models [KCH+90]. To derive a configuration w.r.t. non-functional re-
quirements, first-order logic constraints [SMD+12] are required, e.g., ((costs <
50)∧ (stability > 90)). With such a model, not only a suitable configuration
is derivable that satisfies the functional requirements of a context. Instead, a
configuration is derivable that is optimal for a contextual situation w.r.t. the non-
functional requirements.
Razzaque et al. [RDN06] stresses the fact that it is necessary to specify
• contextual requirements and
• dependencies amongst contexts
for the modelling of contexts. Therefore, the authors investigated existing ap-
proaches and concluded that the specification of requirements and dependencies
are used rarely in combination. Instead, existing approaches focus on either
the modelling of contextual requirements or on the modeling of dependencies
amongst contexts. However, they point out that every context modelling approach
fits the needs of the individual application domain. Furthermore, they derive a
categorization of contexts, e.g., state of a user, state of the physical environment,
or whether a context is static or not. The authors use first order logic for the spec-
ification of a context model. In contrast to that, I used only propositional logic
in order to specify a context-feature model. Therefore, the context modelling ap-
proach of Razzaque et al. is more expressive in its specification possibilities of
contextual characteristics and requirements.
With Proteus Toninelli et al. [TMKL07] propose a rule-based policy model that
relies on an ontology model [BBH+10] to specify the characteristics of a context.
The ontology model consists of a hierarchy of abstract contexts, which results
in a concrete context, describing a contextual situation. Thus, in contrast to my
approach, such an ontology-based modelling of contexts further allows reasoning
about contextual situations, i.e., the derivation of a contextual situation based
on the information captured by the system. I do not investigate techniques to
reason about a contextual situation based on sensor data since context reasoning
is considered to be not within the scope of this thesis. However, similar to the
ontology-based approach, my approach is able to
• model context hierarchically in a context-feature model and
• derive a contextual situation consisting of several atomic contexts.
To reduce the computational effort for the derivation of a configuration w.r.t.
the requirements imposed by a contextual situation, I propose a DSPL specific
reduction approach of feature models that depends on a pre-configuration of fea-
tures with the possibility to refine a configuration. The next section discusses
related approaches on feature model slicing and a stage-based derivation of con-
figurations.
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8.3 Refinement of Feature Models
Existing approaches that aim at reducing the size of a feature model exploit
the dependency relations in a feature model diagram specification. They ap-
ply so called slicing techniques to remove certain features w.r.t. a slicing crite-
rion [ACLF11, RSA11]. Such slicing approaches are applicable to tackle RC6.
The authors specify a slicing criterion as a set of features that is to be removed
from the feature model diagram. Furthermore, the authors also stress the im-
portance of preserving the feature constraints of the original specification, i.e., to
derive a correct slice of a feature model. However, they do not provide a proof
of correctness, as I do. The slicing approaches provided in [ACLF11, RSA11] are
not designed to maximize variability at runtime. In this regard, I used a three-
-valued logic to provide a developer with the possibility to interpret features as
reconfigurable. My approach specifically reduces the propositional formula rep-
resentation of a feature model, whereas other approaches conceptually argue on
the level of a dependency graph, i.e., a feature model diagram.
Czarnecki et al. were the first to propose the concept of a staged configuration
process based on feature models [CHE04, CHE05]. The authors argue that the
derivation of a product configuration using feature models may be done in stages.
In each stage, they restrict possible configuration choices by further refining the
feature model configuration. In this regard, each stage results in a customized,
partially configured feature model.
This process is also referred to as specialization of a feature model. The pro-
cess of a staged configuration describes successive specialization steps followed
by configuration steps using the most specialized feature model. A staged con-
figuration process corresponds to incrementally applying a partial configuration
until there is no more variability left and a complete configuration is derived.
In contrast to a staged configuration process, my approach neither specializes nor
generalizes the constraints of a feature model. My technique applies a similar con-
cept of a specialization, i.e., a refinement, with the intention that not every feature
is interpreted as selected or deselected. Such a partial configuration is transitively
completed in order to provide a set of features, which are reconfigurable at run-
time. This results in a smaller feature model, which is always consistent with the
feature constraints of the original feature model.
With my feature model reduction approach, I aim at reducing the resource
utilization of a continuous reconfiguration at runtime. Therefore, the next section
discusses how related approaches handle reconfigurations at runtime.
8.4 (Re-)Configuration State Space
Recent approaches investigating the (re-)configuration of SPLs [WDSB09] and
DSPLs [Hel12, DPS12] use transition systems for modelling the configuration pro-
cess. Just like in this thesis, the authors interpret a product configuration as a
state and transitions as reconfigurations. The transitions may be labeled and/or
weighted to guide reconfiguration choices, e.g., by choosing the least expensive
transition. Despite those similarities, existing transition systems for (D)SPLs are
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neither intended to be tailored for resource-constrained devices nor are they dy-
namically evolvable at runtime. Thus, these approaches do not explicitly tackle
RC6, since they do not scale with the complexity of a feature model and are,
therefore, unqualified for resource constrained devices. Although the issue of
an autonomous reconfiguration, i.e., RC5, is never directly addressed, these ap-
proaches are easily extendable to execute reconfigurations autonomously, e.g., by
annotating a transition with a contextual-trigger.
In this section, I focus on the discussion of related approaches and how they
• handle dynamic reconfigurations or adaptations at runtime,
• step-wise refine a configuration until a valid product configuration is de-
rived, and
• identify unrestricted features.
Reconfigurations Based on Transition Systems . Damiani et al. [DS11,
DPS12] propose an approach that relies on a transition system to define the se-
mantics of a reconfiguration. The authors apply a technique called delta oriented
programming to handle dynamic reconfigurations at runtime. A delta describes a
change in the code basis of the currently active configuration, e.g., a class is added
to the code basis or a method is modified. In this regard, the authors specify a
transition system, in which each transition applies such a delta to the code basis.
Further, they ensure a correct device configuration after a transition with a safety
check. In this regard, every reconfiguration results in a valid target configuration.
The authors do not rely on a complete configuration state space. Instead, they are
able to derive new configurations and remove existing configurations dynamically
at runtime. Similar to my approach, the authors contribute to RC6 by avoiding a
state explosion. To avoid such a state explosion, the authors dynamically derive
a configuration state on-demand at runtime or remove existing states. A fun-
damental difference to my approaches is the focus on delta oriented programming.
The authors encode the reconfiguration semantics in the transitions of a system,
whereas I describe a device configuration via state predicates. This allows me
to abstract from states by using unrestricted features, which further reduces the
computational utilization at runtime.
Similarly to Damiani et al., Helvensteijn [Hel12] introduces a technique for the
reconfiguration of DSPLs at runtime using Mealy Machines as a transition sys-
tem. Based on delta modeling techniques the author proposes a delta oriented
approach to specify transitions between two configurations. By labeling the tran-
sitions with a weight, it is possible to reduce the cost of a reconfiguration. In
contrast to my approach, the author assumes a complete state space consisting of
every possible valid configuration of the DSPL. This results in a fully connected
graph that specifies the reconfiguration behavior of the DSPL, which is not in fa-
vor of RC6. One problem the paper does not address is the state explosion w.r.t.
all possible combinations of deltas and product configurations.
Surveys, such as [BHS12], propose the usage of transition systems to handle
the reconfiguration of a DSPL at runtime. However, to the best of my knowledge,
there are no approaches that provide
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• concepts for a context-aware state space derivation as a transition system as
well as
• the possibility to reduce the size of a state space without restricting the
adaptation capabilities at runtime of a DSPL.
Lee et al. [LK10] present an approach to derive a product configuration based
on contextual information, which is similar to the concepts provided in this the-
sis. In contrast to my concept of a context-aware DSPL, Lee et al. aim to support
the developers to select features suitable for a contextual situation by providing
certain recommendation criteria. Thus, it is not intended for a continuous au-
tonomous reconfiguration of features as required by RC5.
For the reconfiguration of a DSPL, I propose a reconfiguration semantics that
relies on a transition system and refines a partial configuration until a complete
valid configuration is derived. Similar approaches propose a process model for
the state configuration of an SPL that refines a configuration in a step-wise manner.
Such an approach is discussed in the next paragraph.
Multi-Step Refinement of a Configuration. White et al. proposes to
use SPLs as a reconfigurable software architecture [WDSB09]. This definition is
close to the basic principle of a DSPL with the difference that the SPL is reconfig-
ured across multiple stages instead of a reconfiguration at runtime. In contrast to
the previously discussed stages-configuration concepts of Czarnecki et al., each
stage corresponds to a fully configured product configuration.
The authors propose a technique to derive product configurations via multiple
steps by mapping the problem to a constraint satisfaction problem. This results in
a path, where a product configuration is derived automatically via multiple steps.
Similar to a DSPL reconfiguration, the authors propose a multi-step configuration
based on a graph of configuration nodes and reconfiguration links. Start node and
end node represent the start configuration and target configuration, respectively.
The authors describe a technique how to choose a path that is optimized w.r.t. a
certain criterion. For example, they investigated criteria such as minimal costs of
a reconfiguration path or global requirements for configurations, e.g., each con-
figuration utilizes costs below a certain threshold. Although the problem domain
is similar, the approach of White et al. is not designed to handle dynamic recon-
figurations of a device at runtime. Further, the specification process is assumed to
be static, i.e., no configurations may be added once the (re-)configuration process
has started.
At runtime, I dynamically refine unrestricted contexts and features of partial
configuration states to derive a complete valid configuration. Therefore, I identify
unrestricted contexts and features in a pre-processing step. The next paragraph
discusses approaches that similarly are applicable to identify unrestricted contexts
and features.
Identification of Unrestricted Features . My techniques to identify
unrestricted context and feature variables in a partial state are comparable to
approaches that try to minimize a propositional formula. Every variable that is
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removable corresponds to an unrestricted variable in my concept of a partial state.
However, I do not aim at minimizing the amount of possible configurations as
related approaches do [Qui52, Cou95, HCO74, SW79]. Instead, it is my goal to
maximize unrestricted variables for a partial configuration and a partial state.
In the evaluation of my approach, I compare my BDD-based techniques with
the Quine and McCluskey (QMC) algorithm [McC56, Qui52, Rud89] to minimize
a logic formula. Instead of a BDD representation of the formula, QMC relies on a
propositional formula in the conjunctive normal form, i.e., variables are concate-
nated disjunctively to a formula and every formula is concatenated conjunctively.
QMC identifies unrestricted variables by comparing a set of formulae Φ, in which
each formula ϕ ∈ Φ consists of variables that are concatenated in a disjunctive
manner. Afterwards, the formulae ϕ ∈ Φ are compared in a pair-wise manner to
identify removable, unrestricted variables. My proposed BDD-based techniques
rely on a BDD representation of a formula. Therefore, I do not need to compare
every conjunctive formula in a pair-wise manner. Instead, I identify unrestricted
variables based on the structure of a BDD, which is much faster, as my evaluation
in Section 6.6.3 indicates.
O. Coudert [Cou95] proposed an approach that also uses a BDD to minimize a
propositional formula as I do. The main difference to my approach is that the au-
thor uses a fix-point algorithm to re-order the variables of a BDD, whereas I rely
on either a genetic, a heuristic, or a random re-ordering of variables. The fix-point
algorithm aims to reduce the amount of possible configuration interpretations of
a formula, i.e., the author tries to minimize the disjunctive normal form represen-
tation of a formula. Instead, it is my goal to derive as much unrestricted variables
as possible. For this goal, the fix-point algorithm of O. Coudert probably leads
to better results since every possible permutation in the variable ordering is in-
vestigated. However, to achieve this completeness, the approach consumes much
more resources and time to identify unrestricted variables.
The next section discusses related approaches that may be used to plan recon-
figurations w.r.t. future contextual changes that also rely on transition systems as
a model.
8.5 Prediction and Planning of Adaptations
The planning as model checking domain uses model checkers to derive a path that
satisfies certain goals [CRT98, GT00, SG01]. Similarly to my approach, the prob-
lem is formalized using propositional formulae to specify a transition system.
Each state is assigned a set of Boolean variable interpretations. Further, the tran-
sition system is capable to express non-deterministic system behavior, i.e., for a
transition there exist multiple possible target states. Functional goal requirements
are specified via temporal logics [PT01], e.g., which properties have to hold in a
certain state. A model checker derives a path from a start state to a target state, on
which none of the formulated state properties are violated. In terms of my formal-
ization, such a path corresponds to a series of reconfigurations. However, none
of these approaches provides the possibility to include non-functional properties,
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such as costs, to tackle RC4 and RC6 by predicting the future cost development of
reconfigurations.
In the following, I categorize related approaches into
• planning and verification at design time and
• planning and verification at runtime.
Planning and Verification at Design Time . The domain of adaptive
systems is well established and provides a broad spectrum of approaches and
solutions. Approaches that deal with model-based adaptations formally describe
the possible adaptation behavior of a system. With such a description, a transition
system is derived to coordinate or verify [CGKM12] the overall adaptation pro-
cess. Specific approaches also include non-functional properties and probabilities
of an adaptation [PS09, SHMK10, SPA12] in their system specification. Although
such approaches rely on a model specification similar to a probabilistic weighted
automaton introduced in this thesis, to the best of my knowledge, I am the first to
use such a model to reduce reconfiguration costs based on a probabilistic look-a-
head of changes in the context.
In addition to probabilistic weighted automata, stochastic models, such as con-
tinuous Markov chains, are also used to handle the runtime adaptivity of a de-
vice [QP99, PBBDM98]. These approaches rely on a system that reacts on incom-
ing events. The transition behavior of the system depends
• on the system state at a specific point of time and the incoming event and
• on the stated optimization problem, e.g., minimize energy consumption.
Similar to my approach, a state automaton is used to specify the adaptation ca-
pabilities. A solution is derived by establishing and continuously updating a
probability matrix. Linear programming algorithms are used to achieve certain
optimization goals.
Although my approach is executed at design time, I discuss similar approaches
that are applicable at runtime in the next paragraph.
Planning and Verification at Runtime . Recent approaches stress the
necessity of a verification of runtime behavior [CGKM12, Daw05] to verify, to
which extent, non-functional requirements, such as costs, efficiency or robustness,
are satisfied by a system specification. Such a verification may be done at run-
time, before a system is deployed on a device to verify if the system may end up
in a deadlock. However, the system specification may change at runtime, e.g., the
probability distribution of a contextual change has to be adapted with every con-
textual change. Therefore, such the verification may also be executed dynamically
at runtime. Filieri et al. [FGT11] propose an approach for dynamically executing a
verification at runtime. They execute verifications dynamically on a system spec-
ification that is being altered at runtime to execute an adaptation with costs that
are below a certain threshold. In order to reduce the computational efforts for
executing a verification, the authors assume certain aspects of the specification to
be static, e.g., the probability of an error occurring during sending a message is
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assumed to remain statically at 1%. Based on this assumption, they pre-process
the original specification. They pre-compute the static aspects and introduce vari-
ables that are updated at runtime. Every time such a variable is changed, they
just re-evaluate the verification results that are affected by such a change. With
this concept, the authors tackle RC4 and reduce the computational utilization of
a verification process at runtime.
A similar approach focuses on contextual changes that were not considered at
design time [EGMT09]. In this regard, they consider a system specification to be
altered with every contextual change, e.g., new configuration states are added,
old states are removed, or new transitions are added or removed. In such a case,
each verification of a certain requirement may return different results after every
change.
Although, I similarly assume that a system specification changes w.r.t. the con-
textual situation of a system, my approach has a different goal. Instead of perma-
nently ensuring the correctness of a system at runtime and, thereby, preventing
erroneous reconfigurations from occurring, I use verification techniques to pre-
compute cost-effective configuration states w.r.t. predicted upcoming contextual
changes. However, those approaches [EGMT09, FGT11] are not contradictory to
my approach. Instead, they are combinable, since I use a similar model for a
system specification and, therefore, those approaches may be used at runtime, to
fine tune my prediction and ensure correctness.
Dubslaff et al. [DKB14] analyze the energy consumption of (D)SPLs based on
a probabilistic weighted automaton and a model checker. Therefore, their au-
tomaton implements the configuration semantics of a feature model in a simi-
lar manner as I do. The authors track the choice of a reconfiguration with a
probability distribution. For example, if several configurations are suitable for a
reconfiguration, they investigate which configuration is chosen with a probabil-
ity measure. In contrast to that, I measure the reason for a reconfiguration, i.e.
contextual changes, with a probability distribution. Thus, I do not track, which
specific configuration state is chosen for a certain contextual change. Based on
their probabilistic weighted automaton, the authors analyze the frequency of a
configuration state to be chosen for a reconfiguration. The probability of various
configuration states to become active is used to determine when a reconfiguration
has to be executed in order to (i) save energy costs and (ii) to finish the recon-
figuration process in time. In this regard, the authors tackle RC6 by providing a
technique to reduce the energy consumed at runtime. However, the authors apply
their approach for the reconfiguration of the network interfaces of a server. There-
fore, they are able to use a model checker that utilizes a considerable amount of
memory and processing capabilities.
The next chapter concludes this thesis by summarizing the contributions given
in this thesis, discussing observations and open problems, as well as introducing
possible future research topics to tackle identified limitations of this thesis
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C O N C L U S I O N S
The objective of this thesis was to establish a model-based adaptation process for
mobile devices. In this regard, I established concepts and techniques to satisfy the
following goals
• providing an autonomous, model-based adaptation process (G1) and
• reducing the resource consumption of an adaptation at runtime (G2).
To conclude my thesis, I summarize the contributions provided in this thesis in
order to tackle both goals G1 and G2. Afterwards, I critically discuss the results of
the provided contributions and point out issues that remain open. Furthermore, I
provide an overview of future research topics that tackle the identified limitations
of this thesis.
9.1 Summary
To manage the inherent adaptivity of mobile devices at runtime, I combined
the two existing concepts of a MAPE-K feedback loop with the model-based
paradigm of Dynamic Software Product Lines (DSPLs) in Chapter 3. Since ven-
dors, such as Google, HTC, Motorola, or Samsung, provide a product line of
mobile devices, my thesis has shown that DSPL models and techniques as a well-
known extension of Software Product Lines (SPLs) are an appropriate choice to
manage the runtime adaptivity of mobile devices. Note that, although I focus on
the domain of mobile devices, my concepts and techniques are generally appli-
cable to other domains such as peer-to-peer systems or service-oriented architec-
tures. To tackle the first goal G1 of this thesis, I
(1) established the concept of a context-aware DSPL to autonomously handle
changes in the context of a device (see Chapter 4) and
(2) introduced DSPL specific, three-valued configuration and reconfiguration
semantics (see Chapters 4 and 6, respectively).
To provide context-awareness in DSPLs (1) I enriched traditional (D)SPL feature
models with contextual elements to denote dependency relations, such as ex-
clude and require, amongst contexts and features. Therefore, contexts constitute
atomic elements, such as Home or Office. These context elements are modeled
as traditional features. However, in contrast to traditional features, contexts are
not part of a software system. Instead, contexts are used to specify contextual
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requirements, such as “WLAN is required to be active at home”. In this regard, a
context-feature model offers the possibility to
• intuitively model contextual requirements for a DSPL and
• autonomously reconfigure a DSPL by denoting, which contexts are active
and, therefore, which features have to be activated or deactivated to satisfy
the contextual requirements.
For (2) I proposed a formal framework by establishing (re-)configuration seman-
tics for DSPLs. The configuration semantics of a DSPL is defined on the basis of
a three-valued propositional formula, in which features and contexts correspond
to variables. A configuration of a DSPL is valid if the assignment of variables
satisfies the propositional formula. A context denotes a partial assignment of
variables, i.e., which features have to be active or inactive.
In addition to a propositional formula, I used transition systems to specify the
reconfiguration semantics of a DSPL. Such transition systems are automatically
derivable from a feature model by computing the valid configurations of a con-
text-feature model. Every valid configuration of a feature model corresponds to
a state in the transition system. A reconfiguration is denoted by a transition be-
tween two states. Such a transition system is applicable to
• specify the reconfiguration behavior of a DSPL and
• analyze and reason about formal system properties.
Thus, for a DSPL-based adaptation, a feature model specified as propositional
formula as well as a reconfiguration transition system have to reside on the device
as adaptation knowledge.
To further tackle the second goal G2 of this thesis, I
(3) reduced a feature model specification w.r.t. the individual characteristics of
a device (see Chapter 5),
(4) introduced two approaches to reduce a configuration state space and, thereby,
minimize the resource utilization of a DSPL, i.e.,
(4.1) the concept of a state space reduction to an incomplete state space w.r.t.
a contextual coverage criterion (see Chapter 6) as well as
(4.2) an abstraction technique for deriving partial configuration states, to en-
hance the flexibility of a DSPL and to reduce the size of a state space
(see Chapter 6), and, finally, I
(5) reduced the operational costs of an adaptation by predicting changes in the
context (see Chapter 7).
To reduce the complexity of a feature model (3), I removed non-reconfigurable
features w.r.t. a device-specific reduction criterion. In this regard, contexts and
features are removed if they depend on features that are incompatible to a device.
For instance, if a device has no integrated WLAN-chip, every context and feature
that depends on a WLAN-based connection may never be activated at runtime
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and, therefore, are removed from the context-feature model. Similarly, features
that have to be permanently active at runtime are removed. In this regard, I
removed variables from the context-feature model formula that have to be active
or are incompatible to the device.
To further reduce the complexity of a DSPL-based adaptation, I reduced the
configuration state space to an incomplete state space (4.1). The complete config-
uration state space of a DSPL is reduced based on the assumption that a user of
a mobile device behaves according to repetitive contextual patterns. Therefore, I
proposed a metric to cover certain individual contexts or combination of contexts,
for which a configuration state is derivable. Configuration states that are not re-
quired at runtime w.r.t. the context-coverage metric are discarded. Hence, this
concept imposes a trade-off between the complexity of a complete configuration
state space and the possibility to compute a configuration on-demand at runtime.
A further reduction of the size of a state space is achieved with the abstraction
concept of a partial state (4.2). In a partial state, context or features are identified,
which are unrestricted w.r.t. the remaining configuration of contexts and features.
This allows an unrestricted context or feature to be arbitrarily reconfigurable, i.e.,
no costly solver call is necessary if an unrestricted context or feature needs to be
reconfigured. In this regard, partial states subsume multiple states, which are
fully configured. I identified unrestricted contexts and features by transforming
the context-feature model into a binary decision diagram (BDD). A BDD strongly
relies on the ordering of context and feature variables. I re-ordered these variables
based on three different techniques, i.e., a randomized ordering, a heuristical or-
dering, and a genetic ordering, to identify unrestricted contexts and features. In
addition to further reduce the size of a state space due to the subsumption of con-
figuration states, a partial state improves also the flexibility of a state space. With
a partial state, the state space is able to handle contextual changes, which were
not pre-planned at design time. This flexibility is based on the amount of unre-
stricted contexts and features in a pre-planned partial state. For example, every
unrestricted context in a partial state may be arbitrarily entered or left without
the need to execute a reconfiguration.
To reduce the operational costs of a DSPL at runtime (5) I introduced an ap-
proach to predict contextual changes based on a probabilistic transition system
and model checking techniques. At runtime, the frequency of contextual changes
are continuously tracked by the device itself. With every contextual change the
respective probability distribution of a contextual change is updated accordingly.
In addition to this probabilistic transition system, I used a weighted transition sys-
tem to model the reconfigurability of a device as well as non-functional properties
of a reconfiguration, such as the cost of a reconfiguration. Based on these two tran-
sition systems I reduced the reconfiguration cost of a DSPL on a long-term basis
by choosing a configuration state as a target state for a reconfiguration that is
the cheapest w.r.t. future upcoming contextual changes. To identify such a target
state, I exploited model checking techniques to calculate an estimation of future
upcoming reconfiguration costs for each possible target configuration state.
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9.2 Observations and Open Problems
The contributions provided in this thesis are not limited to the development of
concepts. I also implemented and evaluated my concepts and techniques w.r.t.
trade-offs and potential gains at runtime. In the following I discuss the advantages
and disadvantages of my concepts and techniques provided in this thesis.
Context-Aware DSPLs . The extension of the traditional DSPL concept to a
context-aware DSPL has proven to be beneficial for all my techniques to improve
the resource utilization of a DSPL-based adaptation. The seamless integration of
contexts into a feature model eases the specification of contextual requirements
and, at the same time, provides the means to autonomously trigger a reconfig-
uration w.r.t. changes in the contextual situation of a system. This simplicity
of modelling contextual requirements comes with the cost of a reduced expres-
siveness in comparison with existing context-modelling approaches. For example,
the concept of a context-feature model may be used to derive a configuration for
a contextual situation. However, since this model does not cover non-functional
properties, such as stability or efficiency, it is not possible to derive the ideal con-
figuration for a contextual situation w.r.t. non-functional properties.
Reduction of a Feature Model . Existing approaches for the reduction
of a feature model specification propose slicing techniques on feature model di-
agrams. However, since it is sufficient to use a formula representation of the
feature model to derive a configuration at runtime, my technique is intended for
a reduction of a formula representation instead of a diagram representation. It is
also easier to develop optimization and reduction techniques, which are based on
a logic formula instead of a diagram specification.
Based on the investigated simulation models, my experiments show that the
derivation of a configuration based on a reduced feature model is up to 60%
faster. Furthermore, the computational efforts for deriving a configuration are
decreased by 66%. Nonetheless, the speed-up and reduction of computational
efforts are costly to compute and, therefore, a feature model reduction cannot be
executed at runtime due to the inherent restriction of resources on mobile devices.
Instead, such a pre-processing step has to be executed prior to runtime on a PC or
deployment server. Finally, I have to point out that the results of my experiments
strongly depend on the feature model, which is to be reduced, i.e., the number of
features and feature constraints, as well as the reduction criterion.
Incomplete State Space . As a first technique to minimize the impact of a
DSPL state space, a rigorous pre-planning of a state space is executed prior to
runtime. The state space is pre-planned w.r.t. a metric in order to cover config-
urations, which are required by contextual situations emerging at runtime, has
shown to be an efficient improvement to alternative reconfiguration concepts. My
stimulative experiments indicate that a state space with a size of 105.000 may be
reduced by 99.998% to a set of 210 representative configuration states that cover
all contextual situations consisting of up to 6 atomic contexts. At the same time,
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the demand to execute a costly solver call at runtime to compute a missing con-
figuration remains below 1%. However, the demand to compute a configuration
on-demand at runtime significantly increases if the state space is further reduced.
Thus, the concept of incomplete state spaces that cover certain contextual situa-
tions shows great potential to significantly reduce
• the memory consumption of DSPLs and
• the search efforts for suitable states
without noteworthy additional computational efforts at runtime.
Partial States . As a second technique to further reduce the size of a state
space, completely configured states are abstracted to partial states. This tech-
nique has shown to be a promising concept. The benefit of a state space with
partial states is twofold. Firstly, the amount of states is further reducible since a
partial state may subsume multiple configuration states. My experiments show
that every third state is abstractable to a partial state by subsuming up to 4 con-
figuration states. Secondly, the state space is able to cover contextual situations,
which were not pre-planned at design time. The coverage of additional con-
textual situations is the result of unrestricted contexts and features identified in
a partial state. Such unrestricted contexts and features are arbitrarily reconfig-
urable w.r.t. unplanned contextual situations that may spontaneously emerge at
runtime. After 500 contextual changes, 20% of the resulting reconfigurations af-
fected unrestricted features. However, I have to point out that the derivation of
a partial state is computationally expensive. Although I was able to mitigate the
processing time of identifying unrestricted features, the computational efforts re-
main considerably high. Another disadvantage of partial states is the increased
complexity of the overall approach since with a partial state not only several con-
figuration states may be suitable for a contextual situation. Instead, further partial
states may be suitable to cover a contextual situation in addition to complete con-
figuration states. Thus, the right partial or complete configuration state needs to
be identified. Another problem may emerge from the fact that the identification
of unrestricted features heavily relies on the constraints specified in the contex-
t-feature model. According to my experiments it is safe to assume that a more
restrictive specification results in less unrestricted features.
Prediction of Contextual Changes Using a model checker with a prob-
abilistic weighted transition system to predict future reconfiguration costs is di-
rectly compatible to my reconfiguration semantics based on a transition sys-
tem. Model checking and transition systems are both well researched techniques,
which constitutes a major benefit for my concept of reducing reconfiguration costs.
Combining both techniques of these to reduce the operational costs of an adaptive
software system on a long-term basis is an innovative contribution. The results
of my experiments are promising. In a simulation of 100 contextual changes
the overall utilized reconfiguration costs were reduced significantly iff the user
moves according to previously monitored contextual change patterns. Nonethe-
less, in conclusion I have to point out that the proof-of-concept implementation of
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my current prediction approach is not directly applicable for the usage on mobile
device. The executed exploration of configuration states on a path of future con-
textual changes consumes to much computational resources and does not scale
with the amount of configuration states and contextual states. A model checker,
such as PRISM [GPS13], has shown to be oversized for the purpose of a cost pre-
diction of future reconfigurations. Existing approaches already intend to reduce
the model checking efforts in order to execute model checking queries dynami-
cally at runtime [FGT11]. Similarly, a customized solution with the sole intention
to compute a cost-prediction has to be implemented to execute my approach on
mobile devices.
The development of a customized solution to predict costs of a reconfiguration
instead of using a model checker is only one possible step to further investigate
the research topics discussed in this thesis. The next section discusses unad-
dressed research questions and future work.
9.3 Future Work
The concepts and techniques presented in this thesis revealed some deficiencies
that have to be tackled in future contributions. These shortcomings concern
• further concepts to reduce the resource utilization of a context-aware DSPL
reconfiguration process,
• new concepts to apply a DSPL-based adaptation to heavily resource con-
strained devices such as sensor nodes,
• extending a DSPL-based adaptation to coordinate an adaptation of multiple
distributed devices, and
• quality assurance of self-adaptive software systems.
Runtime Prediction in Real-Time . First of all, an alternative to use a
model checker for the computation of a cost prediction is required. In this regard,
Discrete Time Markov Chains [FGT11] may be used to compute a probabilistic
cost expectation for future upcoming reconfigurations. Alternatively, dynamic
programming techniques may be applied. Based on such a technique, a repre-
sentative completeness of the estimated costs utilized by the predicted contextual
changes is traded for a reduction in the computational efforts. Thus, it has to be
investigated how an estimation of upcoming reconfiguration costs is to be imple-
mented to be (i) non-intrusive to the remaining system and (ii) derives a result
in real-time. Furthermore, the approach needs to be evaluated in a large scale
scenario and based on realistic data. For example, a dataset containing the us-
age behavior of smartphones [KJD+10, LGPA+12] may be used to validate my
approach.
Applicability for Heavily Resource Constrained Devices . My con-
cepts are intended to be applicable on resource constrained devices, such as smart-
phones, tablets, or notebooks. Wireless sensor nodes have even stronger resource
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constraints, i.e., less computational power and less energy. Such devices have
between 4kB and 512kB RAM, in contrast to 2GB of RAM provided by a Nexus
4. Up to now, there is no constraint solver available that may be executable on
such heavily resource constrained devices. Therefore, solutions are required (i) to
further reduce the computational efforts and (ii) that remotely compute a suitable
configuration for a sensor node if the context of a node changes.
Attributed Context-DSPL. My concept of a context-feature model neither
supports non-functional properties of features nor non-functional requirements of
contexts. However, Kang et al. [KCH+90] already propose to enrich features with
attributes. Such attributes are applicable to specify non-functional properties and
non-functional requirements. In this regard, it has to be investigated, how an
optimal feature configuration is to be derived for the non-functional requirements
of a context. Further, if a context imposes multiple non-functional requirements,
an approach for a multi-criteria optimization is required. Such a multi-criteria
optimization is expensive to compute on-demand at runtime. Therefore, it has
to be investigated how the complexity of a multi-criteria optimization may be
pre-processed in order to execute such an optimization at runtime.
Offline Evolution. Up to now, little support exists for an offline-evolution
of a DSPL. A successful evolution requires approaches that profile the reconfigu-
ration behavior at runtime. This behavior has to be analyzed, e.g., by data-min-
ing approaches, and based on learning algorithms, e.g., reinforcement-learning, a
feedback may be derived, which may be used to continuously optimize the DSPL.
In this regard, the selection of configuration states, pre-computed prior to run-
time, may be improved w.r.t. the individual behavior of a user. States may be
removed, which never become active at runtime, and new states may be added,
which are computed on-demand at runtime.
Distributed DSPL. The concepts provided in this thesis are applicable to
adapt one device locally. However, mobile devices become more and more inter-
connected via the Internet. In this regard, mobile devices may not only depend
on services that are dynamically reconfigurable locally, but depend on services
that are only accessible via the Internet. The Internet itself changes dynamically,
e.g., services such as Skype may become unavailable. Thus, if one considers a ser-
vice as a feature, features are dynamically activated and deactivated, which may
trigger a reconfiguration of the device. To tackle such scenarios, approaches are
required that coordinate a reconfiguration of a distributed DSPL. Distributed con-
straint solvers [DBL11] show promising advances in this regard. Thus, it has to
be investigated, how my concepts are extendable to a distributed DSPL by using
distributed constraint solvers instead of standard SAT or BDD constraint solvers.
Quality Assurance . Traditional concepts for testing of SPLs focus on test-
ing features and dependency relations between individual features. Testing a
DSPL further requires concepts to test a dynamic (re-configuration) of the entire
system. Thus, the quality assurance of a DSPL requires the testing of all possible
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reconfigurations and all contextual changes. However, the inherent complexity
of self-adaptive software systems renders the derivation of a complete DSPL test
suite, i.e., the testing of all possible system behavior, infeasible. In order to tackle
this issue the reduction approaches introduced in Chapter 5 and in Chapter 6
may be used. This provides the possibility to reduce the system under test itself
due to the reduction of configuration states to a representative set of state that
cover certain contextual situations. In this regard not all possible reconfiguration
behavior of a DSPL needs to be tested. Furthermore, the transition systems used
in this thesis are applicable to define testing coverage criteria for reconfiguration
transitions or contextual transitions.
9.4 Final Remarks
Context-aware DSPLs provide promising contributions to cope with the inher-
ent dynamics of self-adaptive software systems used on mobile devices. How-
ever, DSPLs will only succeed on a long-term basis if their implementation is
fast, non-intrusive, and the resource utilization is kept to a minimum. The ap-
proaches developed and evaluated in this thesis, therefore, provide a substantial
contribution to establish a context-aware DSPL-based adaptation process of mo-
bile devices.
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